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Abstract

Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) have expanded fast in recent
years and have started to affect people’s daily lives. It is believed that CAVs
could bring benefits, including improving traffic efficiency, reducing accidents
and emissions. However, the development of CAVs still faces several technical
and social challenges. Issues such as cyber security have become predomi-
nant, forming an essential part of the complications of CAV deployment. The
increasing number of autonomous and connected functions, however, means
that CAVs are exposed to more cyber security vulnerabilities. Unlike com-
puter cyber security attacks, cyber attacks on CAVs could lead to not only
information leakage but also physical damage. According to the UK CAV
Cyber Security Principles released in 2017, preventing CAVs from cyber se-
curity attacks needs to be considered at the beginning of CAV development.
There is, however, no universally agreed upon or recognized framework for
Connected and Autonomous Vehicles Cyber Security (CAVCS). The main aim
of this thesis is to develop a machine learning-based anomaly detection CAVCS
framework to detect potential attacks on CAVs.

In the thesis, new CAVCS terminology is defined to establish the theoretical
foundation of the framework. A large set of potential attacks within the frame-
work, are then investigated and evaluated based on a newly proposed severity
assessment method from the aspects of target assets, risks and consequences.
The severity assessment results show that the DoS attack and Fuzzy attack are
the most severe cyber attacks among all the defined attacks. Besides, this spe-
cific CAVCS assessment method could be extendable for evolving technologies
applied to CAVs in the future.

Based on the assessed potential attacks, four new CAVCS data sets are sim-
ulated and collected in the thesis. CAV-KDD data set generated from cyber
security benchmark KDD99 covers potential attacks to inter-vehicle commu-
nications; Simulated Simu-CAN data set and real world KCAN-CAV data
set cover DoS attacks and Fuzzy attacks on in-vehicle communication; Self-
collected CAV-RW data set addresses the limitations of these three data sets,
restoring the DoS and Fuzzy attacks scenarios to the greatest extent in the real
world. In addition to filling the research gap of lacking CAVCS data sets, the
four new data sets could help build machine learning models and thus provide
secured CAVs in simulated environments and real world usage.

To build and assess the performance of machine learning-based anomaly de-
tection on CAVCS, classifiers Decision Tree and Naive Bayes are introduced to
each of the four new data sets. The comparison is made based on specific met-
rics, including accuracy, false positive rate and runtime. The results indicate
that machine learning models could help to detect attacks on CAVs, among
which the Decision Tree model is superior to the Naive Bayes model. How-
ever, the runtime is not sufficient for dynamic driving environments, further
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enhanced performance improvements are needed on machine learning models.

To shorten the runtime without negative impacts on accuracy, feature selection
methods, including Info Gain, Gain Ratio, CFS (Correlation-based Feature
Selection), and Pearson method, are then adapted to machine learning mod-
els. Experimental results show that feature selection methods improve the
performance of models on inter-vehicle communication data set CAV-KDD
significantly due to a large number of features. While in other data sets, the
impact of feature selection is not evident due to the limited number of fea-
tures. Among all these, the Decision Tree remains to be the best-performance
detection model. The most important attributes towards different attacks in
different situations are also suggested to provide guidance for further research.

Thus, the thesis builds a new machine learning-based anomaly detection frame-
work for CAVCS, which incorporates severity assessment, data collection,
attacks detection and performance improvement. The framework has been
adapted and validated in the simulated and real world environments, showing
it to be effective for assessing and detecting CAV cyber attacks. The frame-
work could provide guidance and a baseline for further CAVCS researches.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs), a subset of the Intelligent Trans-

portation System, use hardware such as electronic control units (ECUs) and

sensors, software such as entertainment systems and decision-making units,

and data to conduct driving tasks with different levels of automation. Using

these components, CAVs have the potential to not only drive without human

assistance but also navigate, communicate with and react to their surround-

ings. The automation of CAVs is achieved by the installed sensors around the

vehicle body that gather environment information to make decisions. Connec-

tivity allows communication with vehicles, infrastructures and other road users,

as well as guides navigation and vehicle reactions. The CAV is a combination

of ‘Connected Vehicles (CVs)’ and ‘Autonomous Vehicles (AVs)’, forming the

ability of CAVs to communicate with surroundings and conduct driving activ-

ities without human beings [1].

A variety of companies focus on the research and development of CAVs. One

of the biggest Chinese Internet company Baidu released an open source au-

tonomous driving platform named Apollo, which aims to address the challeng-

ing issues of precise sensing and decision making [2]. Tesla released its Au-

topilot for assistant driving and Summon system for assisted parking in 2015

1



Chapter 1. Background 2

and 2016, respectively [3]. An introduction to an enhanced Autopilot system,

which could achieve autonomous driving in certain scenarios (on highways, for

example), is found on Tesla’s website [4]. As one of the biggest Internet compa-

nies in the world, Google is also a competitive player in the field of connected

and autonomous driving. Google set up a company Waymo in 2009 to support

the research and development of CAVs, and has already completed more than

2 million miles of road tests [5]. Another Internet company Uber, known for

its taxi-hailing application, has also tested its own CAVs on public roads in

the state of Arizona [6]. Except from Internet companies and electric vehicle

companies, traditional vehicle manufactures such as Audi and Mercedes Benz

have announced CAV initiatives as well. Audi has conducted 550km on-road

test, based on its autonomous vehicle, “Jack” [7]. Mercedes Benz began to

develop CAVs in the 1980s. Its latest S-class Benz vehicle has completed a

100km road trial in Germany [8].

To accelerate the development, governments also took actions to support by

publishing relevant regulations and laws. In the US, regulations and laws on

CAVs are established at the state level [9]. The Chinese government’s ten-year

plan, “Made in China 2025”, proposes mastery of the key technologies of CAVs

by 2025 [10]. In addition, the Chinese government has launched an abundance

of CAV demonstration projects in China and established the Jiading district

in Shanghai as the country’s first public test area for CAVs [11].

Moreover, several CAV competitions sponsored by academic organizations,

companies and governments have been held around the world. In the US, the

DARPA Grand challenge was held in 2004 and DARPA Urban Challenge in

2007 [12]. In China, a competition focusing on the future challenges of intelli-

gent vehicle competition has been held since 2008, sponsored by the National

Natural Science Foundation of China [13]. Given the increasing number of

research organizations participating, these competitions not only provide plat-

forms for researchers to communicate but also raise public interest in CAV

developments.
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According to a survey conducted by the Boston Consulting Group, 55% of

the public would like to try an autonomous vehicle or even buy one [14]. The

majority of current CAV researches mainly focus on the functions of automa-

tion or connectivity. However, the CAV cyber security, a fundamental part

of their development, is not sufficiently addressed. Cyber security is related

to the functional safety of CAVs, which will have a direct influence on public

trust and CAV commercialisation. According to the newly released UK CAV

Cyber Security Principles [15], CAV cyber security should be considered at an

early stage of CAV development (such as the design phase) and encompass the

entire supply chain. This could prevent cyber security issues from arising in

subsequent stages.

As probably the biggest mobile device people would use in the near future,

CAVs however may cause severe consequences in people’s lives, including not

only private information leakage but also potentially fatal physical damages.

Though the CAVs have not been commercialised yet, they have been involved

in accidents several times and have already caused fatalities. In early 2018,

an Uber autonomous vehicle hit a cyclist during road testing [16]. It is also

reported that in the US [17] and China [18], Tesla vehicles have caused fatal

incidents. Tesla announced that the driver’s hands were not detected on the

steering wheel for 6 seconds before the US accident. Although it was said that

the Autopilot system was engaged, the Tesla vehicle should only be classified

as a driver assistance system rather than a fully autonomous system according

to the definitions of automation levels in Table 2.1.

Even more severe attacks “happened” to vehicles. In the US, white hat hackers

have already attacked the Grand Cherokee successfully. They took control of

the vehicle remotely from ten miles away and stopped it on a highway [19]. In

2019, the Tencent Keen Lab also announced that the researchers successfully

took control of the Tesla S vehicles [20]. They used three dots installed on the

road to mislead the testing vehicle and forced it to drive to the opposite lane.

These accidents suggest that there may be severe and even life-threatening
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consequences if CAVs are not designed and equipped with appropriate cyber

security protection mechanisms. There is a pressing need to investigate CAV

cyber security issues, even at this early stage in their development.

There has been little development of automation and communication-based

technologies in traditional vehicles, and the issue of cyber security has often

been neglected or considered less important. Although several mature stan-

dards and methods relating to cyber security exist in the field of computer

science, they cannot be applied directly to CAVs. Compared to traditional

networks, mobile networks, or traditional automobile networks, CAV cyber se-

curity has its own specific characteristics, which are shown in Table 1.1. Given

these differences, the cyber security of CAVs should be considered specifically;

cyber security strategies applicable to traditional networks or automobile net-

works cannot be employed directly.

Table 1.1: Comparison of CAVs with Traditional Vehicles/Mobile Networks

Compared to Traditional Vehicles Compared to Computer Network/ Mo-
bile Network

1. There are more ECUs and more code
in the CAVs [21], which means more
data to be processed.

1. Besides information leakage, CAVs
could cause physical damage or even fa-
tal injuries.

2. There are multiple communica-
tion protocols in CAV, such as Con-
troller Area Network (CAN) [22], 5G
and DSRC [23], and therefore multiple
data formats in the vehicles, requiring
more processing time.

2. CAV requires a higher detection
rate as well as a shorter data processing
time. In the Europe METIS project, la-
tency is expected to be less than 5ms,
and accuracy is expected to be 99.999
% when transmitting a 1600-bytes data
package [24].

3. There are more connected functions,
which means that the number of poten-
tial attack points is also increasing [25].

3. The application scenarios are more
complicated. CAVs are more likely to
drive in unregulated areas such as park-
ing lots, highways and rural areas.

1.2 Research Motivations

Due to these specific characteristics of CAVs outlined in Table 1.1, the research

of CAV cyber security is of high importance and urgency. The UK published
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the first CAV cyber security principles in the world [15]. The government,

CAV companies and organizations are also looking for cyber security solutions.

Innovate UK [26] has opened several Call for Proposals on CAV cyber security

in recent years as have other organizations, such as the ESA (European Space

Agency) [27].

The following considerations highlight the research significance of CAV cyber

security:

1. The data and information transmitted by CAVs include not only commu-

nications within the vehicles (e.g., CAN) but also communications in V2V,

V2I, V2C and everything in the CAV network. The specific characteristics of

this complicated network must be captured and considered in a well-defined

cyber security framework that can support future developments in cyber se-

curity protection. In addition, the framework should also guide the protection

of newly-adopted technologies on CAVs.

2. The functions and commercialisation of CAVs have been researched for

several years. It is believed that the CAVs could be ready for consumers

in the 2020s [9]. Cyber security needs to be considered as soon as possible,

and before the commercialisation, to protect the information and users’ safety.

However, currently there is no universal standard and regulation for CAV

cyber security. The protection mechanism could not be guaranteed. The lack

of relevant security data also poses challenge for further studies on autonomous

detection on attacks to CAVs.

3. Secure communication is the foundation for the successful development

of CAVs, to avoid both private information leakage and physical damage to

properties or people. The CAV cyber security needs to be emphasised across

different sectors and throughout the entire supply chain of the automobile

industry.
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1.3 Research Aims and Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to provide a new Anomaly Detection Framework that

will enhance CAV cyber security through the adoption of machine-learning

methods for CAVs by defining and assessing attacks, collecting data from sim-

ulated and real world environments, adapting machine learning models, and

improving the performance by feature selection methods.

The Objectives of this research are as follows:

1. Critically review existing cyber security frameworks and mechanisms for

use in CAVs. Because CAV cyber security is a new and emerging research

field, other relevant literature, including cyber security of traditional networks,

traditional automobiles, and Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET), will also

be reviewed to support the interdisciplinary research of CAVs. The gaps and

limitations of current research on CAV cyber security will then be identified

for further in-depth analysis and investigations.

2. Define the terminology related to CAV cyber security and assess potential

attacks on CAVs by specific CAVs cyber security severity assessment method.

As there is no general definition of CAV cyber security, the research domain

must be properly defined. In addition, cyber security research must identify

and define the types of attacks that could occur. A new universal CAV cyber

security attack severity assessment method will be proposed, which could help

to understand the priority for protecting against and responding to attacks.

3. Collect new CAV cyber security data sets within the new CAV framework.

Because CAV cyber security data sets are lacking in the existing literature,

new CAV cyber security data sets will be collected from both simulated and

real world environment. These data sets will cover different attack types to

CAVs, and help to build machine learning models as well as evaluate them in

real world usage.

4. Develop and evaluate machine learning models for CAVs based on new CAV

cyber security data sets. Machine learning models will be adapted to each of
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the data set to assess their performance on detecting different cyber attacks

to CAVs in various situations. The performance of the accuracy, false positive

(FP) rate and runtime will then be compared, the most appropriate model will

be suggested.

5. Improve the performance of the models by feature selection methods. Fea-

ture selection methods are to be investigated to enhance accuracy, lower the FP

rate, and decrease detection time of machine learning models on CAV attack

detection. The selected features towards different attacks will be investigated,

which could help to understand the importance of each feature.

1.4 Research Methods and Procedures

The focus of this thesis is to develop a framework for the cyber security of

CAVs. Within the new framework, potential attacks could be defined and

machine learning methods could then be used to detect them, thus enhancing

CAV cyber security. The proposed solution basically follows the cyber secu-

rity framework introduced by the NIST (National Institute of Standards and

Technology) [28]. The NIST framework core consists of five main functions:

identify, protect, detect, respond and recover. However, the framework is de-

signed for companies or organizations to conduct commercial risk assessments

to reduce cyber security risks to an acceptable level. For CAVs, the framework

is adapted and changed based on specific characteristics of CAVs outlined in

Table 1.1.

This work acknowledges that cyber security attacks on CAVs may cause severe

physical damage. Thus, after identifying the potential cyber attacks on CAVs,

a new severity assessment method needs to be proposed to consider more CAV

specific factors.

Once potential cyber attacks are identified, the detection of attack represents

the next important key issue. Machine learning tools have been identified

to be highly successful and powerful in the recognition of patterns in data.
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This research generates and labels new CAV data sets, including in-vehicle

and inter-vehicle data, to train machine learning models for CAV anomaly

detection. The trained machine learning models that recognized the patterns

between data could be adapted to new data sets to detect the anomalies.

This work also acknowledges the demand for high accuracy and low latency in

CAVs responses to real world driving situations. These are often dynamic and

unpredictable. After the construction of the machine learning models, feature

selection methods are used to reduce the number of attributes in the data set,

thus to reduce the runtime without affecting the accuracy of the model. With

the attributes selected through the feature selection process, the models are

shown to be well adapted to achieve better performance. The models are also

adapted to a real world data set to evaluate their applicability in new and

complex scenarios.

The overall structure and methodologies of the thesis are outlined in Figure

1.1. A more detailed description will be given in Section 1.6.

1.5 Contributions of the Research

The contributions of this research are listed below. The main contribution of

the thesis is to build a new machine learning-based anomaly detection frame-

work for CAV cyber security, which incorporates severity assessment, data

collection, attacks detection and performance improvement. The framework

has been adapted and validated in the simulated and real world environment,

showing it to be effective for assessing and detecting CAV cyber attacks. It

provides guidance and a baseline for further CAV cyber security researches.

a. A new proposed severity assessment method specific to CAV cyber security.

The new set of terminology of CAV cyber security, including CAV cyber secu-

rity, CAV network, and CAV cyber attacks, is defined to build the theoretical

foundation of the CAV cyber security framework. The priority of each attack

could then be understood and the most severe attacks could be resolved with
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Figure 1.1: Thesis Structure and Methodology

a higher priority by adapting the proposed assessment method. Besides, this

newly proposed assessment method is also extendable in the fast evolving area

of CAV research and development. This contribution provides guidance for

CAV cyber security severity assess, which could help researchers understand

the attacks and then take corresponding reactions towards them.

b. Four new CAV cyber security data sets covering potential attacks in simu-

lated and real world environment. CAV-KDD data set generated from cyber

security benchmark KDD99 covers potential attacks to inter-vehicle commu-

nications; Simulated Simu-CAN data set and real world KCAN-CAV data

set cover DoS attacks and Fuzzy attacks on in-vehicle communication environ-

ments; Self-collected CAV-RW data set addresses the limitations of these three

data sets, restoring the DoS and Fuzzy attacks scenarios to the greatest extent

in the real world. These data sets help build and evaluate machine learning

models towards different attacks, filling the research gap of lacking relevant
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data sets in the field of CAV cyber security. Other researchers could also use

these data sets to conduct relevant research and compare the results.

c. Machine learning models, Decision Tree and Naive Bayes, to detect the

CAV cyber attacks on the new data sets. The machine learning models are

built and evaluated on the data sets to assess the performance of accuracy,

FP (False Positive) rate and runtime. It is found that machine learning is

effective to detect CAV cyber attacks. The comparison results show that the

performance of Decision Tree model is superior than that of Naive Bayes. The

possibility of using machine learning models is evaluated in the thesis, based

on which other researchers could use different machine learning algorithms to

compare and improve the results.

d. Improved performance of machine learning models by feature selection

methods. The feature selection methods provide a possible solution for dy-

namic driving environments. In data set with enough number of attributes,

the feature selection methods are considered to be effective. Besides, feature

selection methods also help to prioritise the importance of attributes, by which

only crucial attributes are collected if data storage and computation power are

limited. It is found that time frequency and data field content are the most im-

portant attributes in detecting DoS and Fuzzy attack, respectively. The best

performance model and important attributes towards different attacks are also

suggested, which could provide a baseline for further research. In addition, the

important attributes could also provide guidance for CAVs data collection in

future research.

1.6 Thesis Overview and Structure

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of researches on CAVs as well as CAV cyber

security. The existing research emphasises that cyber security is a fundamen-

tal part of the deployment of CAVs. Components of building cyber security
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framework are also reviewed from the aspects of risk assessment, related data

sets, anomaly detection and feature selection. The research gaps with respect

to existing research are highlighted in this chapter.

Chapter 3 describes the preliminary development of the proposed CAV cyber

security framework. In this chapter, the terminology of CAV cyber security is

firstly defined followed by the potential attacks on CAVs, which are defined,

analysed and categorised from the perspective of automation and connectivity.

A new CAV cyber security severity assessment method is proposed, in which a

new set of severity assessment criteria is provided to support the categorisation

and priority of potential attacks. Based on the criteria, the most severe attacks

on CAVs are identified, and corresponding mitigation methods are suggested

to resolve them.

Chapter 4 introduces all the data sets newly collected and analysed in the

thesis. These four different data sets cover most severe attacks defined in

Chapter 3 in simulated and real world environments. The newly retrieved data

set CAV-KDD is generated from the traditional network benchmark data set

KDD99 by removing redundant data and irrelevant attributes. The Simu-CAN

data set is simulated using a CAN tool, and attack scenarios are simulated to

inject the attack data into the data set. Real world data sets, including KCAN-

CAV data set of inter-vehicle communication, and self-collected CAV-RW data

set from a real CAV, are used to validate the performance of machine learning

models in the real world environment. The data sets in this chapter support

the follow-up machine learning research in the thesis.

Based on these data sets, two machine learning models, namely Decision Tree

and Naive Bayes, are built and evaluated in Chapter 5. The performance met-

rics of accuracy, FP rates and runtime are then discussed and compared. This

chapter demonstrates the applicability of machine learning models to detect

the anomalies on CAV cyber security with a concern of further improvement

on model’s performance.

In Chapter 6, feature selection methods based on the specific characteristics
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of CAVs (i.e., the highly dynamic environment and low fault tolerance) are

used to improve the performance of machine learning models. The accuracy,

FP rate and detection time of each data set are compared with where feature

selection methods are not applied, in order to demonstrate any improvements

gained through the use of the methods. In addition, the best performance

model and important attributes are also suggested to provide guidance for

further research.

Chapter 7 presents the conclusion of the thesis. The limitations of the research,

the challenge ahead of CAV cyber security and future work are also discussed.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Overview

The automobile industry has developed for several centuries, and the number of

ECUs (Electronic Control Units) installed in vehicles has also been increasing

in the past few years. The development of CAVs is becoming a major priority

of the automobile industry. They have spent a huge amount of money on their

development, and all car manufactures are competing for the leading position

in the area of CAVs [29]. Nowadays, an increasing number of sensors and

applications are used on vehicles to build a more efficient and reliable driving

environment. It is said that one modern vehicle now could have more than

100 million lines of code [30] to support its driving functions.

Some initial applications of CAVs have already been installed on modern vehi-

cles. For example, the ADAS (Advanced Driving Assistant System) has been

installed and used in many commercialised vehicles [31]. Vehicle platooning

technology is also used in the lorries [32]. Besides the applications on vehi-

cles, the whole driving environment, such as infrastructures, is becoming more

intelligent as well. With wireless communication technology usage, such as

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) [33], passing vehicles could be charged

automatically at parking lot entrances and toll stations on highways without

stopping, improving traffic efficiency greatly. Traffic control systems such as

13
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traffic light control system [34] to avoid congestion are being used in cities

around the world as well. The concept of VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Net-

work), which is a crucial part of the intelligent transportation system, is also

adapted into real world usages in certain scenarios to increase the efficiency of

the whole driving system [35].

All of these technologies try to improve the automation level and connection

degree of modern vehicles, and help the vehicles make driving decisions in-

dependently without human. However, more vulnerabilities will be exposed

on CAVs with the installation of new ECUs and applications as the number

of ports to outsides is increasing as well. With wireless communication, all

the vehicles in the communication range could become the attack targets [25],

which is even worse than wired communications.

This chapter introduces the background of CAVs and existing studies on CAV

cyber security. It also reviews the relevant literature on potential attacks on

CAVs and the mitigation methods that could be used against these attacks.

The current CAVs standards and industry reports are also reviewed in this

chapter. Finally, relevant approaches and methods of building a cyber security

framework, including risk assessment, data sets, anomaly detection and feature

selection, are reviewed in this chapter as well.

2.2 Connected and Autonomous Vehicles

The SAE J3016 Standard is a de facto standard for autonomous driving nowa-

days. The category of automation defined by J3016 has been widely used.

The SAE International defined “driving automation” as that the system could

conduct part or all DDT (Dynamic Driving Tasks) continuously [36]. DDT

is defined as three different levels by the SAE J3061 standard, namely op-

erational functions, tactical functions and strategic functions. The relations

of these three functions are illustrated in Figure 2.1 [36]. Operational func-

tions contain basic motion control, including lateral and longitudinal motion
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controls. Tactical functions contain all the operational functions plus OEDR

(Object and Event Detection and Response). In current DDT performance,

the strategic functions, including destination and waypoint planning, are not

included.

Figure 2.1: Schematic View of Driving Tasks Showing DDT Portion

The response by either users or the system to perform DDT when a system

failure happens is defined as DDT fallback by SAE International. ODD (Oper-

ational Design Domain) is considered as the driving system requiring a specific

running environment, including environmental, geographical or time restric-

tions. For example, some autonomous driving vehicles only operate or test in

a closed environment [37], which indicates that the vehicle is still designed un-

der a limited ODD. Based on the DDT performance, DDT fallback and ODD,

SAE International then defines the vehicle automation into 6 different levels,

which are shown in Table 2.1 [36].

The definition of CAVs varies in different descriptions. In the UK, the gov-

ernment set up a government centre called the “Centre for Connected and

Autonomous Vehicles” in 2015 [38]. This centre published a report on Con-

nected and autonomous vehicle research and development projects in 2018 [39].

The House of Lords also published the report “Connected and Autonomous

Vehicles: The future” in 2017 [40]. Other organizations, including the British
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Table 2.1: SAE Automation Levels

Level Name
DDT

DDT Fallback ODD
Sustained
Motion Con-
trol

OEDR

0 No Driving Au-
tomation

Driver Driver Driver N/A

1 Driver Assis-
tance

Driver and
System

Driver Driver Limited

2 Partial Driving
Automation

System Driver Driver Limited

3 Conditional
Driving Au-
tomation

System System Fallback-
ready user
(becomes the
driver during
fallback)

Limited

4 High Driving
Automation

System System System Limited

5 Full Driving Au-
tomation

System System System Unlimited

Standard Institution (BSI) in the UK, also published a standards strategy

report on CAVs in 2017 [41].

Some publications have also used the name of Connected and Automated Vehi-

cles. For example, the Transport Systems Catapult [42], an innovation centre

in the UK, used the term Automated on its website. As a rapidly developing

subject, the naming of CAVs is not consistent in the literature, at present.

The thesis therefore use the term ‘Connected and Autonomous Vehicle’, which

is the same as ‘Connected and Automated Vehicles’ in the literature.

CAVs are attributed with the features of wireless connectivity and automa-

tion. Connected means that the vehicles rely on data sent from other vehicles

or infrastructure to plan their routes and communicate with other surround-

ing vehicles within a connected network. Full automation means that these

vehicles can comprehensively conduct dynamic driving tasks and recovery ac-

tions automatically, in real-time, without driver’s intervention [43]. In [44],

the authors concluded that a modern autonomous vehicle normally contains

three crucial elements, which are sensors, on-board computers and actuators.
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These elements could help the vehicle to understand surroundings and make

corresponding reactions.

CAVs could bring many benefits to current transportation and people’s daily

life. First of all, traffic safety could be enhanced by CAVs. It is reported that

90% of traffic accidents are caused by drivers’ fault, which means that by using

CAVs, the same proportion of accidents could be avoided [9]. Secondly, traffic

efficiency could be significantly improved by CAVs. Using CAVs could increase

the road capacity, because the car spacing could be shortened when driving

[45]. Thirdly, fuel consumption could also be reduced, and the air pollution

caused by vehicles could be controlled. The car-sharing program could also be

expanded. It is studied that one sharing CAV could replace eleven traditional

vehicles on car-sharing rental programs, which could help to reduce the emis-

sions [46]. In [47], the authors conducted a comprehensive research about the

implications that may be caused by CAVs, including fuel consumption, travel

choices, public health, etc. With the increasing of automation, the impacts

would also be multiplied.

Though the development of CAVs could bring lots of benefits to our daily life, it

could also cause some problems such as reliability or safety. These unintended

concerns may reduce the customers’ acceptance to CAVs. Many researches

emphasised the possible consequences on safety. In [48], the authors said that

though CAVs could reduce human errors, the machine faults still cannot be

avoided. Several fatal accidents around the world indicated the unreliability

of CAVs. In [49], the authors found out that if CAVs and traditional vehicles

were mixed on the road, the number of conflicts would even increase in certain

areas such as the intersections or low car spacing roads. The transition period

from traditional vehicles to CAVs would be dangerous. In [50], the author

said that though safety is crucial to CAVs, functional safety has already been

inappropriate for CAVs as security also needs to be considered.

It could be seen that all the researches agreed that the development of CAVs

is promising and will be beneficial to several aspects in our daily life and the
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whole society. However, there still exists several challenges ahead to overcome,

in which CAVs cyber security needs to be considered first as it could impact

both safety and security.

CAV cyber security is an important issue in the development of CAVs, and

also a big challenge. In the next section, CAV cyber security will be reviewed

and discussed.

2.3 Cyber Security Research on CAVs

Though the technical research of CAV cyber security is still developing and no

mature technologies has been applied to CAVs yet, the cyber security are still

accounted of by governments around the world. Several regulations, laws and

best practices have been published by governments.

In the US, the NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration) pub-

lished best practice of modern vehicles in 2016 [51]. One year later, in 2017, the

second version of the safety report was also published [52], which was named

“a vision for safety”. Both of the reports tried to define and regulate relevant

issues on vehicle cyber security. However, they are not specific to CAVs. The

best practice focused on modern vehicles and the safety report only focused

on automated driving. Another regulation called the “Spy Car Act”, which

was published by the US government in 2015, also aims to protect the privacy

and security of self-driving vehicles [53]. At the state level, several states, in-

cluding California and Massachusetts, introduced or updated new and existing

laws to ensure cyber security for CAVs [54]. Other states such as Georgia and

Michigan also passed new laws to ensure cyber security in general rather than

specific to CAVs [54].

ENISA (European Union Agency for Cybersecurity) in the EU also published

relevant researches on CAV cyber security. In 2017, a report on cyber secu-

rity and resilience was published [55], listing all the vulnerable parts of smart

vehicles and possible threats to them. In addition, the GDPR (General Data
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Protection Regulation), which took effects from 25 May 2018, was also an ad-

vanced approach for privacy protection in Europe [56]. In 2019, a new good

practice for security was published to improve vehicles’ safety [57]. Both of

these two documents are guidelines and suggestions, but not compulsory. It is

still a signal that the EU paid attention to the cyber security of CAVs. The

GDPR regulates the use of personal data in the EU, which is a model for

the data protection law for other areas. As CAVs would store highly sensi-

tive personal data such as the usual locations or bank account information for

payments, GDPR will be definitely used in future CAVs.

In the UK, new CAV cyber security principles had been proposed [15], which

made the UK the first country to consider CAV cyber security at the national

level. However, these principles are only guidelines, which are very general. In

Asia, China and Japan also updated the existing laws to secure cyber security

and privacy. In China, the Cyber Security Law of the People’s Republic of

China had enacted in 2017, which requires the enhancement of cyber security.

In late 2017, China has introduced another guideline for developing Intelligent

and Connected Vehicle, which emphasised the importance of CAV cyber se-

curity [58]. The guideline clearly pointed out that cyber security standards of

CAVs, including the technical and privacy requirements, need to be built. In

Japan, the Personal Information Protection Commission would monitor and

protect the personal information [54].

It could be seen that the governments have realised the importance of CAV

cyber security. However, as the technology is not mature, governments still

do not force automakers and OEM suppliers to take compulsory actions. But,

initial attempts about CAV cyber security need to be considered carefully, and

protection mechanisms need to be proposed to ensure not only security but

also safety on CAVs.

Researchers have emphasised that the protection of cyber security is the most

important requirements of users to use CAVs [59]. There are various attempts

to discuss CAV cyber security. In [60], the authors discussed the possible cyber
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security attacks on autonomous vehicles. After listing all the possible attacks,

the authors then gave mitigation solutions to each attack. It is recommended

that it is important to keep sufficient redundancy in autonomous vehicles.

Sufficient sensors data could help vehicles to know the surroundings and posi-

tions. They believed that GNSS spoofing and fake message injection are the

most threatening risks among all these attacks. Both of these attacks will put

threats to passengers’ lives. They believed that anti-spoofing hardware and

authentication methods are needed in autonomous vehicles.

In [61], the authors divided the attacks to vehicles into two classifications.

One is the attack to the entertainment system on the vehicles, including the

audio system or the mobile applications installed on the vehicles. The other

classification is the attack to the CAN, which is even more dangerous to the

vehicles. Unlike the computer DoS attack focusing on communications, the

DoS attacks to vehicles could be different. For example, if the attackers at-

tack the heating function of the driver’s seat, the power of the vehicles would

be consumed quickly at a short time. This could be extremely dangerous,

especially to electric vehicles.

In [62], the authors discussed cyber security in connected vehicles. The au-

thors believed that the vehicles would be more vulnerable with the increasing

connectivity. This paper described the possible attack scenarios, including

USB update attacks, communication attacks and malicious application instal-

lation. A system using machine learning methods was then built to detect the

anomaly behaviours in CAN-Bus (Controller Area Network) and the operating

system.

In [63], the authors attempted to use the categories of cyber security in com-

puter science to describe the possible attacks in CAV. The possible attacks

were divided into passive attacks and active attacks. The passive attack is

easy to prevent but difficult to detect, while the active attack is easy to detect

but difficult to prevent. In the thesis, mitigation methods were recommended,

including authentication and encryption.
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In [64], the authors pointed out that the current vehicle safety standard ISO26262

did not consider the security issues to avoid both unintentional and intentional

attacks. Currently, there is no existing universal security or safety standard

for CAVs. Therefore, a systematic definition of attacks and attack analysis

methods is highly desirable for the development of CAVs.

In [65], the authors assumed that connected vehicles were similar to all the

Internet devices, and cyber security should be considered as a fundamental part

of connected vehicles development. The authors then discussed the potential

cyber attacks on V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure) communication and proposed

a novel cyber security architecture called CVGuard to detect the attacks in

V2I. In this paper, the CVGuard reduced 60% DDoS (Distributed Denial of

Service) attacks created vehicle conflicts.

In [25], the researchers pointed out that modern cars were already new tar-

gets for hackers. Engines, doors and brakes could all be possible vulnerable

points. In addition, nowadays, the attackers did not need to approach the tar-

get vehicle physically. All the vehicles in the communication range could be

hacked. The authors also listed OBD (On-Board Diagnostics) threat, DSRC

communication, Malware and automobile apps as the most vulnerable parts

on vehicles. The authors also offered solutions to address the cyber security is-

sues, including OTA (Over-the-Air Technology) solution, cloud-based solution

and layer-based solution.

Real attacks have also happened several times. White hackers from Tencent

Keen Lab have successfully attacked Tesla [66]. The attack was conducted in

September 2016. A remote attack to Tesla Model S had successfully conducted

both in driving and parking modes. The white hackers accessed the Tesla

vehicle from Wi-Fi, and modified the CAN message successfully. After this

attack, Tesla published an OTA update immediately to fix the problem.

Three years after this attack, in 2019, the Keen lab conducted another suc-

cessful attack to disrupt the rain wipers of Tesla [20]. The lane recognition

function was also hacked by sticking three white round dot stickers on the
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road only. With wrong lane recognition, the vehicle drove to the opposite

lane. In addition, the white hackers also showed that the steering wheel could

be controlled by a gamepad, even when the Autopilot was not running.

Because CAV is a newly-developed research topic, the amount of cyber security

research on CAV is limited. Except for the cyber security in CAV, there is

also research on the VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Networks), which shares a lot

in common with the connected functions of CAVs.

VANET uses V2V communication and V2I communication to help vehicles

gathering traffic information [67], while CAVs extend the boundaries to V2X

communication. VANET is a mobile ad hoc network, where the vehicles are the

mobile nodes [68]. In [68], the authors listed the possible privacy and security

challenges to the safety of VANET, including the attacks on confidentiality,

integrity or data trust. They claimed that encryption is important to VANET.

In [69], the authors concluded that the VANET has three specific character-

istics: frequent vehicle movement, time-critical response, and hybrid archi-

tecture. Other listed attacks include bogus information, DoS attacks, Mas-

querade, GPS spoofing, etc. The authors also proposed several mitigation

methods, including public key, certificate revocation approaches and ID-based

cryptography.

As it could be seen from the literature listed above, the majority of the re-

searchers believed that cyber security is a fundamental part of the develop-

ment of CAV, which needs more research and investigations. On the other

hand, most authors agreed that increasing connected and automated func-

tions will increase the possibilities of cyber attacks. However, these papers

only discussed cyber attacks on one aspect, either on connected functions or

autonomous functions. The in-vehicle cyber security and inter-vehicle cyber

security were discussed separately. There were attempts to discuss the most

severe attacks, but there were no systematic evaluation criteria. Without clear

definition of CAV cyber security and supportive data set, the detection of cy-

ber attacks towards CAVs could not be conducted. Meanwhile, the literature
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on CAV cyber security was limited, and this topic needs more investigation

and research efforts. Awareness of cyber security in CAV should also be raised.

2.4 Components of Cyber Security Framework

Relevant researches on building a cyber security framework were reviewed from

four aspects: Firstly, the risk assessment, which could help to enhance the CAV

cyber security framework after definitions of attacks. The risk assessment

could help to understand and prioritize the potential attacks. Then, as the

indispensable part of the detection, relevant cyber security data sets were

reviewed. The methods of intrusion detection were also reviewed to discuss

the research gaps in the detection of CAV cyber security attacks. Finally,

feature selection methods were reviewed, aiming to improve the performance

of intrusion detection models.

2.4.1 Risk Assessment

Risk assessment is the initial step in a proposed cyber security framework

because it requires the definitions of all the potential attacks to the target.

Only by knowing and understanding potential attacks could corresponding

detection mechanisms and corresponding reactions be taken. Meanwhile, the

severity of each risk would also be evaluated. Some researches discussed the

risk assessment of potential attacks to CAVs or vehicles. The attempts of these

researches helped to identify the attacks and severity of different risks system-

atically. However, as the number of relevant researches of risk assessment in

CAVs is limited, the risk assessment from information security or traditional

vehicles have also been investigated to gain a comprehensive understanding of

risk assessment.

In [70], the researchers discussed existing risk assessment on information se-

curity in the field of computer science. The researchers pointed out that the

main aim of risk assessment is to investigate all the potential risks to the
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system. After that, all the risks should be evaluated carefully so that the

mitigation methods could be proposed appropriately. This paper also defined

the differences between risk, threat and vulnerabilities, because normally these

definitions are misused in risk assessment in the entire cyber security frame-

work. In this study, the researchers defined that the potential attack targets,

or the assets, had vulnerabilities. The attackers could make use of the vul-

nerabilities, which will pose threats to the system. The possible relationship

between vulnerabilities and threats was then called risks.

In [71], the authors built a risk assessment framework for smart vehicles. The

smart vehicle is the initial concept of the CAV. The authors tried to evaluate

the importance of different assets. The evaluation was from three aspects:

safety, privacy, and operational. After analysing the importance of assets, the

threat or the vulnerabilities would be calculated based on different severity

levels. The authors assigned a numeric value to each threat and vulnerabil-

ity. The risk was then calculated based on it. The numeric value could help

evaluate the risk and prioritise different risk, by which mitigation methods

could be proposed. In addition, as it is impossible to conduct all the potential

attacks on smart vehicles, it is also crucial to calculate the risk before the

developments. However, the framework built in this paper only discussed the

evaluation of risks. It did not discuss the potential attacks on smart vehicles.

In [72], the authors proposed a systematic way to analyse the risk to the vehicle

IT system. The paper introduced a well-adapted equation that risk equals the

probability of an accident and the possible losses through the accident in the

field of engineering. The authors then defined the possible losses into three

different categories: safety, financial, and operational. Damage to these three

aspects could cause risks to the vehicle. In the paper, the authors also ranked

the damages from three aspects into 4 levels. Each level has its own factor

from 0 to 1000, which helped to understand the severity of each risk. The

paper also pointed out that in the current automotive standards, such as the

ISO26262, risk assessment was not enforceable, and there was no universal
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standard to set the baseline of risks.

In [73], the authors introduced the threat analysis and risk assessment in tra-

ditional vehicle cyber security. In the paper, the severity was based on safety-

related components and privacy-related components. Each component has five

different levels, from S0 to S4. The authors also emphasised that though there

were standards to assess the hazard and risks in vehicles, the cyber security

issues were not considered carefully. Thus, privacy and safety should be con-

sidered at the same time on the developments. Meanwhile, it should also be

noted that in the paper, the definitions of threat and risk were not clearly

classified.

In [74], the authors tried to propose a novel method to conduct the hazard

analysis and risk assessment for CAVs on Level 4, which means that the vehicle

could perform the driving tasks without people in a controlled environment.

The new assessment method was designed to protect the functional safety of

CAVs. The authors defined relevant terminology, including hazard, hazardous

events, to CAVs, as current terminology is all designed for traditional vehicles.

Then, the safety goals of different operational functions were set. The authors

also emphasised that the terminology definition is an important part of risk

assessment. However, the paper only discussed functional safety, which is

more related to the automation functions. The connected functions were not

considered in this paper.

There were also some published patents for the risk assessment for CAVs. In

[75], the researchers invented a new method to assess CAVs risk by collecting

and storing sensor data and operational data. These two types of data were

then combined and compared so that the driving environment could be sim-

ulated. Based on the reproduced driving events, the risk of loss of the CAVs

could be evaluated. In [76], the researchers proposed a new method to assess

the vehicle’s risk based on the location. This method is especially useful when

there is a financial transaction, such as the car renting situation. The method

could help to check the safety level of the current location of vehicles and
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evaluate the transaction risks.

Based on the above risk assessment researches, several conclusions could be

drawn.

First of all, all the researchers agreed that terminology definition is a crucial

part of the risk assessment, which is also an irreplaceable part of the CAV

cyber security framework as currently there is no universal definition of CAV

cyber security terminology. Even in some studies, the terminology was mis-

used. For example, smart vehicles, CAVs, and automated vehicles were used

interchangeably in several descriptions. However, the concepts are different

distinctly. Only CAVs focus on both automation and connection at the same

time.

Secondly, though there were risk assessments for CAVs, it was still mainly on

the automation functions, indicating that only functional or operational risks

were considered. While in CAVs, the connected functions would also bring

new risks to the drivers and users. In order to build a more comprehensive

framework, both connected and automated functions of the vehicles need to

be carefully considered.

Thirdly, the current risk assessment method was based on the experience of

experts or researchers. The severity of risks could not be calculated system-

atically. In addition, the potential risks and attacks to CAVs were not fully

investigated as well. Though there were studies related to the systematic risk

assessment or the potential attack investigation, the studies did not combine

the two parts.

Based on the above conclusions, it could be found that to build a CAV cyber

security framework, the risk assessment is crucial, which will establish the solid

foundation of the whole framework. Only by defining attacks and assessing

the risks can the cyber security framework be systematic and reliable.
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2.4.2 Related Data Sets

Being the most fundamental part of building a robust attack detection model

and completing a comprehensive CAV cyber security framework, the experi-

ments and tests on CAVs are essential. However, considering the special char-

acteristics of CAVs, especially the potentially life-threatening consequences of

CAV cyber security, it is impossible to conduct the attack detection directly

on CAVs without first collecting attack data sets. To conduct the attack de-

tection on CAVs, attack data sets need to be collected first. Some researchers

have discussed attack detection, and they have used various attack data sets.

In [77], the authors reviewed 65 papers related to CAV cyber security based on

three main categories: threat, solution, and research. From their review, they

found that 37 of the studies used simulated data sets. However, the in-vehicle

data sets and vehicle communication data sets were investigated separately

rather than combined. In addition, the safety data of the CAVs was missing.

Most of the studies only focused on the connected data. It should be noted

that, though in this research, 37 pieces of research used different data sets to

perform cyber security research, all the data sets are not open source. It is not

easy to obtain the data sets directly, and it is difficult to obtain permission to

use them in this research.

Car manufactures, car hackers and internet companies also conducted attacks

on real world vehicles or CAVs, as mentioned in Section 2.3. Vehicle attack

data sets must be collected during the attacks, but most of the data sets could

be extremely difficult to obtain due to safety or commercial issues.

In [78], the Hacking and Countermeasure Research Lab in Korean published

the car hacking data sets on its website. The OTIDS (CAN Data set for intru-

sion detection) contained three different attack types, which are DoS attack,

Fuzzy attack and Impersonation attack. Besides the attacks data, one attack

free data set was also provided in the data sets. The total amount of attack

data and normal data are beyond 5 million. It should also be noted that these
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data sets were collected from a traditional vehicle, so they are lack of some

certain data types. Though the data types and attack types are limited, it

is still a good attempt to evaluate the models in data sets collected from real

world. These data sets will be introduced and analysed in detail in Chapter 4.

Data is a necessary part of the attack detection of CAV when using machine

learning algorithms. However, the lack of CAV cyber security data presents a

research gap for current CAV cyber security research. Except for the data sets

mentioned above, current CAV data sets mainly focus on the maps or sensor

data collected by CAVs. There are some well-known data sets provided by

different research organizations or companies, which are listed in Table 2.2.

It could be found from the table that almost all the data sets focused on the

autonomous functions of CAVs, including the functions and sensor data. How-

ever, the connected functions of CAVs are important as well. Since there is no

universal standard for the attacks to the communications of CAVs currently,

the related data sets of attacks to traditional network communication are also

reviewed. Several benchmarks of network attack detection are introduced be-

low.

1. KDD99 data set:

KDD99 is the most well-known benchmark for intrusion detection [92]. It

was first published in the Third International Knowledge Discovery and Data

Mining contest, the aim of which is to build an intrusion detection system.

Though the KDD99 data set has been published for more than 20 years, it is

still used in current researches. The training set has 4,898,431 instances and

the testing set has 2,984,154 instances [93]. It also provided a 10% data set

with the same proportions as the original data set. 39 different attacks belong

to 4 main types: DoS (Denial of Service), R2L (Remote to Local), U2R (User

to root), and probing. Each data in KDD99 has 41 attributes. A more detailed

description of KDD99 can be found in Chapter 4.

2. NSL-KDD

The NSL-KDD data set evolved from the KDD99 data set, which was first
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Table 2.2: Current CAVs-related Data Sets

Data Set Provider Data Type
KITTI [79] Karlsruhe Institute

of Technology;
Tyota Technolog-
ical Institute at
Chicago

Stereo sequences data; 3D
point clouds; 3D GPS/IMU
data; Calibration; 3D ob-
ject labels

Audi Autonomous Driv-
ing Dataset (A2D2) [80]

Audi 2D semantic segmentation;
3D point clouds; 3D bound-
ing boxes; Vehicle bus data

Waymo Open [81] Google 3D LiDAR point clouds; 2D
camera images; urban and
suburban area 2s sequences
data

Apollo [82] Baidu Trajectory dataset; 3D Per-
ception Lidar Object Detec-
tion and Tracking dataset

Lyft [83] Lyft Raw Lidar and camera in-
pus

Ford Autonomous Vehi-
cle Dataset [84]

Ford 3D maps; 3D Lidar point
clouds; Calibration

BDD100K (Berkeley
Deep Drive Dataset) [85]

Berkeley Images and videos

Mapillary Vistas Dataset
[86]

Mapillary Research images; object cat-
egories; different
time/season/weather data

Cityscapes Dataset [87] Cityscapes Team Images; GPS Coordinates;
Ego-motion data; Tem-
perature data; Different
cities/time/season/weather
data

nuScenes [88] Motional (Aptiv’s
expertise in auto-
motive technology
and Hyundai Motor
Group)

Camera images; Lidar and
Radar data; Object detec-
tion bounding box

CamVid [89] the University of
Cambridge

Video sequences; Labelled
images;

H3D (Honda 3D
Dataset) [90]

Honda 360 degree Lidar point
cloud; interactive traffic
scenes; 3D bounding box
labels; Traffic participants

Oxford Robotcard
Dataset [91]

Robots Camera images; Li-
dar, GPS, INS ground
truth; Different
time/season/weather data
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published in 2009 [94]. Some drawbacks still exist in the KDD99 data set.

The NSL-KDD overcame the limitations and deleted all the redundant data

in KDD99, so the data frequency could not affect the prediction results. As

in KDD99, the NSL-KDD also contains 39 different attacks. The data in the

NSL-KDD contains 41 attributes.

3. UNSW-NB15

Compared with KDD99 and NSL-KDD, UNSW-NB15 is the latest intrusion

detection data set, which was published in 2015 [94]. Unlike the KDD99 data

set, this set has 49 features and 9 different attacks, including Reconnaissance,

shellcode, exploit, fuzzers, worm, DoS, Backdoor, Analysis, and Generic [94].

Because KDD99 and NSL-KDD data sets have limitations such as data bias,

a research group from the Australian Center for Cyber Security used a tool

called IXIA to generate this new data set [95]. Compared with other data

sets, this data set has more attacks representing low footprint attacks [92]. It

should also be noted that in KDD99, there are 14 unseen attacks in the testing

set, while in UNSW-NB15, the attack types are the same in both the training

and testing sets [94].

After reviewing all the relevant data sets, it could be found that there is a

lack of real CAVCS data, which is due to the confidentiality of the organiza-

tions or car manufactures as well as the difficulties in conducting cyber attacks

on CAVs. Collecting cyber security data on CAVs is an irreplaceable step to

conduct further studies. In addition, as there are no universal CAV commu-

nication standards, communication attack data for CAVs is also difficult to

obtain. Though there exist network attack data sets, the data cannot be used

without processing due to the differences between CAVs and networks. To

address the research gaps, there is a need to collect real CAVs data, simulate

attacks in a controlled situation, and process the network communication data

to be suitable to CAV communication.
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2.4.3 Anomaly Detection

As CAVs can collect huge amounts of data per second, it is impossible to

detect attacks manually. In addition, the driving environment is dynamic, so

the detection time requirement is crucial for CAVs. The delay of detection

or missing detection can both result in terrible consequences. In satisfying

these requirements, IDS (Intrusion Detection System) is an appropriate way

to detect attacks during driving. As an efficient way to detect attacks and

misuses, IDS has been widely adopted in several fields, including traditional

networks [96], wireless sensor networks [97] and the Internet of Things [98, 99].

The concept of IDS has been introduced in computer and network security

[100]. IDS is an application or device used to monitor and protect an entire

system and its communications. It can help to detect attacks and help manage

the whole system. According to different data sources from different parts of

the system, the IDS system can be classified as Host-based, Network-based,

Hybrid, and Network Behaviour Analysis IDS [101]. In these categories, IDS

monitors and detects the behaviours in the system logs or the networks.

There is another method to classify IDS based on different detection meth-

ods taken during the process. In this classification, IDS can be classified as

signature-based, anomaly-based, or specification-based [102].

Signature-based IDS is also called misuse IDS [103]. It is named due to the fact

that IDS is based on previously known attacks and flaws. Signature-based IDS

has high accuracy on known attacks without generating large volumes of data

[104]. However, the method cannot detect unknown attacks because the new

attack pattern does not exist in the known data set. In addition, in a signature-

based IDS, the updates of the attack data set can also be a challenge as the

attack and intrusion can evolve quickly, which could cost even more time and

human sources. Besides, the CAVs contain various ECUs, which make the

data format complicated. This complex format shows that it is not efficient

to update and maintain a large attack data set when using signature-based
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IDS. A typical example of a signature-based IDS system is rule-based IDS.

Rule-based IDS needs users to acquire the rules of the data first, which could

be completed by designing algorithms or by decisions by experts. Because of

this, the limitation of rule-based IDS is obvious. The limitation of experts’

knowledge could lead to unsatisfactory results. In addition, the data set needs

to be updated frequently, and it is impossible to collect all the possible attack

types initially.

The other IDS is anomaly-based. This IDS can monitor the whole system, and

analyse the network and activities of the system. It can analyse the normal

pattern of the system so that when an attack happens, the IDS can recognise

the difference between the attack and normal use. The anomaly-based IDS

can help to detect unknown attacks [105]. However, the detection may not be

as accurate as signature-based IDS because the anomaly-based IDS is more

likely to recognise a normal activity as an attack, which will increase the false

alarm rate. In addition, setting up the baseline of normal use is difficult.

A large amount of data must be collected to help the system to learn the

normal pattern of CAVs. Specification-based IDS is similar to anomaly-based.

However, instead of using methods such as machine learning, the specification-

based IDSs use specification defined by experts. It could reduce the false alarm

rate. However, the time of defining the specifications will be long [106].

Considering the characteristics and requirements of CAVs, the technology is

still evolving, and the attackers can always find new ways to attack. Anomaly-

based IDS is more suitable for CAV cyber security attack detection than

signature-based IDS.

In order to conduct anomaly detection, there are several methods to choose

from, including knowledge-based anomaly detection, statistical-based anomaly

detection and machine learning-based detection. Knowledge-based detection

shares similarities with signature-based IDS. For example, both methods de-

pend heavily on experts’ opinions [102]. However, the methods of these two

IDS are different. The signature-based IDS requires all the detailed patterns
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of attacks while knowledge-based IDS does not. The statistical-based anomaly

detection uses statistics to analyse the data, which is quick but it requires

accurate statistics distributions [107]. In a real world situation, the data could

not be both independent and low dimension as required.

Among these methods, machine learning-based anomaly detection has been

widely used, as machine learning methods can fit into different applications by

learning normal patterns from collected data. It has lower data requirements

since data can be labelled or not, which is more similar to real world collected

data. However, currently the amount of machine learning-based anomaly de-

tection on CAVs research is limited. The studies on anomaly-based IDS on

traditional computers and networks are reviewed, which could guide CAV IDS

research as well.

In [108], the authors proposed a new method to conduct anomaly detection

on network traffic data by using artificial neural networks. The experiment

data types include traffic data, image data, and system data like log files. The

authors found that the proposed method achieved a high accuracy of over 98%

when detecting anomalous data. In addition, the false positive rate was below

2% at the same time. Compared with signature-based IDS, this newly proposed

method improved detection significantly. Though the anomaly detection of the

proposed method was not real time, it still showed the possibility of applying

machine learning methods on anomaly detection.

In [109], the authors collected data, including sequence length and window

length, to build a user profile. When an attack happened, the system com-

pared the anomalous activities with the collected normal data to classify user

behaviours. The experiment also collected empirical data to classify the be-

haviour. The authors found that the machine learning approach could help to

conduct anomaly detection. However, there are still several drawbacks. For

example, more algorithms need to be used to achieve higher accuracy. In addi-

tion, setting the baseline of normal activities is also a challenge, especially that

the normal pattern might change. In order to make machine learning-based
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anomaly detection suitable, data needs to be collected on normal behaviours,

and the machine learning algorithms need to be suitable for the applications.

In [110], the authors emphasised the importance of anomaly detection, which

is a fundamental step in securing the information in network communication.

In this study, deep neural networks were used to build the model to detect

attacks in the NSL-KDD data set, and the trained model was then adapted

to the NSL-KDD testing data set to be evaluated. This research aimed to

examine the suitability of the deep neural network model because the anomaly

detection environment is always changing. The authors found that deep neural

networks could help anomaly detection obtain good results. Deep conventional

neural networks and Recurrent Neural networks achieved 85% and 89% accu-

racy respectively on the NSL-KDD testing data set. The authors also believedd

that feature selection methods could improve the performance of the models

further.

In [111], the authors proposed that the signature-based IDS could not detect

unknown attacks such as zero-day cyber attacks. The anomaly detection IDS

was then developed to detect this kind of attack. In this paper, SVM (Sup-

port Vector Machine) was used as an enhanced unsupervised machine learning

approach with a low FP (false positive) rate. In the study, normal packets

were collected by Self-organized Feature Map. Because the data is not la-

belled, unsupervised learning were used. Feature selection methods using the

Genetic Algorithm were also used to identify the most relevant features in the

collected data. Time frequencies of data were considered during the detection.

The study found that the enhanced support vector machine method is effective

in classifying attacks in network traffic.

Among all the literature and studies mentioned above, machine learning-based

anomaly detection is a useful and powerful way to detect anomalies in the net-

work. Because CAVs are like mobile personal computers in the future, though

there are several different characteristics and requirements, the characteristics

of traditional networks are still worth learning. In addition, the researchers
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also did various work on machine learning-based anomaly detection to detect

anomalies on CAVs.

In [112], the authors comprehensively reviewed the current adversarial attacks

on CAVs using machine learning algorithms. The potential attacks were di-

vided into several categories, including the application layer, network layer,

system level, privacy breaches, and sensors attack, etc. The authors also em-

phasised that the intrusion detection of cyber attacks is of high importance in

the development of CAVs.

In [113], the authors built a scheme based on the machine learning algorithm

CatBoost and a Morsel supple filter to predict the location, and detect the

jamming attack. With the anti-jamming scheme, the performance of vehicular

communication was increased, with better accuracy and a lower packet loss

ratio. The authors concluded that the machine learning-based scheme works

effectively against the jamming attacks on the CAV location.

The authors in [77] did a comprehensive survey of 65 related papers on anomaly

detection research on connected vehicles. They found that most of the studies

were performed based on simulated data. The in-vehicle and communication

data were considered separately in almost all the reviewed researches. In ad-

dition, the baseline of anomaly detection was not clear, which made the evalu-

ation difficult to conduct. Several existing problems with CAV cyber security

studies were listed in the paper. Same as mentioned in Section 2.4.2, though

most of the researches used simulated data sets, the data sets were still not

available online, which also poses a new challenge.

In [114], the authors proposed a new method for detecting the anomalies of

driving manoeuvres based on smart phone data and GPS data. The proposed

method built a model combining the vehicle, the driver and sensors on mobile

phones. The experiment data set was collected from several vehicle models on

different driving traces from over 4800 users. The user behaviours were com-

pared with normal driving behaviours in order to classify them. The metrics

of dangerous manoeuvres were also introduced in this study. It was found that
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this method could help to detect risky driving manoeuvres, and it could be

adapted to different vehicles in different driving situations. However, the data

was acquired from traditional vehicles. In addition, risky driving behaviours

play only a small part in CAVs as CAVs do not require “the driver”. Com-

pared with detecting drivers’ anomalous manoeuvres, detecting the CAV itself

is even more important.

In [115], the authors found that IoVs (Internet of Vehicles) could generate

large amounts of driving data, which makes anomaly detection possible. This

detection can help to increase vehicle safety. In this large amounts of data,

the authors proposed a new online unsupervised approach called SafeDrive

to detect abnormal behaviours by setting normal behaviours as a baseline.

The behaviours include, but are not limited to, speed, gear, acceleration, and

other basic driving functions. To evaluate the performance of the proposed

SafeDrive, it was adapted to a system with more than 29,000 vehicles. The

results have shown that SafeDrive is an efficient method to detect abnormal

behaviours in large amounts of vehicle data.

In [62], the authors proposed a machine learning-based method to protect the

connected vehicle from the vehicle network, CAN, and OS. With the extracted

data from these ports on the vehicles, the model learned the normal behaviours,

which were then used as a baseline to classify the anomalies. The data was

collected from a well-known simulator SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility).

A Hidden Markov Model was trained on the extracted data to learn the normal

behaviours. A regression model was then built based on time frequencies to

detect the attacks. The authors also defined several terminology, including

“event” and “story” to classify the driving scenarios clearly. 4,000 drivers

around the city were simulated, and the system recorded the activities of each

driver. To enhance the reliability of the simulated data and to simulate an

environment like the real world, noise data was also added to the data set.

Several types of attacks, including out of order, update attack, communication

attack, and malicious updates, were also defined. In the end, it was found that
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the built model is effective in detecting attacks, which was also adaptive to

other new interfaces.

As described above, currently, researchers have realised the importance of

securing CAVs. The researchers also agreed that machine learning-based

anomaly detection can be a good and effective solution to cyber security issues

on CAVs. However, there still exist several challenges and limitations. First of

all, though anomaly detection developed maturely on traditional networks, the

research on CAVs is still in its initial phases, and many studies are still carried

out on simulated data. The data sets are also not open source online, making

the evaluation and comparison of the data sets difficult for other researchers.

Moreover, the baseline to evaluate the anomaly detection results is not clear.

All these research gaps still need further investigations.

2.4.4 Feature Selection

In order to improve the performance of anomaly detection by machine learn-

ing, feature selection is a widely-used solution. The detection accuracy can

be improved by using feature selection methods, and the detection time can

normally be shortened. In the CAVs application, the high dynamic environ-

ments demand fast detection time. Feature selection is irreplaceable in the

CAV cyber security framework.

In [116], the authors tried to improve the intrusion detection system by using

feature selection methods. The NSL-KDD data set was used in this experi-

ment. Because NSL-KDD has 41 attributes, the feature selection helped re-

duce computation time. The training set was used to select feature subsets,

and then the subsets were evaluated on the testing set. Two feature selection

subsets were chosen, selecting 25 and 35 features, respectively. All the feature

selection methods achieved lower accuracy and false negative rates as well.

The best performance was achieved by a Decision Tree-based classifier with 35

features. The NSL-KDD data set includes various types of attacks. However,
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only binary classification was used. Localising the attack precisely in CAVs

is highly important, mitigation methods need to be conducted based on it.

Therefore, the binary classification is not appropriate for CAV cyber security

anomaly detection.

In [117], the authors compared and analysed three different feature selection

methods to evaluate the performance of malicious detection. The experiments

were conducted on a benchmark data set, KDD99. The authors emphasised

that as the data amount is always large in the network, data mining is of high

importance. Feature selection methods, including fuzzy rough subset eval-

uation with the Hill Climber search method, correlation attribute evaluation

with the ranker search method, and CFS (Correlation-based Feature Selection)

subset evaluation with best first search method, were used on KDD99. After

comparing these results to the results without feature selection methods, the

study found that the feature selection methods had no significant effects on

detection. However, it should be noted that, in this research, the performance

was only evaluated on accuracy. The results still need to be further analysed.

More experiments and more feature selection methods need to be conducted

and used.

In [118], the authors proposed a new hybrid intrusion detection model. The

model achieved a high accuracy in a short time. The experiments were con-

ducted on the NSL-KDD data set, and the accuracy of the new model achieved

99.81% and 98.56%, respectively, for binary and multi-class classification.

Though the accuracy was high, the false positive rate and false negative rate

were not satisfactory, indicating that the model did not perform well. In order

to improve the performance of the model on false positive and false negative

rate, wrapper feature selection methods were used on Decision Tree, SVM,

Naive Bayes and the proposed hybrid model. The study found that the fea-

ture selection could improve the performance of the models. In this research,

the effects of feature selection methods have been proved from different dimen-

sions, including accuracy, false positive rate and false negative rate.
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The authors in [119] had also emphasised the importance of feature selection

in improving the performance of models. As there is an increasing demand

for the network, security issues are increasing as well. In this study, the au-

thors proposed an intrusion detection system with adapting feature selection

methods. The KDD99 data set was also used in this research. As there are 41

attributes in the data set, not all the attributes are useful for attack classifica-

tion. In order to increase the efficiency of the model, which is the Decision Tree

in the research, the most relevant attributes need to be selected. A new hybrid

feature selection method combining the linear correlation coefficient and the

cuttlefish algorithm named FGLCC-CFA was proposed, which selected the 10

most relevant attributes from the data set. Compared with the original linear

correlation coefficient algorithm and the other three feature selection methods,

the proposed feature selection method increased accuracy and decreased the

false positive rate at the same time.

In [120], the authors pointed out that there are many irrelevant and redundant

features in the data set, which increase the computational burden during the

intrusion detection process and the time necessary to carry it out. Recent

studies have shown that a comprehensive intrusion detection system should

contain a reliable machine learning model and a powerful feature selection

method. In the paper, the authors introduced a feature selection algorithm

called Flexible Mutual Information Feature Selection, which reduced redun-

dant features. The new feature selection method was then used with a least

square SVM method to conduct the intrusion detection on data sets including

KDD99, NSL-KDD and Kyoto 2006+. This study found that the combina-

tion of the proposed feature selection method and machine learning model

achieved better performance on criteria, including accuracy, false positive rate

and F-measure, compared to other intrusion detection models.

Among all the researches mentioned above, it could be found that feature

selection methods have positive effects on the performance of machine learning

models. It speeds up the model to achieve faster runtime with little impact
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on accuracy. In addition, it can reduce the false positive rate. These qualities

indicate that feature selection is irreplaceable in intrusion detection.

However, in all the studies, there still exist several research gaps. First of

all, although there are various papers discussing the use of feature selection

methods to improve the performance of machine learning models, the real use

of feature selection methods in a real CAV cyber security environment is still

missing. Compared with existing studies, the results could be different when

adapting to CAVs.

In addition, as there exists a large number of feature selection methods, some

researches only discussed a few types of the methods. In CAVs anomaly de-

tection, more feature selection methods need to be assessed. The comparison

of more feature selection methods could help to build a more robust intru-

sion detection system for CAVs. Moreover, CAVs intrusion detection requires

even higher performance than normal network traffic data, indicating that the

processing time of feature selection methods also needs to be considered. All

these research gaps should be considered during the experiments that form the

research for the thesis.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, related papers and researches on CAV cyber security have been

carefully reviewed. First of all, the concepts and the current CAVs researches

have been introduced. Then, the attacks to CAVs were also discussed, includ-

ing commercial companies such as JEEP and specific vehicle hackers such as

Tencent Keen Lab. To prevent CAVs from being attacked, researchers have

tried to define possible attacks and take corresponding reactions to them.

To build a comprehensive CAV cyber security framework, process of risk as-

sessment, related data sets, anomaly detection and feature selection, were re-

viewed, respectively. It was found that risk assessment is the initial step to

build a cyber security framework, as it defines the potential attacks and as-
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sesses the severity. Besides, there exists no open CAV cyber security data set,

which is a major research gap now. Relevant researches on the intrusion detec-

tion system and anomaly detection were then reviewed. Studies also showed

that the machine learning-based anomaly detection method is an efficient and

automatic way to detect the abnormal behaviour of vehicles, which can also

help to detect unseen attacks on CAVs. In addition, the feature selection

methods were reviewed because they can improve the performance of anomaly

detection.

It could be seen that there is not enough research related to CAV cyber secu-

rity. After reviewing relevant attacks and papers, several research gaps have

been identified as follows to build a comprehensive CAV cyber security frame-

work, which could be summarised as “3D”, including “Definition”, “Data”,

and “Detection”.

1. Definition: Though some studies listed potential attacks to CAVs, most

of these researches were theoretical. In most of the literature, the concepts

of CAV, connected vehicles, smart vehicles, and IoT vehicles were used in-

terchangeably. The difference between CAVs and other concepts needs to be

clarified to support further research on CAV cyber security. The definitions

and terminology of cyber security of CAVs were not well-defined, and it is

urgent to define the concepts. Meanwhile, in addition to the concepts, the

severity of different attacks needs to be clarified. In most of the research,

there are only descriptions of possible attacks, but no systematic ways to eval-

uate the possibility or consequences of the attacks. Defining the severity of

each attack could help researchers prioritize the possible attacks, and make

corresponding reactions better.

2. Data: Data is of high importance in CAV cyber security research, since

without data, anomaly detection could not be trained or conducted. After

surveying the studies, it could be found that open source CAV cyber security

data is difficult to acquire, due to confidential reasons. It is also difficult

to conduct an attack in the real world environment and collect data, due to
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safety reasons. Thus, most of the studies used simulated data. Meanwhile,

the contents of the data are also worth investigating. Collecting specific CAV

cyber security data is a major research gap in current research.

3. Detection: After reviewing the studies, it could be found that there were sev-

eral attempts applying the machine learning method to detect attacks. How-

ever, the evaluation metrics and baselines of the machine learning models need

to be clarified. In addition, because the data is multi-sourced on CAVs, dif-

ferent machine learning algorithms may be suitable for different application

scenarios, which also needs to be investigated. Meanwhile, feature selection

methods have been identified to be effective in improving the performance of

detection models. The effectiveness of feature selection to different models also

need to be evaluated in real usage.

In the following chapters, the research gaps mentioned in this chapter will

be addressed. A systematic CAV cyber security framework will be built ad-

dressing the “3D” research gaps. Definitions of CAV cyber security will be

introduced, severity of each attack will be assessed, and relevant data will be

collected within the framework. In addition, machine learning-based detection

mechanisms will be proposed and evaluated in the new CAV cyber security

data sets. The performance will then be improved by feature selection meth-

ods. The best machine learning models and important attributes will also be

suggested through the experiments.
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CAV Cyber Security Framework

3.1 Overview

To establish a solid foundation of the CAV cyber security framework in the the-

sis, terminology of CAV cyber security is defined, followed by the investigation

of potential attacks. This chapter begins by analysing and gaining an under-

standing of UK CAV cyber security principles [15]. In the thesis, the total

eight principles are categorised into three stages: before, during and after the

attacks. The definitions of CAV cyber security and other relevant terminology

are then proposed to provide insight into what CAV cyber security is and what

CAV cyber security contains. This could help to build the foundation of the

new framework and also address the identified research issues. Based on the

definitions of CAV cyber security terminology, a UML based CAV structure

is built to help identify the vulnerabilities and potential attacks to CAVs. A

more detailed list of potential attacks is then presented, based on which CAV

attack severity criteria are proposed to rank the potential attacks in CAVs.

To mitigate the attacks, five mitigation methods are suggested, which would

be further explored in the following chapters by CAV cyber attack detection.

The main content of this chapter has been published in the Journal of Ad-

vanced Transportation, titled “Towards a Severity Assessment Method for Po-

tential Cyber Attacks to Connected and Autonomous Vehicles”, in September

43
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2020.

3.2 UK CAV Cyber Security Principles

In June 2017, the UK government published an official document, “Key Prin-

ciples of Vehicle Cyber Security for Connected and Automated Vehicles” [15].

In this document, the UK government published eight principles in CAV cy-

ber security, covering the whole life cycle of CAVs, and providing guidance

of protection from sub-contractors, suppliers and potential third parties on

hardware, software, and data. This document emphasises the importance of

research on CAV cyber security and highlights the necessity of this thesis.

These eight principles are summarised and categorised in this thesis from [15],

the structure of which is presented in Figure 3.1.

As it can be seen in Figure 3.1 that Principle 1 is the most important

and fundamental, as it defines the requirements of top level design concerning

CAV cyber security. In addition to Principles 1.2 and 1.3 that consider human

factors, Principle 1.4 considers the design during the research stage. Among

all four sub principles, Principle 1.1 on security program is the focus of the

thesis, which divides the protection process into three stages:

1. Before the attacks happen. Relevant organizations and manufactures

need to define what kind of attacks could happen and their mitigation methods.

2. When the attacks happen. The system could monitor the whole CAV,

and detect attacks as soon as possible. The system should also be robust

enough to face attacks.

3. After attacks happen. The system could respond to attacks appropriately

and recover from attacks.

In the current literature, there is no widely adapted framework in CAV cyber

security [121], based on which attack points could be defined and efficient pro-

tection methods could be developed. According to the UK CAV cyber security

principles categorized in Figure 3.1, the most fundamental parts of CAV cyber
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Figure 3.1: UK CAV Cyber Security Principles Structure

security are defence-in-depth approach covering physical, technical and admin-

istrative controls (Principle 5), software (Principle 6), and data (Principle 7).

Before the cyber security attacks happen, risks of the CAV system could be

defined, assessed and managed (Principles 2.1 and 2.3); During the operation

of CAVs, monitoring the CAV system could help to maintain security over the

lifecycle (Principles 3.1 and 3.3). The CAV system could also respond and

support effective solutions appropriately after an attack (Principles 3.2 and

8).

The CAV cyber security could thus be divided into the security of hard-

ware, software and data. Besides hardware, software and data generated by

CAVs, CAVs are also connected to the outside world via data exchanges with
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other vehicles, infrastructures, or pedestrians, which makes the communication

channel an attack target as well. The relationships between these components

also need to be defined.

3.3 CAV Cyber Security Terminology and Def-

initions

With the CAV cyber security principles, various terminology and definitions

need to be provided, which are quite often vague in the existing literature.

Because of the unique characteristics of CAVs and the dynamic driving envi-

ronments, cyber security definitions in computer science can not be used for

CAVs directly. Although the UK government has published CAV cyber secu-

rity principles to strategically guide the development of CAV cyber security,

the terminology still needs to be defined more clearly. Even in the field of

computer science, security-related terminology, such as information security

and cyber security, are misused frequently [122]. To conduct interdisciplinary

research across the fields of the CAVs and cyber security, it is essential to

offer a universal definition of cyber security for CAVs. Relevant terminology

and definitions within the CAV cyber security framework are provided in this

section.

Parts of the content in this section has been published on the Forum on Co-

operative Positioning and Service (CPGPS), titled ”Survey on cyber security

of CAV”, in May 2017. This paper has also been selected as the best student

paper award on the Forum.

CAV Cyber Security (CAVCS): CAV cyber security protects the CAV Net-

work from attacks, intrusion, interruption, damage or unauthorized usage by

taking appropriate protection methods. The aim of CAVCS is to maintain the

stability of the CAV Network and maintain the confidentiality, integrity and

availability of the data in CAV Network. The personal safety of users thus
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could also be guaranteed. This terminology is modified from the well-adapted

computer cyber security definition [123] and US National policy [124].

CAV Network: CAV Network is formed by nodes including CAVs and other

information terminals such as smart infrastructures, the cloud platform and

pedestrians, etc. These nodes collect, store, transmit, exchange and process

data to retrieve information. The edges in the CAV network represent the

communication between these nodes. These different statuses of nodes and

communication form the dynamic driving scenarios.

CAV Data: CAV data contains all the data collected, stored, transmitted,

exchanged and processed in the CAV Network. Terminals could retrieve rel-

evant information from the processed data to help to make driving decisions.

This terminology is based on [125], which is a detailed description document

of UK CAV cyber security principles. The more detailed data types are listed

in Section 3.6.

In addition, vulnerabilities, threats and attacks are used interchangeably

in several descriptions. However, the concepts are different distinctly [122].

Defining and understanding the differences between the three concepts could

help to a clear and precise understanding of CAVCS. The relationships between

vulnerability, threat and attack are shown in Fig 3.2.

CAVCS Vulnerability: Vulnerabilities are the potential flaw or weakness in

CAV design and implementation. Vulnerabilities, if exploited, will lead to

threats to the CAV system and network.

CAVCS Threats: Threats are potential attacks to the CAV system and CAV

network. Vulnerabilities will expose the CAV system to potential threats to

the system and network.

Figure 3.2: Relationship between Vulnerability, Threat and Attack
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CAV Cyber Attack: CAV cyber attacks refer to actions to attack, intrude,

interrupt, damage to the CAV system. It could also include unauthorised

access to the CAV network to monitor or eavesdrop, and steal information

from data. The definition of CAV cyber attack is derived from the US National

policy [124]. The CAV cyber attacks could be categorised into two main types,

namely passive attacks and active attacks [63]. More detailed potential attacks

are investigated in Section 3.6.

Passive attacks include eavesdropping or monitoring the transmissions be-

tween users, where the attackers cannot modify or change the content in the

transmission, and would not interact with the data transmitted [126]. Pas-

sive attacks most probably faced by CAV include eavesdropping, the release

of the information and traffic analysis. Normally, passive attacks are difficult

to identify because the attackers do not modify the contents in the commu-

nication data. Therefore, to deal with passive attacks in CAV, defending and

protecting is more important than detecting passive attacks.

Active attacks are to modify or jeopardize the messages and the data trans-

mitted [127]. These could cause much more severe damage than passive at-

tacks, especially in the CAV environment, and even cause fatal injuries. In

CAV, active attacks include spoofing, reply attacks, modifications and DoS

(Denial of Services). Detection is effective to mitigate this kind of attack.

3.4 UML-based CAV Structure

Unified Modeling Language (UML) is widely used in software engineering to

define and model the structure of a system [128]. In UML, the class diagram is

used to build the concept structure of a system, showing both main components

and their relation with other components in the system.

In Figure 3.3, the UML based CAV cyber security framework is developed

to define the relationship between each component and the structure in CAV,

including hardware, software and their generated data, which help vehicles
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function well. Based on the framework, different types and points of potential

CAV cyber attacks can be analysed and categorised. The main classes in this

UML based CAV framework include Vehicle Data, Data Processor and Vehicle

Functions.

Figure 3.3: UML based CAV Structure

3.4.1 Vehicle Data

CAVs make decisions and implement relevant vehicle functions based on data,

thus Vehicle Data presents the most fundamental component in the CAV struc-

ture. In the Vehicle Data class, the data could be divided into local data and

external data. Class Vehicle Data refers to Principles 5 to 7 in Figure 3.1.

Local data has two sub-classes, which are hardware data and software data.

These two sub-classes include not only data generated by hardware and soft-

ware, but also the operation condition data of hardware and software. Class

HardwareData is the sensors data collected from vehicle surroundings by vari-

ous CAV sensors including Radar, GNSS(Global Navigation Satellite Systems),

and camera [129], for example, GNSS and image data which determine the cur-

rent position of CAVs. In addition, VehicleID contains the data to identify the
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vehicle, such as the electric plate (a unique number or letters assigned by the

government department). As CAVs exchange data and information with other

entities, including other CAVs, infrastructures and pedestrians, VehicleID also

contains a unique pair of a public key and private key, which will be used to

encrypt messages and check the identification of vehicles [130]. Class HOP-

condition is the operation condition data of hardware.

Class SoftwareData in Local Data includes the data collected by the soft-

ware in CAVs, such as on-board entertainment system. CAVs will be very

likely an important smart mobile device people use in the future [131]. They

not only provide decision support or solutions such as the shortest driving

route from place A to place B, but also service users’ preferences such as ‘the

most beautiful route’, or ‘the quietest route’. Class UserPreference contains

such preference data of users preferences, based on which CAVs make the

best decision for the specific users. Class ServiceAgreement defines protocols

that the software will comply, including privacy protection and other services

protocols. Class SOPcondition is the operation condition data of software.

Class External Data is received from other entities such as other CAVs and

intelligence infrastructures in the CAV network. All the data is received via

communication channels such as V2V (Vehicle to Vehicle), V2I (Vehicle to

Infrastructure) communication, which is the Class Communication Channel.

As each entity has its own ID stored in its local data, the external data will

also need this information to guarantee the legal identification of the data

sender, and Class eID contains senders’ ID information. In external data,

after identifying senders’ ID, messages will be divided into either private or

general, based on Principle 7.2 which states that data should be managed

appropriately. In certain scenarios, vehicles or infrastructures need to send

private data such as users’ preferences. This could only be accessed by specific

users and is stored in Class ePrivate. Class eGeneral stores data that everyone

could access, such as position data and vehicle size data.
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3.4.2 Data Processor

CAVs deal with a massive amount of data every day. It is reported that

each CAV on itself produces up to 4000 GB from just one-hour driving per

day [132]. In addition, adding a V2V communication system to a vehicle

may require 10 messages per second [133], which will also increase the data

processors workload. How the data is processed is even more important than

how it is collected. CAVs are equipped with a data processor to clean data

and support making appropriate decisions. Class Data Processor is related to

Principles 2.3, 3.1 and 3.3 in Figure 3.1.

Class DataProcessor contains four basic data processing methods, and this

class relies on the Class Vehicle Data. Class Generator gathers data from dif-

ferent sources, and the formats from multiple data sources need to be regulated

and fused for processing. Class Processor processes the data, including clean-

ing or annotating the data for analysis. Class Verification includes components

that ensure the data is secure, fulfilling the cyber security requirements in the

CAV system. During these processing steps, the CAV system also needs to

be able to detect abnormal situations in hardware, software and data. Class

AnomalyDetection detects any such vulnerabilities and anomalies in the CAV

system.

3.4.3 Vehicle Functions

If there is no anomaly behaviour in the CAV system, relevant data will be used

to make decisions using Class Vehicle Functions after being processed. Class

Vehicle Functions is related to Principles 3.1, 3.2, 5, 6 and 8 in Figure 3.1, and

is defined accordingly as shown in Figure 3.3.

The functions of CAVs could be divided into Classes Hardware and Software

in the CAV structure, as shown in Figure 3.3. A variety of different driving

tasks and operations have been categorized based on SAE J3016, which was

introduced in Section 2.2.
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After a CAV detects its surrounding objects, it uses operational functions

to respond. Based on SAE J3016, Class Hardware is divided into Class Op-

erational and Class Tactical. Class Operational has two sub-classes, which

are longitudinal and lateral. These two sub-classes include relevant hardware

functions when the vehicles are in longitudinal or lateral motions. Class Tacti-

cal also has two sub-classes. Class Detection is to monitor objects and events

around through sensors including Radar, Lidar and cameras. Class Manoeuver

is to take relevant manoeuvers such as turning the indicators on.

Beside hardware functions, software functions, such as entertainment system

and mobile applications, are also essential parts of CAVs. In addition, Class

Communication supports all the receiving and sending data functions. Class

Strategic is to plan the whole trip including the best route, travel time and

destinations, which is defined based on the strategic functions in SAE J3016.

In addition to Classes Hardware and Software, Class Response takes relevant

actions based on the data from the hardware and software. Class Recovery is

to fallback when a system failure happens, making sure CAVs are resilient and

fail-safe.

3.4.4 Possible Attack Points

Cyber attacks in computer networks could be categorized into different types

including viruses, worms, buffer overflows, DoS attacks, network attacks, phys-

ical attacks, password attacks and information gathering attacks [134]. In tra-

ditional automobile vehicles, the points of attacks have been categorized into

two types [135], namely attacks to the audio system or mobile applications,

and attacks to CAN (Controller Area Network), which is an inner vehicle com-

munication network for micro-controllers and devices. As CAN is connected

to all the in-vehicle hardware components including brakes, air conditioner,

steel and wheels, the second type of attacks is more dangerous than the first

one.
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Compared with computer networks and traditional automobiles, CAVs are

equipped with both physical parts and software, and they are connected within

the overall transportation infrastructure, thus all the above attacks to automo-

bile could happen to CAV. Moreover, with the increasing number of autonomy

and connectivity functions, there will be more vulnerabilities or attack points

on CAVs. As it is described in Section 3.3, CAVCS is to protect the whole CAV

network from cyber attacks affecting the performance remotely or physically

to guarantee the personal safety. It is necessary to identify, define and classify

possible types of attacks to CAVs at early stage. Based on the UML based

CAV structure established in Figure 3.3, four types of possible CAV attacks

and sub-attacks are listed below.

1. Vehicle physical parts. These CAV physical parts include the windscreen,

wheels or even brake. It is already reported that hackers could take control of

brakes or air conditioners on Nissan [136] and JEEP. JEEP even recalled more

than 1.4 million vehicles to install security patches due to this type of hacking

[137]. The attacks towards hardware may be conducted physically or remotely.

The attack methods including misleading the hardware to make wrong driving

decisions, or hacking into the hardware to eavesdrop the activities.

There are several attack points on the CAVs hardware. The mainstream

sensors on CAVs include cameras, Lidars (Light Detection and Ranging) and

radars as included in Table 3.1. All of these sensors could be attacked physi-

cally or remotely. For example, the cameras would be misled by fake images or

the radar signal could be jammed. Attackers could even hack into the camera

system to monitor the vehicle’s activities. Moreover, the GNSS system would

also be attacked by experienced attackers. For example, the GNSS system

could be jammed, and then the vehicle may not receive the GNSS signal to

navigate and locate its position.

2. Vehicle software. CAVs could be installed with more than 100 million

lines of code, while a Boeing’s new 787 dreamliners is equipped with only 6.5

million lines of code [138]. This leads to a larger number of vulnerabilities in
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CAVs. The entertainment system, the installed mobile applications, and the

audio system onboard, could all be potential attack points for attackers. After

taking control of the software, the data exchange could be monitored, or even

the hardware could be harmed if software is taken control.

3. Data. CAVs data stored on the vehicle is transferred between CAVs,

vehicle to infrastructure or to pedestrians and cyclists. Attacks to data, in-

cluding local vehicle data such as vehicle ID including electronic platform or

vehicle model, personal data like users preferences, could lead to data leakage.

In addition, because CAVs may support payment services, such as toll service,

private data such as payment transfers could also be an attack point in CAVs.

External data received from other users in the communication range would

also be attack points. Modification on communication data or injecting fake

messages will cause not only problems of information leakage but also traffic

congestion or even collisions.

4. Communication channel. The potential attacks may also target the com-

munication channels. The attack points can be via V2V (Vehicle to Vehicle),

V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure), V2C (Vehicle to Cloud) and V2X (Vehicle

to Everything) communication. The communication channel would be easily

blocked if attackers send huge amount of messages at the same time. In ad-

dition, eavesdropping communication channels would also cause information

leakages.

Based on the analysis, the possible attack points to CAVs are summarized in

Table 3.1. As the technologies adapted on CAVs are still evolving, these attack

points will definitely increase in the future. However, as the attack points are

within the scope of physical parts, software, data and communication channels,

the table is extendable to include and categorise different types of new attacks

In this thesis, more detailed attack points will be analysed and assessed in

Section 3.6.
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Table 3.1: Possible Attack Points to CAVs

Category Attack points
Physical Parts Sensors(LiDAR, Radar, Camera), GNSS device, vehicle

system (OBD, CAN-bus, power system) etc.
Software Mobile applications installed on the vehicle, in-vehicle

system (entertainment system), data processing system,
decision making system etc.

Data local data (vehicle ID, payment information, userś per-
sonal information), Exchange data (Vehicle’s speed,
brake status) etc.

Communication
Channel

V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure), V2V (Vehicle to vehi-
cle), V2C (Vehicle to Cloud), V2X (Vehicle to every-
thing) etc.

3.5 A New Severity Assessment Method of CAV

Cyber Security

The potential attack points or attack ports are analysed firstly. For each

potential attack, the following criteria will then be evaluated to define the

severity of the attack.

The criteria are chosen based on a well-adapted formula in engineering risk

assessment for transportation and infrastructure [139], information technology

system [140], and civil aviation [141], as is shown in Equation 3.1:

Risk = Asset ∗ V ulnerability ∗ Threat (3.1)

According to the formula, the criteria are divided into three parts, namely

asset for the possible attack targets, vulnerability for the possible risks to

the attack targets, and threat for the possible consequences. However, as it

is mentioned in Chapter 1, there are several differences between traditional

automobile network cyber security and CAV cyber security, only appropriate

criteria are chosen here. For example, to evaluate the severity of the risk, CAVs

should consider not only information leakage level but also physical damage

level.

Asset:
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1) Asset Name: In computer security, ISO/IEC 13335-1:2004 defines that

assets contain all the hardware or software parts on computers that could be

an attack target such as a data set, one piece of hardware or software code

[122]. In CAVs, as there are lots of ECUs and sensors on the vehicle, there

will also be an abundance of possible targets. More detailed assets will be

introduced in Section 3.6.

2) Asset Importance: The importance of each asset is divided into three

levels:

a. Low: The breakdown of this asset will not affect the operational function

and tactical functions of the whole system. In the SAE J3016 standard [36],

operational functions includes lateral and longitudinal vehicle motion control.

The operational functions are the most basic functions of a vehicle, which

include starting, stopping, driving and controlling [142]. The tactical functions

contain the OEDR, which are introduced in Chapter 2.

b. Medium: The breakdown of this asset might influence tactical functions of

the vehicle. But the breakdown would not have direct effects on the operational

functions. In addition, the asset function could be replaced by other assets on

the vehicle. For example, if cameras on CAVs break down, the vehicle could

still use other sensors to detect the surroundings.

c. High: The breakdown of this asset may cause damage to operational

functions of the vehicle directly. For example, the in-vehicle system, which

could send instructions to ECUs to maintain the vehicle speed or stop the

vehicle in needed situations, is of high importance.

Vulnerability:

1) Risk Name: To each asset, there may be more than one risk. In this

criterion, specific risks to each asset will be analysed, more details are presented

in Section 3.6.

2) Difficulty of Conduction: The difficulty of conducting an attack varies

regarding the attack characteristics. Some attacks may require attackers with

sufficient knowledge in specific areas such as GPS spoofing or fake identifi-
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cation. Some devices are securely protected such as GNSS satellites, which

are protected by the governments. Hacking into these devices may need not

only knowledge but also sufficient time and money. The Difficulty of conduc-

tion is considered from knowledge, time and budget needed. The difficulty of

conduction are then graded into three levels listed as below.

a. Low: Attackers do not need to acquire relevant knowledge to conduct the

attack or the target asset is easy to be obtained/bought on the market. The

attack is not time-consuming.

b. Medium: Attackers only need to spend a short time (weeks/months)

to learn the required knowledge. Hacking into the target asset needs to be

purchased at a high price, or the hacking process is time-consuming.

c. High: Attackers need to have extensive knowledge on the target asset or

need to spend years to learn relevant knowledge. The target asset is difficult

to find in the market or costs an astronomical figure.

3) Detection Possibilities: This criterion is to define the level of detection

possibilities of attacks by the users or the system on the vehicle. In computer

science, the attacks are divided into two main categories, namely passive at-

tacks and active attacks [143]. Passive attacks will not interrupt the system

but will monitor or eavesdrop it to steal information. Active attacks will inter-

rupt the system functions directly by methods such as injecting fake messages.

In general, passive attack is difficult to detect but easy to defend, while active

attack is difficult to defend but easy to detect [63]. Though passive attack may

not cause harmful effects on system functions, the information leakage could

also be a severe risk because CAVs will be the ultimate personal mobile de-

vices in the future [144], which means they could store sensitive data including

personal home address, contact numbers and financial information. Based on

this, it is essential to know the detection possibilities of different attacks. The

levels of detection possibilities are divided into three levels as listed below.

a. Low: The attacks will not affect any function (whether operational or

tactical functions) of the CAV system. It is difficult to detect the attack in
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normal use. The best solution is to prevent the attacks from happening in

advance with encryption or authentication.

b. Medium: The attacks will not affect the operational functions of CAV

system so the users would not notice the attacks immediately. But the attacks

would affect some parts of the tactical or strategic functions. The system will

detect the abnormal behaviour afterwards and warn users.

c. High: The attacks will influence the operational function immediately

so the users could notice the attacks immediately. For example, if the vehicle

suddenly stopped on the road, the users would notice the abnormal situation

immediately. In addition, if the cameras around the vehicle break down, the

system will notice this abnormal situation promptly.

Consequences:

1) Consequence Name: To each possible risk, there may be more than one

consequence. The consequences will be listed and then be analysed, more

details are presented in Section 3.6.

2) Severity of Information Leakage: Information leakage has been a cyber

security problem in the field of computer science. Information leakage attacks

usually damage the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the system

[122]. The severity is based on the scale and importance of the leaked infor-

mation.

a. Low: The attack will not leak any private information.

b. Medium: The attack will leak small-scaled personal information or unim-

portant information not related to confidential information. For example, the

attacker would know the preference of the passenger on choosing route or on

the entertainment system. This type of information leakage will not cause

further harm directly.

c. High: The attack will leak high-importance confidential information such

as the financial information, the home address or the personal ID. By knowing

this information, the attackers could conduct further harmful actions to the

victims. In another situation, this information leakage would cause larger scale
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information leakage such as personal data stored in the cloud.

3) Severity of physical damage: Compared with traditional networks, CAVs

could lead to physical damage to people directly. Tesla vehicle has already

caused fatal incidents on a straight road with good visibility in a good weather

[145]. On March 2018, a Uber autonomous driving vehicle struck and killed a

pedestrian crossing the road in Arizona, US [146]. The Uber test vehicle failed

to detect the pedestrian in the low visibility environment and didn’t conduct

any corresponding actions. As a big metal machine, the CAV could cause

hazards or even be exploited as a weapon. Based on the possible consequences,

the severity of physical damage are graded as below.

a. Low: The attacks are not likely to cause physical damage to human or

other vehicles, and infrastructures.

b. Medium: The attacks are likely to cause small hazards. These hazards

could cause damage to infrastructures or vehicles, but would not cause fatal

injuries to people.

c. High: The attacks have a high possibility to cause fatal injuries incidents.

4) Combined Severity Level: The method to evaluate the combined severity

is adapted from the risk management in information system [140]. In infor-

mation system, the risks are determined by the likelihood and impact. To the

combined severity levels to CAVs, a new severity matrix is built based on the

severity of information leakage and physical damage. It is shown in Table 3.2,

which is adapted from [140].

In this table, if the severity of information leakage and physical damage

are in same level, then the combined severity will be in same level as well.

For example, if the severity of information leakage and physical damage are

both low, then the combined severity of this risk will also be low. However,

considering the importance of severity of physical damage, if the severity of

physical damage is high, the combined severity level will be high as well.

5) Recovery Time: This criterion is to evaluate the time needed to recover

to normal situation after the attack has been detected.
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Table 3.2: Combined Severity Level Matrix for CAVs

Information Leakage/Physical Damage Low Medium High
Low Low Low High

Medium Low Medium High
High Medium High High

a. Low: After the detection, the damage caused by the attack could be fixed

in a timescale of seconds to minutes.

b. Medium: After the detection, the damage caused by the attack could be

fixed in a minutes to hours timescale.

c. High: After the detection, the damage caused by the attack could be

fixed in a timescale of hours to days.

Based on these criteria, possible attacks in different scenarios are analysed

in Section 3.6. It should also be noticed that this thesis aims to discuss the

possible cyber security attacks to a full CAV (Level 5). It indicates that all the

possible attacks could be conducted through wireless communication remotely.

In this case, the physical access of attacks were not considered when evaluating

the severity. These criteria may not be comprehensive and exclusive, and some

parts could be further considered and investigated. This thesis presented the

first attempt to define and rank the possible attacks severity in CAV scenarios.

This would also be a starting point to raise public and CAV practitioners’

awareness towards CAVCS.

3.6 Possible Attacks and Severity Assessment

In this section, possible attacks of CAVs will be listed. Following the criteria

defined in Section 3.5, severity of each attack will be analysed.

Detailed potential attacks will be analysed from these two aspects namely

the connectivity and automation covering the in-vehicle and inter-vehicle com-

ponents including hardware, software, and data in CAVs. The list of potential

attacks is presented in Table 3.3.
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Automation:

Different autonomous levels may have different attack possibilities. Accord-

ing to the SAE automation level [36], this thesis will focus on the attacks to

a fully automation vehicle (level 5). It indicates that the CAV is capable of

all the DDT under all circumstances. It is also assumed that all the vehicles

on the road are CAVs. In real world situations, there will be a mix of fully

CAVs and traditional vehicles for certain period of time. In addition, it is

obvious that CAVs will keep evolving and more technologies will be adapted.

This thesis only discusses attacks with existing CAV technologies. However,

as the attacks are categorized on automation and connectivity in-vehicle and

inter-vehicle, the list of possible attacks could be extended if new technologies

are adapted to CAVs.

In current CAV development, all the vehicles from different companies have

installed multiple sensors. The mainstream sensors include LiDAR, Radar and

camera [147, 148]. For example, Google Waymo vehicles are installed with a

360-degree camera on the roof as the vision system, several LiDAR sensors

and Radar sensors around the vehicle body [149]. There are also supplemental

sensors such as sound detection sensors.

The possible attack target assets are listed below.

1) Audio/Entertainment Devices: Audio devices have already been used in

modern automobiles widely. It evolved to a colourful touchable screen showing

more information in vehicles [150]. In CAVs, the audio/video system could be

used to warn users about anomaly or abnormal behaviours detected in the

system or surrounding environments.

a. Loud volume. The first possible attack is to suddenly increase the volume

of the voice such as background music on board. This attack could distract the

passengers’ attention. Sudden loud sound could even cause passengers’ panic

in certain situations. The severity of information of leakage is low but the

severity of physical damage is medium, which means that the overall severity

is low.
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b. Fake sound. The attacker could use the audio system to make fake noise

such as crash sound. This attack might cause passengers’ panic as well. But

this attack is not likely to cause information leakage.

c. Remote control. This attack already happened in real world environment.

Two white hackers in USA hacked into the entertainment system on a Jeep

Great Cherokee from 10 miles away and then stopped the vehicle on a highway

road through the entertainment system [136]. This is because the vehicle CAN

and entertainments system are combined together. If an attacker could control

the vehicle remotely through the audio/entertainment system, the severity of

physical damage could be high. In addition, the risk of information leakage will

also be severe because the attackers could send remote instructions to gather

private information. Moreover, in CAVs, the remote control attacks might

happen on other components of the vehicle, which makes the attack severe.

2) Cameras: Cameras provide the vision data, an indispensable part in

CAVs. To detect the surrounding objects and position the vehicle, camera is

a fundamental sensor on CAVs. However, the camera’s function could still be

replaced by other sensors if cameras break down, thus camera is of medium

importance. There are successful attacks to cameras to fool vehicles already

[151].

a. Blind vision. Blind vision attack could be easily achieved by physical

access. However with the connectivity of the vehicle, it is even easier for the

attackers. The attackers could disable the camera by controlling a strong light

resource remotely. The attack would not leak the private information of the

vehicle. And this attack would not cause fatal injuries as well because the

attack is easy to be detected, and the CAV contains multi-sensors data. If the

cameras break down, other sensors could still help to ‘see’ the environment.

Based on this, the overall severity level of the attack is low.

b. Mislead camera (Fake images): With the possibility of controlling the

cameras remotely, the attackers could inject fake image information to mislead

the cameras. This kind of attack is more dangerous than the blind vision attack
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because the detection possibility is lower. For blind vision attack, the system

or the user could easily find the abnormal situation. While in the mislead

camera attack, it may take longer time to detect. In addition, the system

might make decisions based on the fake images, the severity of physical attack

is thus higher, and the overall severity is medium.

3) Battery System: Currently, the number of electric vehicles on road is

increasing. As an environment-friendly transportation method, it is believed

that the future CAVs would be electric vehicles. The vehicles’ battery system

would then be an attack target.

The most possible attack to battery system is DoS (Denial of Services)

attack. In computer science, the aim of DoS attack is to exhaust all the

resources of the target to make the computer, server or communication channel

unavailable. In CAVs, DoS attack could target the energy sources to exhaust

the power sources, such as heating the seats on the vehicle. DoS attack could

be really dangerous to the battery system. It could trigger different parts

to consume battery power in a short time. Sudden battery loss could cause

damage to the basic functions of the vehicle. The severity of physical damage

is medium to high, and the combined severity level is high as well.

4) LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging): LiDAR is the most fundamental

sensor in CAVs and it has already been used in localisation and parking-

assistance [152]. It uses light reflection point cloud to detect the distance and

boundaries of surrounding obstacles and environments [153]. The importance

of LiDAR is medium. There are successful attempts to attack the LiDAR

[151].

a. Jamming. This attack is to jam the LiDAR by using strong lights. The

attackers would use stronger light to reflect the origin light. The attackers

could not gather any information through this attack. However, there are

possibilities of physical damage because the detection performance of LiDAR

will decrease.

b. Hidden Objects. Because LiDAR uses the reflection of light to detect the
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surrounding environments, the attackers may use special materials to absorb

the light to avoid detection. This attack would not cause any information

leakage directly. But in some situations, if the object is covered by special

reflection materials, the vehicle would not observe it, thus lead to an accident.

This could cause physical damage or even fatal injuries to the target vehicle.

The combined severity of this attack is thus medium.

c. Fake Objects. The attackers could use light reflection to simulate a fake

object in front of the vehicle such as a barrier. The target vehicles would stop

or change direction based on the false detection. If multiple vehicles detect

this fake object, it could cause a severe traffic congestion. Moreover, if there

are multiple fake objects on the roads, this attack could cause physical damage

when CAVs try to avoid them. But as there are other detection methods on

the vehicle, the possibility of causing fatal injuries of this attack exists but is

low. The severity of physical damage is medium and the combined severity is

medium as well.

5) Radar: Though Radar and LiDAR have similar names but Radar uses

radio waves instead of light to detect the surroundings. Currently, there are

two types of Radar used on CAVs, millimeter Radar [154] and Ultrasonic Radar

[155]. Now, the millimeter radar is used on objects detection [156]. Ultrasonic

radar is used in short distance scenarios such as parking assistance system

[157]. This is because the speed of ultrasonic radar is slow, which would lead

to poor detection rate in high speed movements. Radar is also of medium

importance.

a. Jamming. This attack is similar to the LiDAR jamming attack. In

radar jamming attack, the attackers would use noise to degrade the signal

of radar. Then, the radar system might not work properly and the vehicle

could not detect the surrounding environments. If the noise source influences

multiple CAVs, the traffic flow would be disturbed or it could even cause traffic

collisions. This attack would not cause information leakage directly, but might

cause physical damage. The combined severity of this attack is medium.
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b. Hidden Objects. Currently, there are existing technologies to hide ob-

jects from radar detection, which are already adapted to military aerospace

area [158]. The planes or the objects would hide by changing the regular

reflection shape or using radar absorbing materials. In military usage, the

mitigation method is already developed, which is called Radar Anti Stealth

Technology [158] to strengthen the radar signal. This attack would not cause

information leakage but might cause physical damage (not directly to people).

The combined severity level of this attack is medium.

c. Fake Objects. To conduct this attack, the attackers might broadcast fake

radar signals. Other vehicles would then detect the false signal and conduct

corresponding reactions. This attack would not cause information leakage, but

might cause physical damage to infrastructures e.g. collisions when vehicles are

trying to avoid fake objects. The combined severity of this attack is medium.

6) GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System): The most well used GNSS

system is GPS (Global Positioning System) from the US [159]. Currently,

there are other Commonwealth or countries developing their own GNSS, such

as Beidou from China, Galileo from Europe Union and Glonass from Russia

[160]. GNSS system could help to locate and navigate the vehicles. Hacking

into this system requires high-level knowledge. GNSS system is a major re-

source for positioning and navigation, but as the positioning and navigation

are cooperated via V2V communication, the importance of GNSS system is

medium.

a. Spoofing. GNSS spoofing is to send similar GNSS signals to target CAVs

to mislead the receivers. The attackers could use these devices to perform

attacks and lead the vehicle to false location or wrong route. In 2013, re-

searchers from the University of Texas at Austin successfully fool a 80 million

dollar super-yacht by their GPS spoofing devices [161]. Compared with GNSS

jamming attack, GNSS spoofing attack would be more dangerous. Because

without the GNSS signals, CAVs would use other methods such as V2V com-

munication or SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) to navigate
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and avoid the possible hazards such as collisions. However if the information

is wrong and not detected, CAVs would trust the wrong GNSS information

and take wrong reactions, which may lead to collisions and fatal injuries. In

addition, a vehicle that has been spoofed successfully could respond private

information such as the location information and historic route information to

the attackers, which would also cause information leakage. In that case, the

severity of information leakage is medium and the severity of physical damage

is high.

b. Jamming. In GNSS jamming attack, the attackers will send stronger

power signal to the CAV receiver. The GNSS signal is normally weak when

they approach the receivers, and it could be easily covered by the jamming

signal. The real GNSS signal will then be ignored. In addition, the jamming

attack is also difficult to be detected because the GNSS signal is likely to

decrease due to interference or limited satellite [162]. CAVs could not navigate

and locate without the GNSS signal. However, V2V communication could

help to navigate coordinately as a redundancy method. According to this, the

severity levels of both information leakage and physical damage are medium.

7) In-vehicle System: In-vehicle system contains the micro-controllers and

devices communication instructions in the vehicle sent by CAN (Controller

Area Network) or other communication methods such as WiFi, Bluetooth.

The in-vehicle system is related to all the operational functions, thus is of high

importance.

a. Injection. The attackers would inject non-existing information or even

malware to the system through ports such as USB ports. Based on the fake

information, CAVs might make wrong decisions leading to physical damage.

As an active attack, injection could also cause leakage of sensitive data. The

combined severity of this attack is medium.

b. Eavesdropping. Eavesdropping attack is a passive attack, which means

that it is difficult to be noticed. The main target of this attack is not to cause

physical damage but to gain access to valuable data. Thus, the severity of
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information leakage is high and the severity of physical damage is low.

c. Traffic analysis. Traffic analysis attack is also a passive attack. The

attackers will monitor and observe the data, then try to identify the pattern

in the data flow. As a passive attack, traffic analysis attack would not cause

physical damage directly and the information leakage scale is limited. The

combined severity of this attack is low.

d. Modification. Modification attack is to modify the messages sent between

different components and units. The wrong messages could lead to the wrong

decision and action of the vehicle. The severity of this attack is medium.

Connectivity:

There are three main types of vehicle communication in CAV network. V2V

(Vehicle-to-Vehicle) is the communication between vehicles via wireless net-

work. V2I (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) is the communication between vehicles

and infrastructures via wireless network and V2X (Vehicle-to-Everything) con-

tains V2V, V2I and communication between vehicles and other entities such

as the cloud database or the pedestrians [163]. Compared with traditional au-

tomobiles, these communication methods could help to improve the accuracy

of location in rural area and prevent accidents efficiently. Nowadays, many

communication technologies are being used to fulfill the CAV network such as

DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communication), LTE (Long Term Evolution)

and 5G [164].

The possible attack target assets of connectivity are listed below.

8) V2V Communication (With other vehicles): V2V communication is a

crucial part in future CAVs. However, there is no general adapted communi-

cation standards for V2V communication. Currently, the V2V communication

standard in USA is DSRC, which is based on IEEE 802.11p standard [165]. In

Europe, there is ITS-G5 for V2V communication [166]. V2V communication

could help to navigate or warn vehicles.

a. DoS. Like the DoS attacks might happen in the battery system, DoS

attack could also happen in the V2V communication. The attackers could
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send huge amount of data to block the communication channel of the target

vehicle by wireless communication so that the target vehicle could not acquire

information from outside. This attack would not cause information leakage

but might cause physical damage especially in the rural area, in which the

V2V communication is the main data source for vehicle planning.

b. Modification on Message/ Fake message. The communication between

vehicles would send different types of information including position coordi-

nates, speed, and head angle, etc. If the attackers send fake message, the

target vehicle would take wrong reactions. In addition, if the target vehicle

trusts the fake message, it may send response to the attacker, which could lead

to information leakage. Based on this, the overall severity is medium.

c. Hidden vehicle. This attack is also a type of passive attack. The attackers

would disable their own message sender to hide their activities. This would

not cause information leakage directly, but might cause physical damage if the

vehicle hide its activities and approach the target vehicle silently.

9) V2I Communication (With Infrastructure): V2I communication is the

communication between CAVs and the infrastructures. Nowadays, there are

some initial usage of V2I communication. For example, the ETC (Electronic

Toll Collection) on roads and bridges use RFID (Radio Frequency Identifica-

tion) to charge vehicles [167]. Beside the communication channel, which is

similar to the V2V communication, there are other attack types in V2I com-

munication.

a. Change infrastructure sign. The infrastructure signs are important in

transportation to help vehicles to navigate, locate or control speed. CAVs

could ‘read’ the sign and take corresponding actions. If the attackers change

the infrastructure signs such as the road direction sign, it will lead the ve-

hicle to wrong destination. In addition, if multiple traffic lights are changed

intentionally, it could cause severe traffic congestion or even traffic collisions.

b. Block/ remove sign. The infrastructure signs could also be blocked

or removed physically or remotely. If an emergency alert sign is removed
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intentionally, this could cause traffic congestion and accidents. But this attack

will not cause information leakage. The combined severity of this attack is

medium.

10) V2X Communication (Mainly on Cloud)

a. Cloud ID Data set. Authority is important in CAV network. Each

CAV would be assigned an unique ID such as an electronic plate. In order to

confirm the reliability of the communication, only the information from the

trusted CAVs in the data set could be accepted. All the communication and

information exchange are based on the authority from the CAV cloud.

b. Cloud Real Time Traffic Database. Cloud database collects the traffic

data to provide transportation guidance. It will include the real time traffic

congestion data and accident data to inform all the CAVs to avoid relevant

areas. If the attackers inject fake message or modify message, all the vehicle in

the cloud database would receive wrong information. In addition, the attackers

could also gather valuable information from the data set.

Based on the criteria, all the attacks are then divided into four categorises,

which are shown in Table 3.4. Four attacks are ranked as critical, which are

remote control, DoS attacks on battery system, GNSS spoofing attacks and

authority attacks. All these four attacks could cause life-threatening conse-

quences. In addition, except for DoS attacks on battery system, other three

methods belongs to Fuzzy attack. Fuzzy attacks intend to inject modified data

into communication to cause unexpected behaviours on vehicles. Thus, DoS

attacks and Fuzzy attacks the most severe attacks on CAVs.

3.7 Possible Mitigation Methods

For each of the attacks mentioned above, the mitigation methods will be dif-

ferent. According to the mitigation methods in information security [140], the

majority types of mitigation methods could be divided into five categories.

To CAVs, the mitigation methods could be similar but need to be considered
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Table 3.4: Attack Categories of Attack Types to CAVs

Level Description Attack Types
1 Critical Remote control (Audio/Video devices); DoS attack

(Battery system); Spoofing (GNSS); Fake Identity
(Cloud authority)

2 Important Mislead cameras/Fake vision (Cameras); Hidden Ob-
jects (LiDAR); Fake objects (LiDAR); Injection (In-
vehicle system); Modification (In-vehicle system);
Fake/ Ghost message (V2V communication); Change
infrastructure sign (V2I communication); Injection
(Cloud data set); Modification (Cloud data set)

3 Moderate Blind vision (Cameras); Jamming (LiDAR); Jam-
ming (Radar); Jamming (GNSS); Eavesdropping (In-
vehicle system); Traffic analysis (In-vehicle system);
DoS attack (Infrastructure sign); Block/remove sign
(Infrastructure sign); Road line changing (Road)

4 Minor Loud volume (Audio/Video devices); Fake sound
(Audio/Video devices)

based on CAV characteristics.

1) Prevention: Prevention is to prevent the attacks from influencing the

whole vehicle system negatively. The prevention could be achieved by encrypt-

ing the communication channel and messages, or detecting the active attacks

in the systems. In addition, all the CAV users could be authorized with the

credibility of the messages. For example, to the eavesdropping attacks in in-

vehicle system, if the communication channel and messages are encrypted, it

is much more difficult for attackers to make use of the information.

2) Reduction: Reduction is to reduce the possibility or feasibility of the

attack. It could also be reducing the possible impacts of the attacks to a

controllable level. In CAVs, the reduction methods include the redundancy

sensors. If one sensor breaks down, the vehicle could still rely on the data

from other sensors. In this case, the impact of each sensor could decrease. For

example, to the blind vision attack in camera, the vehicle could then use other

sensors to help after detecting abnormal attacks.

3) Transference: Transference is to share the possible risks with others, such

as a reliable third-party organization. The third-party organization could be
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governments and insurance companies. For example, in the Cloud of V2X

communication, the authority of each CAV’s identity should be assigned by

the government or relevant legitimate organizations. All the CAVs information

should also be stored safely and monitored by the trusted third-party. Not all

the attacks could be solved through transference. In CAVs, this mitigation

method could only be used when a single vehicle manufacturer or a supplier

could not handle all the information safely.

4) Acceptance: Acceptance is to retain the risks caused by the attacks.

This mitigation method could be used to the attacks with limited negative

impacts on CAVs. On the other hand, the attack might not have a proper

countermeasure and the impact is at an acceptable level. For example, to

the traffic analysis attack in in-vehicle communication, the leaked information

could only be the size and timing of the communication package and it is not

likely to cause physical damage. In addition, the traffic analysis attack, which

is a passive attack, could not be prevented by message and communication

channel encryption. In that case, the traffic analysis attack could be tolerated.

5) Contingency: Contingency is to consider the possible reactions if the

attacks happen. A contingency plan need to be prepared to recover the system

if an attack happens. In CAVs, there could be countermeasure plans to recover

the system. For example, to the DoS attack in the battery system, if the system

detects an abnormal battery loss, it could pull up to a safe place.

Based on the potential attacks listed in Section 3.6, the prevention method

within the framework could be achieved. It is an initial attempt to understand

the vulnerabilities and risks of CAVs, the mitigation methods could be more

detailed after further researches. This could help the system designers to

prevent the possible attacks forehead.

However, as the CAV is a complicated system containing various sensors

and ECUs, it is for sure that not all the attacks could be identified before the

attacks happen. Besides, the data amount to be processed in CAVs is huge

and time-consuming. It is crucial to have an automatic system to detect the
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known attacks quickly and also to detect unknown attacks. This could help

to reduce the possibility and severe consequences of attacks, which could be

regarded as the prevention and reduction mitigation methods defined in this

section. Besides, the defined potential attacks could also help designers, auto

makers and suppliers to decide the severity of each attack and the obligation

arrangement, which will help the transference and acceptance mitigation meth-

ods. The attacks could be mitigated by the responsible suppliers. Moreover,

the attacks with low severity could be accepted. Finally, if the attacks could

be detected, the response of the system and recovery are important. The con-

sideration could be regarded as the contingency mitigation method. Based on

different characteristics of attacks, appropriate reactions could be designed to

response.

To develop better mitigation methods, the thesis will continue to investigate

automatic anomaly detection of the attacks of the defined possible attacks

within the CAVCS framework.

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, after structuring the UK CAV Cyber Security Principles, ter-

minology, including CAVCS, CAV network, CAV vulnerability and CAV at-

tacks, was then defined, which helps to avoid the misunderstandings in the

research of CAVCS. In the UML based CAV framework, data types gathered

by the CAV system were classified and vulnerabilities of CAV systems were

identified. The detailed potential cyber security attacks were investigated from

the aspects of target assets, risks and consequences based on vulnerabilities in

the thesis.

The severity of each type of attack was then analysed based on these clearly

defined criteria. Though the risks could not be quantified, it is still necessary

to understand the severity of each possible attack, which could help us to

prioritise attacks and provide corresponding mitigation methods. The levels of
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severity for the attacks can be categorised as critical, important, moderate and

minor. It was found that remote control, Denial of Service attack to the battery

system, GNSS spoofing attack and attacks to cloud database authority are the

most dangerous and of the highest vulnerabilities in CAVCS. Additionally,

all the most severe attacks belong to DoS attack and Fuzzy attack, thus make

these two kinds of attacks dangerous, which need to be solved at a high priority.

Mitigation methods including prevention, reduction, transference, accep-

tance and contingency were then suggested. In this thesis, a defence-in-depth

attack resistant system is being built. This chapter made the first step to

defining the possible attacks and severity. In the following chapters, machine

learning-based anomaly detection methods will be developed and analysed on

the processed data sets within the framework and evaluate for real world us-

age.



Chapter 4

CAV Cyber Security Data Sets

4.1 Overview

After defining the possible attacks of CAVs in Chapter 3, detecting the known

attacks is the most crucial issue in building the CAV cyber security framework.

However, as mentioned in Chapter 2, there exists no open CAV cyber security

data set now. It is also a major research gap in the current CAVCS research.

To address this issue, several countermeasures were taken in the thesis. In

this chapter, four CAVCS data sets were established, which contain simulation

data and real world data, in-vehicle data and communication data. The first

data set CAV-KDD, covering possible communication attacks, was generated

from a computer security benchmark named KDD99; The second data set,

named Simu-CAN data set, was simulated in Virtual Machine on possible

attacks targeting in-vehicle communication. Two real world data sets were

then introduced, KCAN-CAV data set retrieved from a car hacking data set

provided by the Korean University, and real world CAV-RW data set generated

from a real CAV at Wuhan University. These four data sets cover possible

attacks targeting in-vehicle and communication channels. Besides, the data

sets are from both simulation and real world to capture different characteristics

in simulation and real scenarios.

77
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4.2 CAV-KDD Data Set

As a fast developing topic, CAV is yet to be fully developed before they can

drive safely on roads. In the existing literature on CAVs, it is difficult to access

and obtain well processed and labelled data sets, especially on CAV cyber

attacks. In this thesis, the widely used KDD99 benchmark data set [168] on

network intrusion detection is adapted to build a CAV communication-based

cyber attack data set named CAV-KDD based on the types of CAV cyber

attacks and the UML based CAV framework established in Chapter 3.

This section has been published in the Journal Mathematics, titled “Ma-

chine Learning-Based Detection for Cyber Security Attacks on Connected and

Autonomous Vehicles”, in August 2020.

4.2.1 The KDD99 Data Set

The KDD99 data set is a well-known benchmark for online intrusion or attack

detection. It was first made available at the Third International Knowledge

Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition in 1999 [168]. The KDD99

data set contains normal connection data and simulated attack or intrusion

data in a military network environment. Since 1999, the data set has been the

most widely used attack detection data set in the research literature [169].

KDD99 has approximately 5 million data records, each with 42 attributes

(or also known as features). The 42nd attribute is the label of either normal or

attack. KDD99 also provides a 10% data set with about 500 thousands data

recorded for training and testing, for those who find the origin data set too

big for data processing. The attacks in KDD99 are of four major types and 39

sub-attacks [170] as follows [171]:

1. PROBE, which is the Probing attack. This type of attacks monitor

or scan the system vulnerabilities to gather information from the system. In

KDD99, the sub-attacks of PROBE include ipsweep, mscan, nmap, portsweep,

saint and satan.
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2. DOS, which is the Denial of Service attack. DoS attacks disrupt the

normal use or communication in the system by occupying all the resources,

so that the system or communication channel are not available for normal

use. Typically, the attackers would send a huge amount of data to flood

the communication channel and system. In KDD99, the DoS attacks include

apache2, back, land, mailbomb, Neptune, pod, processtable, smurf, teardrop,

and udpstorm.

3. U2R, which is the User to Root (U2R) attack. Attackers conducting U2R

attacks aim to gain access to superuser accounts. They find vulnerabilities of

the system and then gain the access to the root of the system. In KDD99, the

U2R attacks contain buffer overflow, httptunnel, loadmodule, perl, ps, rootkit,

sqlattack, and xterm.

4. R2L, which is Remote to Local attack. As the name indicates, the attack-

ers aim to gain access to the system and send packets using remote connection.

The attackers do not have authorized account in the system, but could gain

local access to the system. In KDD99, these include ftp write, guess passwd,

imap, multihop, named, phf, send mail, snmpgetattack, snmpguess, spy, warez-

client, warezmaster, worm, xlock, and xsnoop.

It is noticeable that there are 39 sub-attacks in the four major attacks,

however, only 22 sub-attacks are included in the training data set. The other

17 attacks only appear in the testing set. Testing and validation on these data

sets thus also provide a measurement of robustness of detection techniques

including the machine learning algorithms proposed and tested in Chapter 5.

KDD99 provides a comprehensive data set that covers a variety of attack

types in computer networks. However, the data set could not be used directly

for CAV cyber security due to the distinct characteristics of CAVs mentioned in

Chapter 1. The thesis adapts and processes the KDD99 data set by removing

irrelevant attack types based on the CAV framework established and possible

attack points identified in Chapter 3. The possible attack types in KDD99

which may also happen in CAV are shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: KDD99 Sub-Attacks Possibility

Attack Type Possibility Attack Types Possibility

PROBE

ipsweep H

U2R

ps I
mscan P rootkit P
nmap H sqlattack P
portsweep P xterm I
saint P

R2L

ftp write H
satan P guess passwd H

DOS

apache2 P imap I
back P multihop P
land P named P
mailbomb H phf I
neptune H sendmail P
pod H snmpgetattack P
processtable P snmpguess P
smurf H spy P
teardrop H warezclient P
udpstorm H warezmaster P

U2R

buffer overflow H worm H
httptunnel H xlock P
loadmodule I xsnoop H
perl I

In Table 4.1, the possible types of CAV cyber attacks are classified into three

levels, namely H for High, P for Possible and I for Irrelevant. After the data

processing, the total number of CAV attack types is reduced from 39 to 14,

with 19 types of possible CAV attacks and 6 types of irrelevant attack. The

justifications of data processing on the attack types are listed as follows.

1. The attacks are without a clear definition. As the data are from the

KDD99 data set, the definitions of attacks are referred to their original de-

scriptions. The KDD99 data set was retrieved and processed from the DARPA

intrusion detection evaluation data set collected by the MIT Lincoln Lab [172].

All the descriptions of the attacks are referenced from the official description

at the MIT Lincoln Lab web site [173]. Some sub-attacks are lack of clear

definitions, thus could not be classified as type Y in CAV cyber attacks. The

attack type of them could be changed once a clear definition is available.

2. The attacks do not fit into the CAVCS framework. In Chapter 3, a UML

based CAV structure is built to define different data in CAV communication
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and functions. However, as KDD99 is a data set on computer and network

security, protocols of which are different from those in CAVs. For example,

in KDD99, the attack ‘land‘ only happens in older TCP/IP protocols, and

can only be found in an old Linux operating system named SunOS 4.1. Once

the protocol and environment expired, the possibility of this attack may also

disappear. This type of attacks does not fit into the CAV framework, thus

have been removed.

3. The attacks are not compatible with the CAV potential attacks. To

conduct an attack, except for the physical damage, attackers need to find one

of the vulnerable points as identified in Chapter 3 in a CAV system. These

attack points could be in hardware, software, data or communication channel.

In KDD99, some attacks can only happen in specific conditions and platforms,

thus are not applicable to the CAV attack points. The possibilities of these

attacks to CAV are low. For example, attack apache2 only happens in an

Apache Web Server. If a CAV does not use the Apache Web Server, the

attack cannot be conducted.

4.2.2 CAV-KDD Data Set

The KDD99 data set has more than 4 million data records, and is too big

for data processing on personal computers. In this thesis, the training data

set with 10% selected KDD99 data is used. After removing duplicates and

irrelevant attack types, a new data set which is compatible to the new CAV

cyber security framework, named CAV-KDD, is established. The amount of

normal data and attack data in both the training and testing data sets is

presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.

Table 4.2: Amount of Normal and Attack Data in the 10% KDD99 and CAV-KDD
Training Data Sets

10% KDD99 Data CAV-KDD Data
Attacks 396743 54485
Normal 97278 87832
Total 494021 142317
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Table 4.3: Amount of Normal and Attack Data in the 10% KDD99 and CAV-KDD
Data Sets

10% KDD99 Test Data CAV-KDD Test Data
Attacks 250436 23348
Normal 60593 47913
Total 311029 71261

In addition, to each sub-type attack, the amount in CAV-KDD training and

testing sets are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Amount of Sub-type Attacks in KDD99 and CAV-KDD

10% KDD99
Training
Data Set

CAV-KDD
Training
Data Set

10% KDD99
Testing Data
Set

CAV-KDD
Testing Data
Set

0 NORMAL 97278 58716 60593 47913

PROBE
1 ipsweep 1247 341 306 155
2 nmap 231 158 84 80

DOS

3 mailbomb / / 5000 308
4 neptune 107201 12281 58001 20332
5 pod 264 40 87 45
6 smurf 280790 199 164091 936
7 teardrop 979 199 12 12
8 udpstorm / / 2 2

U2R
9 buffer overflow 30 5 22 22
10 httptunnel / / 158 146

R2L

11 ftp write 8 8 3 3
12 guess passwd 53 53 4367 1302
13 worm / / 2 2
14 xsnoop / / 4 4

KDD99 data set has 41 attributes and 1 label indicating the attack types.

The detailed attributes could be found in Table 4.5. The 41 attributes could

be classified to 4 types as follows [174]:

1. Basic connection attributes: From Attribute 1 (duration) to Attribute 9

(urgent), these attributes contain basic information about the connection such

as duration, protocol types etc.

2. Connection content attributes: In the four major attack types in KDD99,

DoS will show a strong time frequency change in the data flow. However,

PROBE, U2R and R2L will not show the same symptom when there is an

attack, the data flow will be same as the normal situation. In order to detect

these kinds of attacks, the contents of the data should also be analysed, such
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Table 4.5: Types of 41 Attributes in KDD99 Data Set

Type Attributes
Basic duration, protocol type, service, flag, src bytes,

dst bytes, land, wrong fragment, urgent
Connection Content hot, num failed logins, logged in, num compromised,

root shell, su attempted, num root, num file creations,
num shells, num access files, num outbound cmds,
is host login, is guest login

Traffic Attributes
based on Time

count, srv count, serror rate, srv serror rate,
rerror rate, srv rerror rate, same srv rate,
diff srv rate, srv diff host rate

Traffic Attributes
based on Host

dst host count, dst host srv count,
dst host same srv rate, dst host diff srv rate,
dst host same src port rate,
dst host srv diff host rate, dst host serror rate,
dst host srv serror rate, dst host rerror rate,
dst host srv rerror rate

as the time of failed login. In KDD99, attribute 10 (hot) to attribute 22

(is guest login) are connection content attributes.

3. Traffic attributes based on times: Time is important in detecting attacks.

For example, the DoS attack will have a much faster message frequency than

normal data. Analysing attributes based on time could help to understand

the connections and detect the abnormal situation. Attribute 23 (count) to

attribute 31 (srv diff host rate) belong to this kind of attributes. There are

two types of features: “same host” and “same service”, which indicate the

same host or same service connection with the current connection.

4. Traffic attributes based on host: In some situation, attackers may scan

ports or hosts to conduct an attack, which is known as probing. In the Probe

attack, the time frequency will not be much different like the DoS attacks, so

the traffic attributes based on host will be helpful to detect the attacks. It

could help to find the same host connection in the past 100 connections with

the current connection. Attribute 32 to attribute 41 are traffic attributes based

on host.

In CAVCS, because there is no standard guidance of connections, some of the

attributes for KDD99 may not be suitable for CAV attack detection. However,
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all the attributes will be kept for the first data process. Because in Chapter 6,

the feature selection methods will be used to find the most relevant features

with the results. In case relevant features being deleted mistakenly, all the

features will be used.

CAV-KDD data is then preprocessed in Weka in the following steps:

1. The normal and 14 sub-attacks are labelled as 0 to 14, as shown in Table

4.1.

2. As the data ranges of each attribute in the CAV-KDD data set and

its testing set are different, some continuous data are normalized, such as

duration and src bytes. The unsupervised-attribute-normalize algorithm in

Weka is used to conduct the normalization. The value range is set as 0 to 20.

3. The data then needs to be discretized. The unsupervised-attribute-

discretize algorithm in Weka is used to discretize the normalized data. To other

categorized attribute data such as protocol type, service, the unsupervised-

attribute-numerictonominal algorithm is used.

4. The attributes with only one value are deleted from the attribute list.

These are num outbound cmd, and is host login. These attributes make no

impacts on the detection as they stay the same all the time. There are, there-

fore, 39 attributes left in CAV-KDD.

The CAV-KDD data set is more suitable for the current experiment envi-

ronment. It covers the possible communication attacks, which could help to

train the machine learning models to detect the attacks. This will also help

the anomaly detection in V2X communication based on the universal commu-

nication features. In addition, the features will be selected and reduced based

on the importance of features. This would provide guidance for real world

vehicle communication feature collection. The experiments on the CAV-KDD

data set will be presented in the following chapters.
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4.3 Simulated CANData Set: Simu-CANData

Set

CAN protocol is widely used in today’s in-vehicle communication to control

the response to the users’ commands. This makes CAN data crucial to CAV

Cyber Security, because with V2X communication in the future, attackers

might take control of the vehicles remotely. However, currently, there are no

fully autonomous vehicles to conduct the tests, and it is risky to conduct real

world experiments directly on vehicles. It is because that firstly, real world

tests might expose threats to both people and hardware. Secondly, the require-

ments of the tests are high to conduct a cyber attack experiment, which could

only be fulfilled by a limited number of organizations and governments. Initial

attempts are carried in the simulated environment of vehicles in computers.

By doing this, it could reduce the risk of conducting real world experiments. In

addition, the experiments conducted on computers could also be a validation

process and guidance to help future real world experiments.

The in-vehicle data is collected from a CAN simulator called ICSim [175]. As

the simulator could only be used in Linux operating systems, Ubuntu VMware

is used to build the Linux virtual environment.

The illustration of the main interface (a vehicle dashboard) and control units

are shown in Fig 4.1.

(a) Dashboard (b) Control Unit

Figure 4.1: CAN Data Generator Simulator
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Figure 4.1 (a) displays the speedo meters and the vehicle body that could

show the lights and doors status of the vehicle. Figure 4.1 (b) displays the

control units of the simulator. In the thesis, the relevant units are controlled

by corresponding keys on a keyboard, as shown in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Control Units of Vehicle Simulation Tools

Keyboard Control Units
up/down Speedo Meter
Left/Right Lights
Right Shift+X/A/B Open Door
Left Shift+X/A/B Close Door

In the virtual machine, the CanDump tool is used to view and record the

CAN messages in the simulation tool. With the starting instructions, the CAN

simulated communication start, and messages then could be recorded as Figure

4.2.

Figure 4.2: Simulated CAN Messages

Based on the simulated CAN communication messages, the data could be

divided into four parts. The first part is the time stamp of each message. The

second part is the CAN port of the messages. In this simulated data set, only

one CAN port is used, which is vcan0. This attribute is useless in the thesis

Figure 4.3: CAN Message Format
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for detection as there is only one value. The third part is the CAN ID of each

message. Different CAN IDs will correspond and control different parts of the

vehicles, which will be used in the detection. The final parts of the messages

are the contents of CAN messages, containing 8 bytes of CAN message.

This simulated tool is then run for three minutes to gather simulated vehicle

data. The total amount of gathered data is 19493 messages. The messages

are then saved and transferred into a csv file, the format of which is shown in

Figure 4.3.

Because CAN messages do not contain defined attributes and labels, the

features of the messages need to be defined for further analysis. The generated

CAN messages are then pre-processed and labelled. The steps to define the

attributes and labels are listed below:

1. Each part of the message will be regarded as one attribute in the final

data set to conduct the following data processing. Because CAN port has only

one value in this data collection, which is vcan0, this part will not be regarded

as an attribute and will be removed from the data set. In the fourth part,

the length of all the CAN contents in the collected data is 8 bytes. Then,

each byte in CAN contents will be one attribute in the final data set, which

becomes the attributes started from c0 to c7, indicating the different value in

the CAN messages. In total, the whole data set will have 10 attributes, which

are “Timestamp”, “ID”, “c0”, “c1”, “c2”, “c3”, “c4”, “c5”,“c6”,“c7”. The

value of each attribute in CAN content from c0 to c7 varies.

2. In the collected data, values of “c0” to “c7” are hexadecimal, which are

difficult to be processed for the machine learning models. These values are

then transferred to decimal as shown in Fig 4.3.

3. All the data are then be labelled as “T”, which means normal data in

this data set.

These data collected from the CAN Simulator is in normal situations, in-

dicating no attack data in the data set. Simulated attack data will then be

added to the data set. As explained in Chapter 3, normally, attackers try
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to modify the messages or block the communication channel. Both of these

attacks could cause severe consequence such as physical damage and fatal ac-

cident. As identified in Chapter 3, the majority of the most severe attacks are

related to Fuzzy attack and DoS attack. Besides, both types of attacks are

active attacks, and are suitable to detect. The attack scenarios are built based

on the following steps in the simulation process. Two types of attacks, namely

DoS attack and Fuzzy attack, are simulated.

Attack scenario:

1. DoS Attack: Attackers inject a huge amount of data into the target CAN

system in a short period. As CAN protocol is not built with any security

mechanism, attackers could inject a huge amount of useless or harmful mes-

sages through unauthorised access. In addition, because CAN has only one

single communication channel, the injected messages could block the whole

communication channel so that the vehicle instructions could not be trans-

mitted to relevant units on board. The vehicle would then not respond to

users’ commands or even respond in an opposite way. For example, the ve-

hicle might increase the speed while the commands are reducing speed. In a

dynamic environment, this could raise a life-threatening problem for the users.

In order to simulate the DoS attack, the collected data is analysed first to

understand the normal pattern of the data. As the DoS attack aims to occupy

the whole communication channel, it has a much quicker time frequency than

normal data. In the collected data, most of the time interval between messages

falls between 0.002 to 0.004 seconds. Only time intervals are changed in the

DoS attacks. Simulated DoS attack data is then injected into the commu-

nication on a 0.0002 time interval. The IDs and the message are randomly

generated to simulate the real world situation. In total, 5000 DoS simulated

messages are injected into the data set. It should be noted that attributes c0

to c7 are not changed in DoS attacks because this type of attack would not

change the value in c0 to c7. The injected attack data is labelled D, indicating

the DoS attacks in the data set.
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2. Fuzzy Attack: Attackers inject fake messages into the communication

channel with normal time frequency. The attacker will generate messages with

random ID and bytes. The attacker might target key units in the vehicles in

Fuzzy attacks, such as braking or steering. Compared with DoS attacks sim-

ulated in the first scenario, Fuzzy attack aims to interrupt the basic functions

of the vehicle rather than blocking the communication channel.

In order to simulate Fuzzy attacks, random attack messages are injected into

the data set. In the original CAN simulation data set, most of the data time

interval falls between 0.002 to 0.004 second. Based on this, in the simulated

attack data, the time interval is set to 0.003 seconds. In addition, because the

CAN simulated data is with different CAN ID, and has different value range

of c0 to c7. For example, CAN ID 133 only has one value on c4, the value of

other attributes is all 0. In this situation, the Fuzzy attack data is simulated

with the following process.

a. All the data is analysed based on different CAN ID. To each CAN ID, the

value range in different attributes is analysed. In the simulated attack data,

the value ranges of c0 to c7 are changed.

b. Based on the value ranges of different CAN IDs, corresponding Fuzzy

attack data is generated for different attributes using two types of Fuzzy attack

simulation methods. The first is to generate all the random value for c0 to c7.

For example, CAN ID 095 only has value for attribute c0,c2 and c3, but all

the values of c0 to c7 in the attack simulations are generated randomly from 0

to 255. The second method generates specific value for specific attributes. For

example, for CAN ID 133, only attribute c4 has a different value generated from

0 to 255 randomly while all the other attributes for c0 to c7 are set to 0. These

simulation methods could increase detection difficulties. In addition, in real

world attacks, the attackers might also analyse the data first and then conduct

pertinence attacks, especially when the CAN IDs of vehicle basic functions are

known.

c. The injected attack data is then labelled as F, indicating Fuzzy attack.
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With these two types of attacks, the simulated normal data are extended

to be the simulated CAN attack data set named Simu-CAN data set in the

thesis. Thus, the amounts of different labels of the Simu-CAN data set are

shown in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Amount of Data in Simu-CAN Data Set

Label Number of Data
Normal data 17850

DoS attack data 4725
Fuzzy attack data 16243

Total 38818

Simu-CAN simulated the most severe potential attacks defined in Chapter

3. The data set provides the training and testing data for machine learning.

The simulated data set could also be extended with new attacks if CAN is used

in the vehicles. In addition, this data set also provides experiment data for

further simulated attack research in real world environments. The experiments

on the Simu-CAN data set will be introduced in the following chapters.

4.4 KCAN-CAV Data set

Despite the CAV-KDD data set focusing on communication, the data trans-

mitted in the vehicles are also important. With the data exchange in V2X

communication, in-vehicle data could also become vulnerable to cyber attacks,

which is not the case for traditional vehicles. In Section 4.3, the Simu-CAN

data set is generated and introduced to train and test machine learning mod-

els. However, real world environment generated data is of high importance,

due to the reason that the simulation could not be exactly the same as real

world situation, the data value might be different from the real world.

There is a lack of well-prepared open source CAVCS data sets in the liter-

ature. The CAN hacking data set named OTIDS provided by Hacking and

Countermeasure Research Lab in South Korea is used in this research based

on the literature review [78]. It is the most relevant open source cyber attack
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data set collected from real world in the existing literature. The data set con-

tains more than 5 million data, covering different types of attacks. Based on

the OTIDS data set, a new data set named KCAN-CAV on CAN attacks to

CAVs is generated and processed.

4.4.1 OTIDS Data Set

This data set focuses on the attacks on the CAN in vehicles. The four different

data sets contain four types of attacks to CAN, namely DoS attacks, Fuzzy

attacks, spoofing the drive gear attacks and spoofing the gauge attacks. Based

on the severity assessment in Chapter 3, the most severe attacks are related

to DoS and modification messages. In this thesis, the DoS attack and Fuzzy

attack data set are processed to conduct further experiments.

The OTIDS data set is generated from the real world environment. The

results obtained are thus more reliable and close to real world situations. A

Hyundai’s YF Sonata is used for generating the CAN data through the OBD-

2 port of the vehicle. A Raspberry Pi3 and a laptop are also connected to

acquire the data. The Simu-CAN data set and the OTIDS data sets both

cover in-vehicle communications. However, the real world data in OTIDS

might still be different from that of the Simu-CAN simulations. The evaluation

of the machine learning models in real world automatic detection is of high

importance.

Besides, the OTIDS data set has a much larger volume of data than that

of the Simu-CAN data set, which would help to build and investigate more

reliable machine learning models suitable for real world environments.

The data format of OTIDS is shown in Figure 4.4. The first attribute is

also the time stamp of CAN messages. The second part and third part are

the ID and bytes number of each CAN message, respectively. Then the next

8 attributes, c0 to c7, represent the content of CAN data. The last attribute

of the data set is the label of i.e. attack or not. In OTIDS, label R represents
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Figure 4.4: OTIDS Data Format

normal data while label T represents the attack data. The amount of different

subsets in OTIDS are shown in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: Amount of the OTIDS Data set

Attack Type Total Message Normal Mes-
sages

Injected Attack
Messages

DoS Attack
Data Set

3,665,771 3,078,250 587,521

Fuzzy Attack
Data Set

3,838,860 3,347,013 491,847

Spoofing the
drive gear Data
Set

4,443,142 3,845,890 597,252

Spoofing the
gauge Data Set

4,621,702 3,966,805 654,897

GIDS: Attack-
free (normal)
Data Set

988,987 988,872 -

In Table 4.8, the first subset of OTIDS is the DoS attack data set, which

contains a large amount of CAN data with a specific CAN ID 0x000 in a short

period. The time frequencies of the injected DoS attack data are every 0.3

milliseconds, which is much higher than the time frequencies of normal data.

The second subset in the OTIDS data set is the Fuzzy attack data set, with a

huge amount of injected attack data with random IDs and random data value

in the CAN data fields. The time frequencies of the injected Fuzzy attack data

are every 0.5 milliseconds. Other two attacks, namely the spoofing the drive

gear and gauge data sets, are not used in generating the new data set in the

thesis.
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The 4 types of attacks in OTIDS are generated and stored separately, and

can be used as a binary classification problem for intrusion detection methods.

However, these originally separate OTIDS sub data sets cannot be directly

used for CAVs, as they still need to be pre-processed.

The research in the thesis aims to classify attacks of different categories. In

addition, the whole OTIDS data set has more than 10 million data containing

four data sets of different attacks and one attack free subset. Even for the DoS

attacks and Fuzzy attacks, there are more than 7 million data, which is too

big for a normal computer to process in this thesis or other research. Based on

these factors, a new data set called KCAN-CAV is generated from the OTIDS

data set and used in this research.

4.4.2 KCAN-CAV Data Set

Irrelevant and redundant data in the OTIDS data set is firstly deleted. DoS

and modification are the most severe attacks based on the severity assessment

in Chapter 3. Therefore, only the DoS attacks and the Fuzzy attacks in the

OTIDS data set are retained to evaluate the performance of the proposed

machine learning models. The data sets are then pre-processed to form a new

data set called KCAN-CAV Data set.

In the processed KCAN-CAV data set, the third attribute, the bytes number

of CAN messages, is removed from the original OTIDS data set as the value is

same in all the CAN data. Thus, there are 10 attributes plus 1 label indicating

the attack types in the KCAN-CAV data set, which is the same format as the

Simu-CAN data set.

In the KCAN-CAV data set, the DoS attack and Fuzzy attack data sets are

not combined because the CAN IDs are different in both attacks. The results

could be unreliable if the two data sets were directly combined together. In

addition, as the injected attack data has its own unique CAN ID, for example,

all the DoS attacks have the same 0x000 ID. The proposed machine learning
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models might classify the attacks only based on the IDs. The DoS attack and

Fuzzy attack thus remain as two separate data sets. The amount of normal

data and different attack data in the KCAN-CAV data set are presented in

Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 respectively.

Table 4.9: Amount of Normal and DoS Attack in the KCAN-CAV Data Set

Data amount
Normal 807,619

DoS 233,004
Total 1,040,623

Table 4.10: Amount of Normal and Fuzzy Attack in the KCAN-CAV Data Set

Data amount
Normal 79,991
Fuzzy 3,350
Total 83,341

The attacks in the processed KCAN-CAV data set cover the most severe

attack types defined in Chapter 3, and are collected and generated from real

vehicles in real world environment to evaluate the machine learning models in

Chapter 5.

4.5 Real World CAVCS Data Set: CAV-RW

Data Set

The KCAN-CAV data set is collected from real world environment with com-

mercial vehicles. This research explores further to collect real world data from

real connected and autonomous vehicles.

Besides, the KCAN-CAV data set still has its limitations. For example,

all the DoS attacks have the same CAN ID, and the attacks are generated

separately, which all demand real CAVCS data of more crucial and urgent use

for the literature and in this research.

Due to the lack of equipment and restrictions of COVID-19, the data collec-

tion process could not be completed at the University of Nottingham. With
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the agreement of relevant research organizations, the real CAVCS data is col-

lected from LIESMARS (State Key Laboratory of Information Engineering in

Surveying, Mapping and Remote Sensing), Wuhan University.

The data collection vehicle is modified by Prof Bijun Li’s research team

at Wuhan University. The vehicle is a Changan model vehicle with all the

essential CAV sensors installed, including Lidar, radar, GPS, etc. The photo

of the experiment CAV is shown in Figure 4.5 (a). In the experiments, all the

data is collected via the CANAnalyst Second Generation hardware, which is

designed for CAN communication data collection. The hardware is shown in

Figure 4.6. The cable is connected from the CAN-bus port on the vehicle to

the computer, which is shown in Figure 4.5 (b).

(a) CAV at Wuhan University (b) Data Collection Process

Figure 4.5: CAV Data Collection

The USB-CAN Tool software is used to record the CAN communication

messages. The data collection user interface is shown in Figure 4.7. As it

could be seen from the user interface, the CAN message is set into the standard

format with 8 bytes and in hexadecimal. The status of all the CAN messages

is ”received” (as shown in the 4th red column), as currently there is no injected
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Figure 4.6: CANAnalyst Second Generation Hardware

Figure 4.7: USB CAN Tool software User Interface

data.

In the original unprocessed data, there are 10 attributes, as shown in Figure

4.7.

The first attribute is the serial number of the received messages (as shown

in the first red column). The second attribute is the system time of each CAN
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message (as shown in the left of the second red column), which is the computer

system time in this experiment. The third attribute is the time stamp of each

CAN message (as shown in the right of the second red column), which is shown

in hexadecimal. The fourth attribute is the CAN communication channel (as

shown in the third red column). In this experiment, only the ch1 channel has

been used. The fifth attribute is the CAN communication direction (as shown

in the fourth red column). As mentioned, all the value are “received” in this

experiment. The next attribute is the CAN ID of each message, which is also

shown in hexadecimal. The seventh to ninth attributes (as shown in the sixth

to eighth red column) show that all the CAN messages are in standard data

format of 8 bytes. The last attribute is the content of the 8 bytes message.

However, not all these attributes could be used in anomaly detection, and

currently, there is no attack data in this data set. The original data set needs to

be pre-processed with injected attack data to generate the anomaly detection

data set with the following steps:

1. Irrelevant and redundant attributes are removed from the data set. For

example, the communication channel attribute only has one value, ’ch1’. This

attribute value would not have any impact on the classification results.

2. All the CAN contents data are processed. In the original data set, the

last attribute is the CAN content of each message. Each CAN message has

8 different bytes. These 8 bytes are split into eight different attributes. In

addition, all the CAN bytes in hexadecimal are transferred into decimal.

3. The time stamps of all the CAN messages are processed. In the original

data set, there are two attributes for the communication time. The first at-

tribute is the system time of the message, which depends on the record system.

This attribute is not used in the processed data set. The time stamp attribute

is kept and transferred to decimal. The unit of the time stamp is milliseconds

in the data.

4. All the data is then be labelled as T, indicating that they are normal

data in anomaly detection.
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Figure 4.8: CAV-RW Data Set Format

The processed data set now has 10 attributes in total, as shown in Fig 4.8.

The first attribute is the time stamp of each attribute, the unit of which is

milliseconds. The second attribute is the ID of each CAN message. The third

to tenth attributes are the eight different bytes of CAN messages.

Based on the processed data set of normal CAN communications, anomalous

data, which is the attack data, are injected. Same as the previous simulations,

the DoS attacks and Fuzzy attacks are injected into the data set.

1. DoS Attacks. DoS attacks inject a huge amount of data into normal

communication, leading to traffic jam in data exchange. This is extremely

dangerous in a dynamic driving environment. The simulation of DoS attacks

is the same as in the Simu-CAN data set.

Firstly, the normal data is analysed. Time frequency is the most important

factors in DoS attacks, which is also the key attribute to define the potential

DoS attacks. The normal time frequencies between the CAN messages are

analysed firstly. It could be found that the time frequencies of messages in

this communication range from 2 milliseconds to 51 seconds. The simulated

DoS attack time frequency is thus set to 1 millisecond. In total, 100,000

simulated messages are injected into the original data set. The simulated DoS

attacks are divided into two parts, each of 50,000 messages. Adhering to the

characteristic of DoS attacks, the content of CAN messages stays the same as

the original CAN messages, including the CAN ID and the byte contents in
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attributes C0 to C7. The two sets of DoS attacks are injected into the data

set after the 15,000th data and 200,000th data in the originally collected data

set, respectively.

2. Fuzzy attacks do not modify the time frequency of CAN messages but

will modify the contents of the messages. In CAV communications, the mod-

ification of message contents could be extremely dangerous because it could

interfere with the operations of basic vehicle functions, including steering, ac-

celerating or braking. The simulations of Fuzzy attacks conducted based on

different contents in CAN messages.

As known from the original data set, there are 25 different CAN IDs. With

different CAN IDs, the contents of CAN vary as well. Two different simulation

methods are used to simulate Fuzzy attacks as follows.

a. All the contents are randomly generated in the range of 0 to 255. For

some CAN IDs, different value range exists for the majority of attributes c0 to

c7. For example, all the attributes of c0 to c7 for CAN ID 0208 messages are

randomly generated from 0 to 255. Because in the content of CAN ID 0208,

the value range of each attribute varies a lot.

b. Values of attributes from c0 to c7 for some data are generated from 0 to

255, while the rest of the attributes stay the same. According to the analysis

of the original CAN data set, it could be found that only some parts of the

majority of the CAN messages are changed to conduct the relevant driving

tasks. To simulate the Fuzzy attacks of these messages, not all the attributes

but just some parts are randomly generated. For example, all the attributes

of CAN ID 0298 are 0 except for attribute c3, only c3 is randomly generated

to simulate the Fuzzy attack.

It should be noticed that some CAN IDs were not simulated in the Fuzzy

attacks. It is because that the original samples of these messages are too small.

For example, there are only 2 records of CAN ID 0108. If more data with this

ID are generated, it could then be analysed and simulated in future research.

The original data set was then processed regarding different CAN IDs. The
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amount of simulated data is almost the same as that of the normal data,

resulting in a data set of less bias when detecting attacks.

All the simulated data are labelled ‘F’, indicating the Fuzzy attacks. After

injecting all the Fuzzy attacks, the size of the data set is increased to 696861

messages. With the DoS simulated attacks labelled with ‘D’, the total amount

of normal data and attack data are increased to 796861 messages. The total

amount of normal data and attack data are shown in Table 4.11.

Table 4.11: Amount of Normal and Attack Data in the CAV-RW Data set

Data Number
Normal Data 357,159
DoS Attack 100,000
Fuzzy Attack 339,701

In the processed data set with the injected simulated data, the attributes

stay the same. The first attribute is the timestamp of each CAN message. The

second attribute is the CAN ID, followed by the content of CAN message c0

to c7. The last attribute is the label T, F or D indicating normal or attack

data. The real world CAVCS data set is then named CAV-RW, overcoming

the limitations of KCAN-CAV, which will be further analysed and processed

in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, 4 different data sets covering in-vehicle and communication

were introduced within the CAVCS framework, addressing the research gap of

lacking open source CAVCS data sets. The detailed information of these four

data sets was shown in Table 4.12.

From the table, CAV-KDD data set covers the possible communication at-

tacks to CAVs, which was generated and processed from a widely-used com-

puter cyber security benchmark data set KDD99.As the data set was generated

and collected from network communication environment, there was no vehicle

sensor used in the data set. Simulated data set Simu-CAN is then generated
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Table 4.12: Summary of Four CAVCS Data Sets

Data Set Attack Type
Covered

Collection Environ-
ment

Sensors Used

CAV-
KDD

Communication
Attack

Communication Envi-
ronment

No Vehicle Sensor
Used

Simu-
CAN

DoS and Fuzzy
Attack

Computer Simulation
Environment

Limited Traditional
Vehicle Sensors

KCAN-
CAV

DoS and Fuzzy
Attack

Real World Vehicle
Data Environment

Traditional Vehicle
Sensors

CAV-RW DoS and Fuzzy
Attack

Real World CAV En-
vironment

CAV sensors

on computer simulation tool ICSimulator. This data set covers possible DoS

attacks and Fuzzy attacks to in-vehicle communications. Because the simu-

lation tool is basic, which only covers the steering, braking and door-opening

functions and relevant sensors on the vehicle.

As real world data is crucial to CAVCS researches, two real world data sets,

namely KCAN-CAV and CAV-RW data sets, were introduced. KCAN-CAV

data set was generated from the OTIDS data set, which is provided by the

Korean University on their website. After processing, the KCAN-CAV data

set covers DoS attacks and Fuzzy attacks in CAN communication.It should

be noticed that KCAN-CAV data set was collected from a traditional vehicle,

indicating that there is no Lidar, Radar and other CAV sensors in the vehicle.

Self-collected CAV-RW data set was collected at Wuhan University by using

a real CAV. The CAV-RW data set combined DoS attacks and Fuzzy attacks

into one data set, making up the limitation of KCAN-CAV. In CAV-RW data

set, the sensors including Lidar, Radar, Cameras and GPS receiver were used,

which increase the data variety. These four data sets provided the platforms

to build machine learning models to conduct anomaly detection in CAVCS. In

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, the data sets will be further discussed and analysed.
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Anomaly Detection based on

Machine Learning

5.1 Overview

In this chapter, machine learning algorithms including Decision Tree and Naive

Bayes were used to build intrusion detection machine learning models. The

models were tested and evaluated on the first two simulated data sets intro-

duced in Chapter 4, namely CAV-KDD and Simu-CAN to detect the attacks.

Then, the machine learning models were adapted to the real world data sets

KCAN-CAV and CAN-RW introduced in Chapter 4. Evaluation criteria in-

cluding accuracy, false positive rate, model building time and testing time were

analysed and compared.

The experiments have been carried out on an Intel Core i3, 3.70GHz com-

puter with 64 bits Windows Operating System. WEKA is an open source

data mining software developed by the machine learning group, at University

of Waikato [176], and has been widely used in industry and research to conduct

analysis and develop machine learning models.

The experiments on CAV-KDD data set in this chapter have been published

in Journal Mathematics, titled “Machine Learning-Based Detection for Cyber

Security Attacks on Connected and Autonomous Vehicles”, in August 2020.

102
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5.2 Machine Learning Algorithms

In WEKA, the machine learning algorithms Naive Bayes and Decision Tree

were used to build the two classification models to classify and detect CAV

cyber attacks.

Decision Tree is one of the mostly used classification models of a good read-

ability [177]. It is one of the classification models structured as a tree of

nodes and branches connected by one-directional edges. Each internal node of

the Decision Tree (with branches leading to child nodes) represents a decision

variable upon an attribute, and each branch represents a decision taken on the

attribute, leading to the child nodes of different attribute values. The leaves

of the tree (with no branches and child nodes) represent the classifications.

Decision Tree is selected to build the model based on its good readabil-

ity, which could help to understand the priority of different attributes in the

CAVCS data sets, which is useful because the research of CAVCS is still at

an early stage. In addition, as currently the amount of CAV data is limited,

Decision Tree could help deal with a smaller scale of data. The Decision Tree

could process both numeric and nominal data, which is also helpful for CAVCS

anomaly detection.

In WEKA, the Decision Tree algorithm uses the C4.5 technique to build

the Decision Tree model. C4.5 conducts the classification by calculating the

information gain ratio of each attribute, and chooses attributes with the biggest

information gain ratio as the root node. To calculate the information gain ratio

precisely, entropy carried by a data set of possible distribution values V is first

calculated using Equation 5.1 as follows [178]:

Entropy(V ) = −
n∑

i=1

pi · log(pi) (5.1)

Where n is the number of partitions (classification labels) of the data set,

and pi refers to the proportion of the i-th partition. Thus, the information

gain could be calculated in Equation 5.2 as follows:
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Gain(V, a) = Entropy(V )−
J∑

j=1

|Vj|
|V |

Entropy(Vj) (5.2)

Where a is the attribute, |Vj| is the number of distributions in partition j

and |V | is the number of distributions in V . Thus, the information gain ratio

could be calculated in Equation 5.3 as follows:

GainRatio(V, a) =
gain(V, a)

IV (a)
(5.3)

In which, IV (intrinsic value) is calculated in Equation 5.4 as follows:

IV (a) = −
J∑

j=1

|Vj|
|V |

log2
|Vj|
|V |

(5.4)

Then, each value of the attribute will become a branch of this tree and the

data could be split into different classes or tree leaves. The process will be

repeated until the information gain ratio reach the threshold [179], which is

set to 0.25 as default in the experiments. For example, in CAV-KDD data set,

the 39 attributes are the possible distribution values. After calculating the

information gain of all the attributes, the attribute dst host srv serror rate of

the highest information gain is chosen to be the root node.

Naive Bayes is built based on the Bayesian probability model. Naive Bayes

was selected to use because it spends less time on processing data, which

fulfills the requirement of short processing time in highly dynamic driving

environment. It assumes that all the attributes in the data are independent,

meaning that each attribute has no impact on the other attributes [180]. Naive

Bayes model calculates the conditional probabilities of classes, the class with

a high probability is the prediction result [181]. The equation of Naive Bayes

is presented in Equation (5) as follows [182]:

P (c|X) =
P (X|c)P (c)

P (X)
(5.5)

In Equation (5), P (c|X) is the posterior probability of class c when giving
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predictors X. X is the data set of attributes x1, x2, ..., xn. P (X|c) is the class

conditional probability of predictors X when given class c. P (c) is the prior

probability of class c and P (X) is the prior probability of predictors X. For

example, in CAV-KDD, c is the label of normal or attack data. X is the data

set of 39 chosen attributes. Based on attributes of each data in the testing

data set, the possibilities of them belonging to different label is calculated.

Each data then is classified to the label with the highest possibility.

5.3 Evaluation Methods

Currently, there is no international standard to normalize the baseline of

CAVCS performance, which adds to the difficulty of assessing the performance

of the models. To better evaluate the current CAVCS models, however, cri-

teria must be first set. This thesis will evaluate the performance of machine

learning models based on accuracy, FP rate, and runtime.

Accuracy: accuracy is a widely used method for evaluating the performance

of models. As shown in Equation 5.6 [183]. The Npred represents all the

correctly classified data. Accuracy is indicated by the percentage of correct

classifications against the total data.

Accuracy =
Npred

N total
(5.6)

FP rate: the false positive rate indicates that the data is not an attack,

but the model classified it incorrectly as an attack. FP rate could thus be

calculated using the following Equation 5.7 [183]:

FPRate =
FP

FP + TN
(5.7)

Where FP represents the false positive, which is the data incorrectly clas-

sified as negative data. The current label data are regarded as positive data,

while others are negative data. The TN represents the true negative, which is
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the correctly classified negative data.

Runtime: Runtime is crucial in CAVCS evaluation due to the environment’s

real-time and dynamic feature. Even a one-second delay could have severe

consequences. To avoid delay, the detection should be as fast as possible.

In this thesis, two kinds of runtime, namely time to build the model and

time to test the model, are evaluated. The time required to build the model

indicates the model’s complexity. If an inordinate amount of time is needed

to train a model, it might be too complicated to process, or it could be over-

fitted. The time required to test the model is even more important than the

time required to build it. That is because, in real time data processing, the

model only needs to be built once, while it needs to be tested multiple times.

To evaluate the performance of the models, both building and testing time will

be considered, although the testing time of the model is of higher importance.

5.4 Machine Learning Process

Figure 5.1: Machine Learning Process

The building process of machine learning models was conducted based on
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the following steps, shown in Figure 5.1.

1. The data sets were first pre-processed and divided into two parts, namely

training set and testing set. In the CAV-KDD data set, as there already existed

a testing set, the whole original data set was considered as the training set.

The other three data sets were split into 66% for training and 34% for testing.

2. The machine learning algorithms, including Decision Tree and Naive

Bayes, were then adapted into the training set to build corresponding machine

learning models. Two machine learning models were built in the four data sets

to detect anomalies.

3. The models were then adapted to the testing sets to evaluate the perfor-

mance. As discussed in Section 5.3. Multiple evaluation methods were selected

to evaluate the performance of the models, and also avoid the problem of over-

fitting. The results will then be obtained from the performance of models on

testing sets.

In the thesis, Decision Tree and Naive Bayes were used to build the machine

learning models. CAV-KDD, Simu-CAN, KCAN-CAV, and CAV-RW data

sets were used to build and evaluate the model. The results will be listed in

the following sections. Moreover, the results will also be further improved by

adapting the feature selection methods, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.

5.5 Experiments on CAV-KDD Data Set

As mentioned in Chapter 4, after processing the original KDD99 data, the

number of attack types was reduced to 14 in CAV-KDD. CAV-KDD training

data set was used to build the detection models, which were tested on the

CAV-KDD testing data set. To avoid the overfitting problem, the training

set firstly used 10-folds validation to build the model. Then the machine

learning model was validated in the CAV-KDD testing data set. The overall

accuracy, precision and runtime of the Decision Tree and Naive Bayes net

models were compared in Table 5.1. The accuracy indicates the ratio of correct
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classifications of attacks against the total amount of data.

Table 5.1: Accuracy and Runtime of the Machine Learning Model on CAV-KDD

Accuracy on
10-folds Vali-
dation

Accuracy on
the Testing
Data set

Time to Build
Model (s)

Time on the
testing Data
set (s)

Naive Bayes 99.42% 95.66% 0.15 3.38
Decision Tree 99.80% 97.04% 2.42 0.94

From Table 5.1, it can be seen that the Decision Tree model achieved the

higher accuracy of the two models, while the runtime varied. In a real time

driving environment, especially when CAVs are travelling at high speed, time

is crucial, as a long distance of more than 30 meters can be travelled in less

than a second. With almost the same accuracy, Naive Bayes needed a longer

time to identify the attacks and, thus, Decision Tree was more efficient for

CAV cyber security.

In addition, due to the specific characteristics of CAVs, the FP (false pos-

itive) rate of attacks classification is also a crucial metric to evaluate the

performance of the models. In real world situations, if a machine learning

models classifies the attack data as normal data, the consequences could be

life-threatening. Based on this, the false positive rate is shown in Table 5.2.

The precision of each model based on the following Equation 5.8, could also

be analysed, as shown in Table 5.2.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(5.8)

It could be seen that, with 10-folds cross validation, as all the attack types

were analysed and trained, the false positive rate was much lower compared to

the false positive rate on testing data set. The false positive rate of both models

were similar on the testing data set and both models achieved a precision over

94% (94.84% and 94.64%, respectively). Based on these results, the false

positive rate was acceptable for both models.

The accuracy and false positive rate of detecting normal and anomalous data
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Table 5.2: FP Rate and Precision of Machine Learning Models on CAV-KDD

FP on 10-
folds Cross
Validation

FP on the
Testing Data
Set

Precision on
Testing Data
Set

Naive Bayes 0.1% 5.2% 94.84%
Decision Tree 0.1% 5.6% 94.64%

of each sub-types of attacks is listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Accuracy of Sub-Attacks Types Obtained by Machine Learning Models

DT Ac-
curacy

DT FP
rate

NB Ac-
curacy

NB FP
rate

0 NORMAL 99.7% 8.3% 98.2% 7.6%

PROBE
1 ipsweep 96.1% 0% 97.4% 0%
2 nmap 100% 0% 100% 0.1%

DOS

3 mailbomb 0% 0% 0% 0%
4 neptune 99.1% 0.1% 97.6% 0%
5 pod 88.9% 0% 93.3% 0.1%
6 smurf 99.6% 0% 99.9% 0.8%
7 teardrop 100% 0.1% 91.7% 0.1%
8 udpstorm 0% 0% 0% 0%

U2R
9 buffer overflow 59.1% 0% 9.1% 0.1%
10 httptunnel 0% 0% 0% 0%

R2L

11 ftp write 0% 0% 0% 0.3%
12 guess passwd 0% 0% 2.3% 0.3%
13 worm 0% 0% 0% 0%
14 xsnoop 0% 0% 0% 0%

From Table 5.3, it can be seen that both machine learning classification

models had high accuracy when identifying CAV cyber attacks. The FP rates

were low in all the attack data. When identifying the PROBE attacks, Naive

Bayes performed excellently, while Decision Tree did not perform as well when

detecting the ipsweep attacks. When identifying the DoS attacks, both models

performed similarly; while, when detecting the pod attacks, the accuracy of

Decision Tree was much higher. Both models performed poorly under the U2R

and R2L attacks, due to the limited number of records of the U2R and R2L

attacks in the training data sets. However, it can be seen that Naive Bayes

still successfully detected 2.3% guess passwd attacks, the accuracy of which
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was slightly higher than that of the Decision Tree model.

It was noticeable that both machine learning algorithms performed poorly

on attack types which were only included in the testing data set; namely mail-

bomb, udpstorm, httptunnel, worm, and xsnoop. The accuracy of identifying

these five attack types were all zero, meaning none of them are detected. This

is due to the fact that both Decision Tree and Naive Bayes build models using

supervised learning and, thus, are not able to detect unseen new attack types.

Further investigations on building classification models or clustering models

on unseen types of attacks remain an interesting work for future research.

Based on the results, it can be summarised that Decision Tree achieved bet-

ter results, regarding to the communication-based attacks in the CAV envi-

ronment. In the experiments, the Decision Tree model could detect the attack

in a short time with good accuracy. However, it should also be noticed that

both models obtained unsatisfactory results when predicting unseen attacks,

which needs more investigations in the future studies.

5.6 Experiments on Simu-CAN Data Set

As described in Chapter 4, after simulating the attack scenarios and pre-

processing, the Simu-CAN data set contains 42277 instances in total, including

17644 Fuzzy attacks and 5162 DoS attacks. The following experiments used

Simu-CAN to build the detection models in CAN communication, which were

tested by splitting the data set into 66% training set and 34% testing set.

The Decision Tree methods and Naive Bayes methods were used to build

the detection models. The overall accuracy and runtime of these two models

were compared in Table 5.4.

From Table 5.4, it could be seen that the accuracy of both models was not

satisfactory. The Decision Tree could only achieve less than 95% accuracy

while the Naive Bayes was even worse. Based on these results, the accuracy of

each sub-attacks was also analysed, the results of which were shown in Table
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Table 5.4: Accuracy and Runtime of Machine Learning Models on Simu-CAN

Accuracy FP Rate Time to Build
Model (s)

Time on the
Testing Data
Set (s)

Naive Bayes 69.7% 30.3% 0.1 0.06
Decison Tree 94.2% 5.8% 0.48 0.01

5.5.

Table 5.5: Sub-Attacks Accuracy and FP Rate on Simu-CAN

T (Normal) F (Fuzzy Attack) D (DoS Attack)

Accuracy
Naive Bayes 93.4% 63.2% 0%
Decision Tree 88.7% 98.6% 90.7%

FP Rate
Naive Bayes 49.5% 6.4% 0%
Decision Tree 1.1% 1.4% 5.20%

It was found that the Naive Bayes failed to detect the DoS attack. In

Decision Tree model, though the accuracy of detecting DoS attacks was fairly

high, it could be found that the false positive rate of DoS attack detection

was much higher than the other two types. It could be deduced that the DoS

detection should be improved. The current machine learning models were not

good enough to detect the DoS attacks.

Based on the Characteristic of DoS attack, the time is the most important

attribute to detect the possible DoS attack. In the simulation of DoS attack

in Simu-CAN data set, the time frequencies of each CAN message are shorten.

Thus, two new attributes WithID and WithoutID were added into the data

set to better detect the DoS attack.

The first attribute WithID is the time frequency between the current CAN

message with last same ID CAN message. The value of WithID of first CAN

message was set to 0 in the data set.

The second attribute WithoutID is the time frequency between current CAN

message with last CAN message, the CAN ID could be same or different. The

value of WithoutID of the first CAN message was set to 0 in the data set.

After adding these two attributes, the whole data set thus has 12 attributes

illustrated in Figure 5.2. The machine learning algorithms Decision Tree and
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Naive Bayes were then adapted to the data set to build the machine learning

models. The results of these two models were compared and analysed in Table

5.6.

Figure 5.2: Data Format with New Attributes of Simu-CAN

Table 5.6: Accuracy and Runtime of Machine Learning Models with New Attributes

Accuracy FP Rate Time to Build
Model (s)

Time on the
Testing Data
Set (s)

Naive Bayes 73.5% 26.5% 0.13 0.14
Decision Tree 97.8% 2.2% 0.91 0.05

Table 5.7: Sub-Attacks Accuracy and FP Rate on Simu-CAN with New Attributes

T (Normal) F (Fuzzy Attack) D (DoS Attack)

Accuracy
Naive Bayes 79.0% 64.9% 82.1%
Decision Tree 98.2% 99.0% 92.4%

FP Rate
Naive Bayes 18.0% 5.30% 15.7%
Decision Tree 2.4% 0.6% 0.6%

As seen from Table 5.6, the overall accuracy of Decision Tree and Naive

Bayes were 97.8% and 73.5%, respectively. Compared with the accuracy with-

out new attributes, it could be seen that the accuracy of two algorithms were

both increasing. Regarding the FP rates, the FP rates were also decreasing to

2.2% and 26.5%, respectively. Both accuracy and FP rate indicated that the

new attributes were useful to detect the attacks.

Besides the overall accuracy and FP rate, the performance of individual at-

tack improved as well. Because the new attributes were more related to the
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time frequency of the messages, the DoS attack detection would be affected

more significantly. As seen from the results in Table 5.7, to the DoS attack

detection through Naive Bayes, before adding the new attributes, the model

could not detect the DoS attack, while now the detection accuracy raises to

82.1%. Though the FP rate was still not satisfactory. As for the DoS attacks

detected by Decision Tree model, the accuracy increased and the FP rate de-

creased as well, which indicated the improvement by the new attributes. Even

for the Fuzzy attack detection, the accuracy and FP rates had improvements.

Based on these, the new attributes were necessary for the attack detection in

CAV cyber security, and will be used in future experiments.

In addition, regarding the two machine learning models, the performance of

Decision Tree was much better than that of Naive Bayes method. After adding

two new attributes, the accuracy of Decision Tree model achieved 97.8% and

the FP rate was 2.2%. While after adding the two new attributes, the accuracy

of Naive Bayes was still low, which was only 73.5%. The FP rate of Naive Bayes

was unacceptable as well.

As for the runtime, the building time of Decision Tree was 0.91s and the

testing time was 0.05s. Considering that only 33% data were testing data,

the testing time needs to increase as the data amount in real world would be

larger. In Naive Bayes, the testing time is usually longer than building time.

In this situation, the testing time of Naive Bayes was 0.14s, which was almost

triple that of Decision Tree, which also indicated that Decision Tree was more

appropriate for the attack detection.

Compared with CAV-KDD, the runtime of building and testing model of

Simu-CAN were much quicker. It was because that the amount of data in

Simu-CAN was much smaller than that of CAV-KDD. In the real driving en-

vironment, the data amount would be much larger, the limitation of the data

amount could be evaluated when generating data in the real world environ-

ment, which will be further analysed in Section 5.6 and Section 5.7.
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5.7 Experiments on KCAN-CAV Data Set

The machine learning algorithms have been applied to the KCAN-CAV data

set. However, as the original OTIDS data set were collected separately on DoS

attacks and Fuzzy attacks, the attack IDs were different and the attack were

not continuous. Thus, the algorithms might detect the attack only based on the

time stamps and attack IDs. For example, all the Fuzzy attacks happened after

the DoS attacks. The algorithm would then classify all the abnormal data after

certain time as Fuzzy attacks, which is misleading. In the experiments, the

detection of attacks in the data sets were conducted separately on DoS attacks

and Fuzzy attacks. Besides, the new attributes WithID and WithoutID were

also injected into KCAN-CAV data set to help the detection.

The accuracy, FP rate and runtime of detection of Fuzzy attack were shown

in Table 5.8. As seen from the table, the overall accuracy rates of Decision

Tree model and Naive Bayes were both high, which were 99.9% and 99.4%,

respectively. The accuracy of Naive Bayes was slightly lower than that of

Decision Tree model.

However, it did not mean that both models achieved good results. From the

FP rate results, it could be seen that the FP rate of the Decision Tree model

was 1.32%, which was acceptable. However, the FP rate of Naive Bayes was

high, which was 44.8%, indicating that nearly half of the data were classified

incorrectly. In real world driving situation, this could lead to fatal conse-

quences. Naive Bayes was thus not suitable for the detection of Fuzzy attack

in CAVs.

Table 5.8: Accuracy and FP Rate on KCAN-CAV Fuzzy Attack

All T (Normal) F (Fuzzy Attack)

Accuracy
Naive Bayes 99.4% 99.6% 55%
Decision Tree 99.9% 99.9% 97.1%

FP Rate
Naive Bayes 44.8% 45% 0.4%
Decision Tree 1.32% 2.9% 0%

In the previous experiments, such as the CAV-KDD, though the Naive Bayes
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has a lower accuracy, the runtime was much shorter than that of Decision

Tree. However, as seen from Table 5.10, the testing time on Fuzzy attacks

of Naive Bayes was more than twice of the testing time of Decision Tree.

Though the building time of Naive Nayes is much faster than that of Decision

Tree. The quicker building time does not impact on and benefit in dynamic

driving situations. The amount of the KCAN-CAV data set is less than a

million, however, in real world situation, the amount might increase. As for

the testing time, the Decision Tree model was still not fast enough, and needed

to be improved. More detailed analysis of feature selection for improving the

efficiency will be presented in Chapter 6.

Table 5.9: Accuracy and FP Rate on KCAN-CAV DoS Attack

All T (Normal) D (DoS Attack)

Accuracy
Naive Bayes 97.8% 97.2% 100%
Decision Tree 99.9% 100% 100%

FP Rate
Naive Bayes 2.2% 0% 2.8%
Decision Tree 0.03% 0% 0%

Beside the discussed Fuzzy attacks, the accuracy, FP rate and runtime of

the detection of DoS attack were shown in Table 5.9. Both machine learning

models achieved good results. The accuracy of Decision Tree model was 99.9%,

where only 1 message was classified incorrectly among all the 1040623 data.

The FP rate was only 0.03%, as there was only one incorrectly classified data.

For the sub-attacks, either normal data (T) and DoS attack data (D) both

achieved fairly high results.

However, in real world, it is not easy to achieve such a good result. Because

in KCAN-CAV data set, all the DoS attacks use same CAN ID, 0x000, which

could mislead the machine learning models. To further analyse the potential

overfitting issue in the Decision Tree model, more detailed results based on

feature selection will be discussed in Chapter 6.

For Naive Bayes results on accuracy and FP rate, it could also be seen

that the accuracy was 97.71% and the FP rate was 2.19%, which were both

acceptable, especially compared with the performance of Naive Bayes on the
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Simu-CAN data set. For each subset, the normal data had an accuracy rate

of 97.2% with a FP rate of 0%, while the DoS attack had an accuracy rate of

100% with a FP rate of 2.8%. The reason that the accuracy of Naive Bayes

was high was that the model classified some normal data as DoS attacks, it

means some of the correct information cannot be sent to the vehicle.

Table 5.10: Runtime of Machine Learning Models on KCAN-CAV Data Set

Building Time (s) Testing Time (s)

DoS Attack
Naive Bayes 2.88 1.8
Decision Tree 29.01 0.67

Fuzzy Attack
Naive Bayes 2.98 2.57
Decision Tree 83.25 1.17

The runtime of DoS attacks by both machine learning models was shown

in Table 5.10. The testing time of Naive Bayes model was slower than that

of Decision Tree model, which was 1.8 seconds, while Decision Tree only used

0.67 seconds. With more than 3 million data in the testing set, the testing

time of these two models was acceptable. In addition, it is also believed that

the testing time could be decreased with more powerful computing facilities

installed on the vehicles.

Based on all of these results, the Decision Tree is more suitable to detect

the DoS attacks. Similar results were obtained in the other experiments as

well. However, accuracy were too high in the results, indicating a potential

overfitting issue with the Decision Tree model. This will be further analysed.

The runtime could also be shortened with other techniques such as feature

selection methods to remove less irrelevant attributes. This will be analysed

in Chapter 6.

The separate detection of DoS attacks and Fuzzy attacks in the KCAN-CAV

data set achieved a high accuracy. Based on the characteristics of the models

and the data set, the reasons could be summarised as follows.

Firstly, in each subset, there was only one type of attack, either DoS attacks

or Fuzzy attacks. Compared with the multiple classifications in the CAV-

KDD data set, the classification in the KCAN-CAV data set is binary, which
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requires simpler models. The model could also classify the normal and attack

data quicker than other data set.

Secondly, the Decision Tree model achieved a better result with the well-

structured attributes. In the data structure, the CAN contents, including

c0 to c7, all have a certain value range. When an attack happens, the value

range would change dramatically, thus can be easily detected by Decision Tree.

Because in the Decision Tree model, the overall value range of 0 to 255 for tree

nodes is divided for each attribute into smaller parts, the attack value could

be easily localised by the model.

Some limitations of the machine learning models were also found. Firstly,

the accuracy rates of both models were high. However, the Naive Bayes model

incorrectly classified lots of normal data as attacks. Although the overall

accuracy was high, the FP rate was high as well. The overall accuracy should

not be used as the only evaluation metric in the performance evaluation. More

metrics need to be introduced to build a better and more suitable anomaly

detection model.

In addition, the data in the data set were not balanced. There are 807,619

normal data and 233,004 DoS attack data. The percentage of normal and

attack data was acceptable for the DoS attack, as DoS attacks only cover a

short period of interruptions to the communication. However, as for the Fuzzy

attacks, there are 799991 normal data against only 3350 Fuzzy attacks. Due

to the bias in the data set, the result of Fuzzy attack was less reliable and

difficult to improve. With more Fuzzy attack data, the model could be more

reliable with improved performance on detecting Fuzzy attacks.

Besides, as the two data sets were collected separately on different time

periods, it was difficult to combine the two data sets. The CAN IDs of data

in the data sets were different. In addition, the different periods of attack

time mean that the detection of attacks can be made based on only the attack

time, which will definitely obstruct the performance of the models. Because

of this, the experiments were conducted separately. However, in real world
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situation, it is possible that attacks are made in various and complicated way.

In the experiments of KCAN-CAV data set, the detection of multiple types of

attack is not conducted in this thesis. It posed a new challenge to collect the

DoS and Fuzzy attack during the same time period from the same vehicles.

Furthermore, the KCAN-CAV data sets were collected and simulated from a

traditional vehicle, more results need to be analysed on real CAVs with self-

collected CAV attack data set CAV-RW data set in the Section 5.7.

Finally, all the simulated DoS attacks used the same ID 0x000. This ID was

not used in normal data. This posed a problem that the model can detect the

DoS attacks based on just their CAN IDs. However, in real world situation,

the attackers could use the various CAN IDs in normal data to prevent the

detection. This problem will be discussed in the CAV-RW data set explained

in Section 5.7.

5.8 Experiments on CAV-RW Data Set

The Decision Tree and Naive Bayes models were built to detect the DoS attack

and Fuzzy attacks in the CAV-RW data set. Because there is no specific testing

set, the CAV-RW data set was thus divided into two parts: 66% training data

and 34% testing data.

Compared with the other real world data set KCAN-CAV, CAV-RW data

set addressed several limitations. First, the data bias problem in KCAN-CAV

was solved. CAV-RW then combined DoS attacks and Fuzzy attacks instead

of classifying attacks separately. In addition, the only ID used in DoS was also

changed in CAV-RW data set to make the attacks more similar to real world

attacks.

The existing attribute Time helped to detect the DoS attacks. Like in the

Simu-CAN and KCAN-CAV data set, the existing attributes were still not

enough for attack detection. New attributes WithID and WithoutID were in-

jected into the data set. The WithID indicated that time frequency between
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CAN messages with same CAN ID. The WithoutID represented the time fre-

quency between the CAN messages without considering the CAN IDs.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, there were 25 different CAN IDs in the CAV-RW

data set. The data set was then split into 25 sub-data sets to analyse the time

frequency of specific CAN ID. To each CAN ID, the first CAN message was

marked as 0 because there was no former message. The time interval of the rest

of the CAN messages were calculated, and this attribute were named ‘WithID’,

indicating the consideration of their ID information. With the newly generated

attributes, the accuracy, FP rate and runtime of each machine learning model

were shown in Table 5.11 and 5.12, respectively.

Table 5.11: Accuracy and FP Rate of Machine Learning Models on CAV-RW Data
Set

All Normal
Data

Fuzzy
Attack

DoS
Attack

Accuracy
Decision Tree 99% 98.5% 99.6% 98.6%
Naive Bayes 61.21% 63.1% 56.0% 72.1%

FP Rate
Decision Tree 0.4% 0.5% 0.01% 0.8%
Naive Bayes 21.9% 32.8% 2.1% 15.7%

Table 5.12: Runtime of Machine Leaning Models on CAV-RW Data Set

Building Time (s) Testing Time (s)
Decision Tree 68.31 0.6
Naive Bayes 1.56 1.27

It could be seen that the Decision Tree model achieved a satisfactory ac-

curacy with an acceptable runtime. To all the attack detection in the data

set, the overall accuracy achieved 99% by Decision Tree and 61.21% by Naive

Bayes, respectively. The FP rate of Decision Tree model was only 0.4%. To

different sub-attacks, Decision Tree also achieved good accuracy with low FP

rate. In the detection of the Fuzzy attacks and DoS attacks, the Decision Tree

model achieved 99.6% and 98.6% on accuracy, with 0.01% and 0.8% on false

positive rate, respectively.

However, Naive Bayes model performed poorly on both accuracy and FP

rate. The overall accuracy was only 61.21%, the accuracy of Fuzzy attacks
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was even lower. The FP rate of Naive Bayes was also unsatisfactory, indicating

that Naive Bayes was not suitable for the Fuzzy and DoS attacks detection in

real world.

Regarding the runtime including model building time and testing time,

Naive Bayes model was much quicker than Decision Tree in model building

time. Decision Tree used 68.31 seconds to build the model, while Naive Bayes

only used 1.56 seconds. However, the building time is not as important as

the testing time. Because in the real world usage, the machine learning model

only needs to be built once while the testing procedure needs to be conducted

several times. As seen from the table, Naive Bayes was slower than Decision

Tree in testing the model on the testing set. Naive Bayes used 1.27 seconds

to test on the testing data set, while the Decision Tree model only used 0.6

seconds when using the same experiment environments.

In general, the Decision Tree was much appropriate for the real world attack

detection in CAVs. As it could achieve a high accuracy rate with a short

testing time. It could also be confirmed that the runtime could reduce when

high performance computers are used. As currently due to the experiment

limits, only personal computers with limited computing power were used.

The Naive Bayes model performed poorly on the detection. This was due to

the characteristics of Naive Bayes, which requires the independence between

the attributes. However, in the data set, the attributes were correlated, which

will have negative impacts on the performance of Naive Bayes model. From

the experiment results, Naive Bayes performed poorly on all the in-vehicle

data sets. This indicated that Naive Bayes is not suitable for the detection on

in-vehicle data.

Decision Tree model was suitable for Fuzzy attack because the value range in

all the attributes were fixed. If a Fuzzy attack happens, the data would not fall

into the normal value range. The characteristics of Decision Tree could help

to classify the value range quickly. In this case, Decision Tree could achieve

good results in detecting Fuzzy attacks.
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The experiments on CAV-RW data set mitigate the limitations of the other

real world data set KCAN-CAV. First, CAV-RW data set was collected from a

real CAV, indicating that the CAN data would be more various as there were

more sensors and ECUS installed on the vehicle. Then, the DoS attack and

Fuzzy attack were combined in the CAV-RW data set. Compared with binary

classification on KCAN-CAV data set, the detection on CAV-RW data set was

more complicated and more similar to real world environment.

5.9 Summary

In this Chapter, all the four CAVCS data sets, namely the CAV communication

data set CAV-KDD, simulated data set Simu-CAN, real world data set KCAN-

CAV and self-collected real CAV data set CAV-RW were tested by the Decision

Tree and Naive Bayes machine learning models.

From the results of the experiments, several conclusions could be made.

First, the machine learning models could effectively help detect attacks in the

CAVCS data sets. The experiments of detection on CAVCS indicated that

Decision Tree achieved better results, compared with Naive Bayes model. Re-

garding the accuracy in all the data sets, the Decision Tree model achieved

higher accuracy rates. As for the runtime, the Decision Tree model needed

longer model building time, compared with that of Naive Bayes models. How-

ever, the testing time of Decision Tree was shorter than that of Naive Bayes.

As the testing time is more important than the building time, Decision Tree

could achieve better results. However, the runtime of either model was still

not quick enough for highly dynamic CAV driving environment. Much faster

runtime is needed, and also maintaining a similar accuracy and a satisfactory

FP rate.

In general, Decision Tree model achieved much better results than Naive

Bayes model. This was due to the characteristics of Naive Bayes, which de-

mands the independence between each attribute. However, in the data sets,
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some attributes were correlated tightly, which will weaken the performance

of Naive Bayes model. From the experiment results, Naive Bayes performed

poorly on all the in-vehicle data sets, including Simu-CAN, KCAN-CAV, and

CAV-RW. This indicated that Naive Bayes is not suitable for the detection on

in-vehicle data. Decision Tree model was suitable for detecting attacks because

the majority of the value range in the attributes were fixed, especially for the

Fuzzy attack. If an attack happens, the data would not fall into the normal

value range. The characteristics of Decision Tree could then help to classify

the value range quickly.

Feature selection methods could help to shorten the testing time for CAVCS

detection while retaining a high accuracy. They could also reduce the irrelevant

attributes and increase the efficiency of the models. The improved performance

of the machine learning models with feature selection will be discussed in

Chapter 6.

Moreover, as discussed in this chapter, the newly added attributes WithID

and WithoutID on the time frequencies between data were useful when de-

tecting DoS attacks and Fuzzy attacks. Feature selection methods could also

help to select the most relevant attributes. If the new attributes could help

the model to detect attacks, the feature selection methods would also identify

the high correlation between the newly added attributes and classifications by

selecting them. Further improvements were needed and will be discussed in

Chapter 6.



Chapter 6

Enhanced Anomaly Detection

by Feature Selection

6.1 Overview

The total amount of data in the CAV-KDD, Simu-CAN, KCAN-CAV and

CAV-RW data sets is more than millions. However, the amount of data is still

likely to increase in real world usage. The electronic control units (ECUs) in

traditional vehicles can produce 2000 CAN messages per second [22], and that

number is likely to increase in well-equipped CAVs of the future. Further-

more, the channels that CAVs use to communicate with the outside environ-

ment, such as V2V and V2I, also generate large volumes of data per second.

The performance of current models to deal with the large amounts of data

constantly entering and exiting CAVs is still not satisfactory.

Due to these large volumes of data, machine learning models built in Chapter

5 are expected to detect the anomalies more quickly to protect CAVs in life-

critical situations. Therefore, both the accuracy and runtime, as well as general

efficiency, of the machine learning models should be improved to deal with

greater quantities of data.

Feature selection methods in machine learning could help to address these

issues by reducing irrelevant features (or also known as attributes). More-

123
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over, understanding and choosing the most relevant features would also help

real world data collection and further analysis to focus on meaningful fea-

tures. This chapter proposes and analyses feature selection methods suitable

for CAVCS. It also applies and compares mainstream feature selection methods

in its search to find the most appropriate feature selection method for CAVCS.

The most effective model and important attributes are then suggested based

on the analysis.

6.2 Feature Selection Methods

Feature selection methods can be classified into three main streams, namely

filter, wrapper, and embedding.

1. Filter: Filter feature selection methods do not consider the machine learn-

ing models into the evaluation [184]. They choose the feature subsets first and

then adapt the machine learning models. These methods only evaluate the

features based on filter parameters such as distance, information, and correla-

tion. The filter methods generate different feature subsets based on different

methods. Because machine learning models and features are independent in

filter methods, time consumption under filter method will be lower [185].

2. Wrapper: Wrapper feature selection methods do consider the machine

learning models as part of their evaluations. The performance of machine

learning models on test sets will be evaluated to choose feature sets [184]. If

the machine learning model could not be changed in some situations, wrapper

methods would be a good choice to conduct the feature selection process.

The feature subsets normally could lead to good results and fewer selected

features because they are evaluated by specially selected machine learning

models. However, when compared with filter methods, wrapper methods are

more time-consuming because the machine learning models would have to be

retrained several times [186].

3. Embedding: In filter and wrapper methods, the feature selection pro-
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cess is independent of the training and testing of machine learning models,

which means that these methods could be applied to any machine learning

models if appropriate. In embedding methods, the feature selection methods

are combined with the training and testing of machine learning models. Some

machine learning models already have feature selection functions inside the

model to conduct feature selection methods automatically [187]. However, the

complexity of the model could increase. Besides, not all machine learning al-

gorithms could use embedding feature selection methods. For example, in the

Decision Tree model, the Gain Ratio has been calculated, indicating that the

embedding feature selection method is already in the model.

In this thesis, filter methods (Info Gain and Gain Ratio, the Pearson Method),

wrapper methods (CFS) and embedding methods (Decision Tree) were used

and compared. More detailed results and discussions will be shown in Section

6.3.

6.3 Experiments

The assessment of feature selection models takes the following six steps, shown

in Figure 6.1:

1. Original input features: In this step, all features in the data set will

be included in the selection. For example, in the CAV-KDD data set, there

are 41 features plus 1 label; In the other three data sets, including Simu-CAN,

KCAN-CAV and CAV-RW, there are 10 features plus 1 label. The experiments

will first generate the results with all the features.

2. Feature subset selection: All features will be considered in correlation

with the classifications based on different feature selection methods. The most

related features will be placed into feature subset.

3. Machine learning algorithms adaption: The chosen features will be used to

re-train the machine learning models with the new selected attributes. Decision

Tree and Naive Bayes will be served as the machine learning algorithms in the
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Figure 6.1: Feature Selection Process

feature selection process.

4. Performance evaluation: The performance of each feature selection method,

including information gain, Gain Ratio, CFS (Correlation-based feature selec-

tion), and the Pearson Method, will be compared and analysed.

5. Improvement: If the results from Step 4 are improved based on the

proposed feature selection method, the feature subset will be chosen as the

final set to detect attacks in CAVs. Otherwise, the process return to step 2 to

process again.

6. Final feature set output: The final feature set will be used to detect

the attacks in CAVs and guide for real world CAV data collection. If not all

the features in data set could be collected due to limited data storage and

computation power, the feature set chosen by the most appropriate feature

selection method should be collected first.

In the thesis, several feature selection methods were chosen to analyse and

compare. The three filter methods (Pearson, Info Gain, and Gain Ratio) and

the wrapper method (CFS), are chosen. The reason to choose these methods is
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based on the characteristic of the machine learning models built in Chapter 5,

namely Decision Tree and Naive Bayes. Decision Tree uses Information gain

and Gain Ratio to select the nodes and conduct the training. Naive Bayes

requires that all the features are independent, as does the CFS method. In

addition, the attributes are mainly numeric. Thus, the Pearson method could

help to calculate the correlation and rank the features. Based on the charac-

teristics of these two machine learning models, the feature selection methods

mentioned are chosen to conduct the process.

The concepts of Info Gain and Gain Ratio were introduced in Section 5.2.

These two methods calculate and rank the Info Gain and Gain Ratio of each

feature. Because of this, the Ranker search method was used in these two

methods. The Ranker method will help the feature selection methods to rank

the value of info gain and Gain Ratio value, which is also a default search

method for these two feature selection methods.

The correlation-based feature selection (CFS) method is a wrapper method

that evaluates the feature subsets using heuristics. The focus of CFS is on

feature subsets rather than individual features. The heuristic method assumes

that a good feature is highly correlated with the classes but not correlated with

other features. This characteristic matches that of Naive Bayes, which requires

the independence of each feature. The CFS equation is shown in Equation 6.1

[188]:

MeritS =
krc̄f

k + k(k − 1)rf̄f
(6.1)

Where MeritS represents the the evaluation to a feature subset S with k

features. rc̄f represents the average feature – class correlation in the subset,

and rf̄f represents the average feature – feature correlation. In Equation 6.1,

it should be noticed that all the variety should be normalised, which needs to

be completed in the data pre-processing step.

The CFS method uses three kinds of search methods: best first search,
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forward selection, and backward elimination. To achieve better accuracy and

understand the importance of each attribute, the best first search method was

chosen in the experiments.

The best first search method is a type of beam search. It first calculates the

feature-class and feature-feature correlation. Then, it searches all the feature

subsets. It starts with an empty feature subset, then adds the highest merit

feature into the subset repeatedly. If the merit value of later features is higher

than before, the later feature will be kept. Otherwise, it will be removed from

the subset. After all features are considered, the highest merit value feature

subset is obtained [189].

Another feature selection method used in feature selection is the Pearson

method. In the WEKA software, the Correlation Attribute Evaluation feature

selection method is based on the Pearson correlation. Because of this, the

name Pearson method was used in the experiments.

The Pearson method is a simple and easy-to-understand feature selection

method. It is based on the linear relationship, and is, therefore, very fast. The

Pearson method is also a filter feature selection method. The ranker method

was used to evaluate the correlation of different selected attributes. The initial

result of the Pearson method is in a specific value range, from -1 to 1. A value

of 0 means that the correlation between the selected attribute and classification

is not related linearly. A value close to 1 indicates that the attribute and the

classification have a positive correlation. A Pearson value close to -1 indicates

that the selected attribute and classification are negatively correlated. The

Pearson method is used on the in-vehicle data sets because all the attributes

in the data sets are within a specific value range, and are more likely to be

linearly correlated in the classification.

The formula of the Pearson method is shown in Equation 6.2 [190]:

ρ(X, Y ) =

∑
(X − µx)(Y − µY )√∑

(Xi − µx)2
√∑

(Yi − µy)2
(6.2)
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Where X and Y represents the two variables. X usually represents the

attribute, and Y usually represents the classification, µx is the mean value of

X and µy is the mean value of Y .

In CAV-KDD data set, the thesis proposed a method of gathering the inter-

section of attributes selected by other methods, because CAV-KDD data set

has more attributes than other data sets. However, the proposed method could

not be used in other data sets due to the limited number of the attributes.

6.3.1 CAV-KDD Data Set Feature Selection Results

All the features of the CAV-KDD data set, excluding the features with only

one value, were used in the experiments. There are 39 attributes in total.

With different feature selection methods, different feature subsets were cho-

sen, as shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Selected Feature Subsets on CAV-KDD

FS Method Selected Features
CFS service, flag, wrong fragment, num failed logins,

logged in, count, same srv rate, dst host count,
dst host srv diff host rate, dst host srv serror rate

Gain Ratio wrong fragment, num failed login,
dst host srv serror rate, dst host serror rate, ser-
ror rate, srv serror rate, same srv rate, flag, logged in,
urgent, count(48%)

Info Gain service, same srv rate, flag, count,
dst host same srv rate, dst host srv rate, ser-
ror rate, dst host serror rate, dst host srv serror rate,
srv serror rate, logged in

Proposed Method flag, logged in, same srv rate, dst host srv serror rate

It should be noticed that only features with more than 50% correlation

value in filter methods (Info Gain and Gain Ratio) were chosen to conduct

the feature selection experiments. Because the CAV-KDD data set has 41 at-

tributes in total, two of which only have one value. The remaining 39 features

were sufficient to conduct feature selection experiments. When applying the

Wrapper method (CFS), the number of features was set to 10 because ad-

ditional features did not improve performance in this method. Additionally,
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both filter methods chose 10 or 11 features, showing high correlations with the

labels. As it could be seen in Table 6.1, CFS and Gain Ratio both chose 10

features, Info Gain chose 11 features. Among these, the intersection method

chose four most important features, which were attribute 4(flag), attribute

12 (logged in), attribute 27 (same srv rate) and 37 (dst host srv serror rate).

Attribute 21 (count) also showed a high correlation with the labels. In Gain

Ratio, however, the correlation value of attribute 21 was only 48%. To evalu-

ate whether attribute 21 was important or not, the performance of accuracy,

FP rate and runtime was also evaluated. It was found that after adding the

attribute 21 (count), the results became worse. Therefore, the proposed inter-

section feature selection method did not contain attribute 21 to conduct the

following experiments.

The irrelevant features were then removed from the CAV-KDD data set. The

machine learning models were adapted to the CAV-KDD data set by using the

chosen feature subsets. In the experiments, the thesis used the CAV-KDD

training set for training and the CAV-KDD test set for testing.

Table 6.2: Accuracy, FP Rate and Runtime of Feature Selection on CAV-KDD by
Decision Tree

Accuracy FP Rate Building Time (s) Testing Time (s)
CFS Method 96.6% 5.5% 0.39 0.29
Gain Ratio 95.6% 8.8% 0.43 0.23
Info Gain 96.9% 4.5% 0.27 0.57
Proposed Methods 95.9% 8.4% 0.15 0.13

Table 6.3: Accuracy, FP Rate and Runtime of Feature Selection on CAV-KDD by
Naive Bayes

Accuracy FP Rate Building Time (s) Testing Time (s)
CFS Method 96.6% 5.2% 0.04 0.5
Gain Ratio 92.6% 12.2% 0.02 0.53
Info Gain 95.7% 5.1% 0.03 0.55
Proposed Methods 95.8% 8.4% 0.02 0.23

The accuracy, FP rate and runtime of the Decision Tree model and Naive

Bayes model are shown in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3, respectively.
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It could be seen from the tables that the runtime of the models decreased

with negligible impacts on accuracy. In Decision Tree model detection, the

runtime of all feature selection methods was reduced from around 1 second us-

ing all the features to less than 0.6 seconds when applying the feature selection

method while the detection rate decreased within 1.5%.

In the Decision Tree model, all the feature selection methods achieved an

accuracy of 95.6% or higher. Accuracy reached 97.04% when all the features in

the testing set were used, as shown in Table 5.1. However, the high accuracy

rate was built on high time consumption. The building time of the model was

2.42 seconds and the testing time was 0.94 seconds.

After the feature selection methods were applied, both building time and

test time dropped significantly in the Decision Tree model. All the building

times were less than 0.5 seconds, which decreases of at least 1.9 seconds. The

testing times were all less than 0.6 seconds, showing a reduction of at least 0.37

seconds. The fastest building and testing times, 0.15 and 0.13, respectively,

were both achieved by the proposed intersection method. These results showed

that the building time decreased 94% and the testing time decreased 86%

compared with the Decision Tree model without any feature selection method.

With the decrease in runtime, the accuracy of the detection was affected

but not significantly. As it could be seen from Table 6.2, after applying the

feature selection methods, all the accuracy rates were still above 95%. The

lowest accuracy rate was 95.6% with Gain Ratio, and the highest accuracy

rate was achieved by Info Gain, which was 96.9%. The proposed intersection

method achieved 95.9%, a decrease of 1.24% compared with the Decision Tree

model without any feature selection method. Based on the results, Decision

Tree model with feature selection achieved improved performance.

The results of the Naive Bayes model were shown in Table 6.3. The building

time of this model also decreased by at least 0.11 seconds. Considering the

consumption limitation of the experiment platform, it could be deduced that

if the performance of the processors on CAVs were higher, the building time
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would be negligible. The fastest building time is 0.02 using the Gain Ratio

and the proposed method. The testing time of the Naive Bayes model with

feature selection methods reduced as well. After applying feature selection

models, the testing time decreased from 3.38 seconds to at least 0.55 seconds,

which means that the results improved a lot. The proposed method achieved

the fastest testing time, which was 0.23 second.

Regarding the accuracy of Naive Bayes with feature selection methods, which

was also shown in Table 6.3, it could be seen that the accuracy still decreased,

but on a smaller scale. Compared with the accuracy of 95.66% using all the

features in Table 5.1, all the other feature selection methods, excluding Gain

Ratio, still maintained an accuracy higher than 95%. The proposed method

achieved a high accuracy rate of 95.8%. The worst accuracy result was from

the Gain Ratio method, which was only 92.6%. The accuracy of other feature

selection methods increased as well.

After analysis of the results from the tables, the accuracy of both Decision

Tree and Naive Bayes with feature selection methods achieved acceptable rates

of accuracy. It could be seen that the accuracy of the Decision Tree was more

stable than that of Naive Bayes, as the accuracy of all the feature selection

methods was higher than 95%. In conclusion, it could be seen that except

for Naive Bayes with Gain Ratio, all other feature selection methods could

achieved acceptable accuracy rates.

In addition to accuracy, the other performance evaluation criterion, the run-

time, was satisfactory as well. Before applying the feature selection methods,

the building time of Naive Bayes was much faster than that of Decision Tree.

After using feature selection methods, however, though the building time of

Decision Tree was still higher than that of Naive Bayes, the testing time of De-

cision Tree was only half of that of Naive Bayes. In building time, the quickest

results of Decision Tree and Naive Bayes were 0.15 and 0.02, respectively. In

testing time, the fastest results of Decision Tree and Naive Bayes were 0.13

and 0.23, both of which were achieved by the proposed method.
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As mentioned in the performance evaluation in Chapter 5, testing time is

more important than building time. This is because the machine learning

models only need to be trained once, while they need to be tested every time

to detect attacks. The Decision Tree with feature selection method was more

suitable for attack detection. The Naive Bayes model showed poor performance

in testing time. That is mainly because that Naive Bayes has a limitation that

it assumes that all the features are independent in a data set. When the

features are correlated, the efficiency of the model decreases instead. The

results of the experiments also showed this. After applying feature selection

methods with a decreasing number of features, the correlation between features

increased instead. Besides, in the real world environment, it is not realistic that

all data is independent, which would have negative impacts on performance.

Though Naive Bayes is quick, it is still not the most appropriate model with

feature selection applied to attack detection on CAVs.

The performance of the Decision Tree model was improved by the feature

selection methods. It could be seen that the runtime decreased 94% and 86%

in building and testing time with a decreased accuracy rate of only 1.5% or less.

It could be deduced that with the feature selection methods, the performance

of the Decision Tree model could be improved, and the accuracy could be

more stable in all methods, which means that the Decision Tree could be more

suitable for feature selection.

The proposed intersection feature selection method achieved good perfor-

mance in both Decision Tree and Naive Bayes. The decreased of accuracy was

within 1.16%, but the runtime decreased significantly both in building and test-

ing time. It could be said that the proposed method had good performance in

attack detection. The proposed method could shorten the runtime with lim-

ited impacts on accuracy. It should also be noticed that the runtime is based

on the experiment platform when using feature selection methods. If CAVs

with high-performance processors could train and test the model in a shorter

period in the real world environment, the runtime could be further shortened.
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All the results still need to be evaluated in the real world environment.

In CAV-KDD data set, the best performance model is the Decision Tree

with the proposed intersection model. Based on the model, it could also be

deduced that the most important attributes are the selected attributes by the

proposed intersection method. The four attributes, including flag, logged in,

same srv rate, dst host srv serror rate, indicate the connection and login sta-

tus, and also the same service in the communication.

6.3.2 Simu-CAN Feature Selection Results

The feature selection methods were also applied to the Simu-CAN data set

based on the steps mentioned in Section 6.2. After applying different feature

selection methods, different feature subsets were chosen, which are listed in

Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Selected Feature Subsets on Simu-CAN

FS Method Selected Feature
CFS Time,C2,C7,WithID,WithoutID
Gain Ratio WithID,Time,WithoutID,C5
Info Gain -30% WithID,Time,WithoutID,C7,C3
Info Gain - 50% WithID,Time,WithoutID
Pearson C7, Time, C5

Like the CAV-KDD data set, the CFS, Gain Ratio and Info Gain methods

as well as the Pearson method were chosen to compare the results. It was

found that the Gain Ratio had poor selection results. The correlations of the

attributes were low. In addition, when applying the Info Gain method, two

correlation values, 50% and 30%, were chosen because there are only three

attribute correlation values that are over 50%.

As it could be seen from Table 6.5 and Table 6.6, for overall accuracy, the

feature selection did not achieve good results. The accuracy of the Naive

Bayes models was lower than the original results. The Decision Tree models

achieved even lower accuracy after applying feature selection methods. Only

the accuracy of the CFS method and Info Gain method with 30% correlation
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Table 6.5: Accuracy and FP Rate of Feature Selection on Simu-CAN by Decision
Tree

FS Method All True Fuzzy DoS

Accuracy

CFS 95.5% 97.1% 94.3% 93.5%
Gain Ratio 88.8% 77.9% 99.6% 93.3%
Info Gain-30% 96.2% 96.0% 97.3% 93.4%
Info Gain-50% 88.1% 76.9% 98.7% 94.2%
Pearson 85.8% 82.8% 85.1% 99.9%

FP Rate

CFS 4.5% 5.8% 1.1% 0.8%
Gain Ratio 11.2% 1.8% 16.4% 0.8%
Info Gain-30% 3.5% 3.5% 2.2% 0.7%
Info Gain-50% 11.9% 2.3% 17.1% 0.9%
Pearson 8.5% 11.6% 6.1% 0.5%

Table 6.6: Accuracy and FP Rate of Feature Selection on Simu-CAN by Naive Bayes

FS Method All True Fuzzy DoS

Accuracy

CFS 65.5% 59.3% 65.7% 88.5%
Gain Ratio 66.0% 92.5% 33.5% 77.6%
Info Gain-30% 71.6% 75.6% 65.4% 77.9%
Info Gain-50% 60.0% 83.2% 28.5% 80.9%
Pearson 71.3% 95.9% 64.2% 0%

FP Rate

CFS 14.2% 12.9% 13.3% 22.5%
Gain Ratio 23.8% 47% 2.7% 8.1%
Info Gain-30% 28.4% 20.2% 14.7% 10.3%
Info Gain-50% 40.0% 37.8% 7.8% 17.2%
Pearson 28.8% 49.1% 0.4% 0%

value decreased slightly, from 97.8% to 95.5% and 96.2%, respectively. The

accuracy of the other method was less than 90%, which dropped significantly

compared with the original accuracy.

The FP rates increased as well, indicating that the amount of incorrectly

classified data was also growing. The CFS method and the Info Gain method

with 30% correlation value achieved the lowest FP rates within all the feature

selection methods at 4.5% and 3.5%, respectively, while others were all around

10% by Decision Tree.

As for the sub-classifications in the data set of Decision Tree model, the

results also varied. For detecting the normal data, only the accuracy rates of

the CFS method and Info Gain method with 30% correlation were acceptable.

Though some feature selection methods, including Gain Ratio and Info Gain
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with 50%, achieved a lower FP rate, their accuracy rates were low. For ex-

ample, the FP rate of the Gain Ratio method was only 1.8%, which was the

lowest among all the normal data detection rates. However, the accuracy was

only 77.9%, indicating that this is not a good model to use. In detecting Fuzzy

attack, all the accuracy was satisfactory except that of the Pearson method,

which was only 85.1%. The FP rates of the CFS method and Info Gain with a

30% correlation value, were both low, which were 1.1% and 2.2%, respectively.

However, the accuracy of CFS was 94.3%, which was lower than that of Info

Gain.

In detecting the DoS attacks by Decision Tree, as opposed to the Fuzzy

attacks, the Pearson feature selection method achieved the best accuracy of

99.9% with the lowest FP rate of 0.5%. Compared with the original accuracy

of detecting DoS attacks (92.4%), the accuracy of all models increased slightly

after applying feature selection methods. It is also noticeable that the FP rates

of models only increased slightly, which means that the models could classify

the DoS attack data precisely.

After applying the feature selection methods to Naive Bayes model, it could

be seen that the results were not good. Although the original results were

insufficient as well (73.5%). All accuracy rates were just over 60%, lower than

the original one. The accuracy rates of the Pearson method and the Info Gain

method with 30% correlation value were not much affected, which were 71.3%

and 71.6%, respectively. The accuracy of the rest of the models was under

70%, which was too low to detect the attack.

Among all the models, after feature selection methods were used, the CFS

achieved the lowest FP rate at 14.20%, while the highest FP rate was 39.98%

when applying the Info Gain method with a 50% correlation value. The two

most accurate methods, namely the Pearson method and Info Gain with a 30%

correlation value, only achieved 28.75% and 28.40%, respectively, on FP rates,

which were all slightly higher than the original rates. It could be seen from

these results that the feature selection methods did not help to improve the
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overall performance of the Naive Bayes model.

Each sub-classification, including normal data, Fuzzy attack and DoS at-

tack, also showed various performance levels. For normal data, two feature

selection methods, namely the Gain Ratio method and the Pearson method,

achieved high accuracy of 92.5% and 95.9%, respectively. However, the FP

rates of these two models were also the highest, which were 47% and 49.1%,

respectively. These high FP rates indicate that the models classified massive

amounts of data incorrectly, which would be dangerous in a real world situ-

ation. Because of this, the high accuracy rates of the models are useless in

real world applications. Only the FP rate of the CFS method was lower than

the original one (18.0%). However the accuracy was only 59.3%, which is not

acceptable for attack detection. Based on this, all the methods performed

poorly on detecting the normal data. In the previous experiments on the De-

cision Tree model, the accuracy and FP rate of normal data were crucial to

the overall performance of different models.

For Fuzzy attack data, all the models performed poorly on accuracy, espe-

cially the Gain Ratio method and the Info Gain method with 50% correlation

value, the accuracy of which was only 33.5% and 28.5%, respectively. The other

three models achieved acceptable accuracy, two of which had even higher ac-

curacy than that of the original model (64.9%). These are the CFS method

(65.70%) and the Info Gain method with a 30% correlation value (64.20%).

However, it could also be seen that the FP rates of these two models were

the highest, which indicates that the performance was not acceptable. The

poor accuracy suggests that none of the models could detect the Fuzzy attack

accurately.

But after applying the Pearson method, the FP rate of detecting Fuzzy

attack was only 0.4%, and the accuracy was 64.2%, which was only a slight

decrease compared with the original one. This indicates that the feature subset

selected by the Pearson method is highly correlated with the classification of

Fuzzy attack. Based on this, feature subsets were investigated, and the Pearson
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method selected attributes that including c7, Time and c5. However, as it

could be known from the characteristics of Fuzzy attacks, the time frequency

did not change in the whole data transmission. Thus, the attributes of c7 and

c5 are key features to detect the Fuzzy attack. After analysing the entire data

set, it was found that in most of the data, the data value changed in c7 and

c5 while the rest of the CAN content value normally stayed the same. As

this attack was simulated from a CAN simulator, this still needs to be further

investigated in real driving data.

For the DoS attack in the Simu-CAN data set, the accuracy is much higher

than that of the Fuzzy attack. However, it was interesting that the Pearson

method could not detect the DoS attack completely. Compared with other

feature subsets, the Pearson method did not select related features of the

DoS attack, while all the other feature selection methods selected WithID or

WithoutID. The missing key features made the detection impossible.

Among all the models, the CFS method achieved the highest accuracy in de-

tecting DoS attack, which is 88.5%, even higher than the original one (82.1%).

After analysing the features selected by the CFS method, it was found that

the CFS method was the only method that chose WithID and WithoutID. As

DoS attack is highly correlated with time frequencies, these two new added

attributes could improve the performance. However, the FP rate of the CFS

method, which was 22.5%, was not satisfactory. The high FP rate indicated

that the method classified normal or Fuzzy attack data into the DoS attack,

which is still not adequate for the classification. Other two models achieved

accuracy of 77.6% and 77.9%, respectively. The corresponding FP rates were

8.1% and 10.3%. These two models achieved similar accuracy and FP rates.

Based on all the results, the performance of detection on DoS attack is better

than on Fuzzy attacks. However, as the poor performance of Naive Bayes, the

accuracy of these models was not as high as that of Decision Tree, which

indicates that Decision Tree is more satisfactory for detection on Simu-CAN

data set.
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In the CAV-KDD data set, the runtime of Decision Tree and Naive Bayes

had a distinct time difference. However, in the Simu-CAN data set, though

the building time of the models still varied, the testing time showed that Naive

Bayes was slower than the Decision Tree, which is same as that of the CAV-

KDD data set.

Table 6.7: Runtime of Feature Selection on Simu-CAN

Model FS Method Building Time (s) Testing Time (s)

Decision Tree

CFS 0.72 0.01
Gain Ratio 0.45 0.01
Info Gain-30% 0.64 0.02
Info Gain-50% 0.31 0.01
Pearson 0.33 0.01

Naive Bayes

CFS 0.04 0.05
Gain Ratio 0.03 0.04
Info Gain-30% 0.04 0.05
Info Gain-50% 0.03 0.04
Pearson 0.02 0.02

After applying the feature selection methods, the runtime dropped signif-

icantly in detection by the Decision Tree model. As seen in Table 6.7, all

the models achieved 0.01 second except for the Info Gain method with a 30%

correlation value, the testing time of which was 0.02 second. It should also be

noted that the minimal time unit in WEKA is 0.01, which indicates that the

testing time could have been even quicker. However, the data amount in the

Simu-CAN data set was not large, leading to a short testing time.

The building time also decreased, though it did not affect the performance

of the models. Among all the feature selection applied to the Decision Tree

model, the Info Gain method achieved the best result. The accuracy was the

highest with the lowest FP rate, and the testing time was acceptable as well.

However, compared to the original model, the results were not good enough,

as the testing time was only a little faster while the accuracy and FP rates

were affected.

In the experiments of the Naive Bayes model, the testing time also decreased,

but not as much as that of the Decision Tree model. The Pearson method had
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the fastest testing time. However, as discussed in the previous analysis, the

Pearson method performed poorly on DoS attack detection, which is com-

pletely unacceptable in real usage. The rest of the models all took 0.04 or 0.05

seconds, slower than the 0.01 second achieved by Decision Tree models. Based

on the runtime, Decision Tree is still more suitable for CAV cyber security

detection than the Naive Bayes method.

After analysing the results, it could be concluded that in the Simu-CAN

data set, the Decision Tree model was more suitable than the Naive Bayes

model, no matter whether it was evaluated by accuracy, FP rate, or runtime.

This is because that the attributes in the data set have a specific data range,

especially the data in the CAN field. As the Decision Tree model classifies the

data based on different value ranges to build the tree, the performance of the

Decision Tree model was good in attack detection.

However, the feature selection methods did not improve the performance

of the models. First of all, the number of attributes in this data set is not

as large as that of the CAV-KDD data set. The number of attributes is 39

in CAV-KDD, while that of the Simu-CAN data set is only 10. The fewer

attributes indicate that the relationship between attributes and classification

is more closed, which means that if the attributes are deleted, the results would

be more affected.

In addition, it was also found that every method had chosen the attribute

‘WithID’, indicating that this attribute is highly correlated with the classi-

fication label. Because DoS attack is related to the time frequencies of the

data, the attribute WithID helped better recognise the DoS attacks. In some

situations, the time frequencies of data changed to send multiple commands

simultaneously. This was probably not a DoS attack but might be incorrectly

recognized as such if only the time stamp of each data was used. The new

attribute WithID helped to prevent this incorrect classification in certain cir-

cumstances. In this experiment on detecting DoS attack, after removing less

relevant features such as the CAN content, which is useless in DoS attacks, the
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model recognised the DoS attacks more accurately. That is why the accuracy

rates in detecting DoS attacks rise after applying feature selection.

6.3.3 KCAN-CAV Feature Selection Results

Based on the previous results, feature selection methods need to be applied

to improve the performance of the models and overcome the limitations men-

tioned in Chapter 5. As the DoS attack and Fuzzy attack were detected

separately in the detection process, the feature selection methods were also ap-

plied separately. Several feature selection methods, including the CFS method,

Pearson method, Gain Ratio and Info Gain method, were adapted to the ex-

periments. Different feature subsets were selected by different feature selection

methods. For each feature selection method, the full training data set was used

to conduct the experiments, and the attribute ‘Label’ was set to be the target

label. The chosen feature subsets are listed in Table 6.8 and Table 6.9 for DoS

attack and Fuzzy attack, respectively.

Table 6.8: Selected Feature on KCAN-CAV DoS Attack

FS Method Selected Attributes
CFS C0,C1,C3,C5,C6,C7,WithID
Pearson-20% C5,C1,C3,C7,ID,C0,C2,C4,C6
Pearson-30% C0,C2,C4,C6
Gain Ratio C5,C0,C1,C4,C3
Info Gain-20% ID,WithID,Time,C5,C0,WithoutID,C1,C4,C3
Info Gain-30% ID,WithID,Time

Table 6.9: Selected Feature on KCAN-CAV Fuzzy Attack

FS Method Selected Attributes
CFS C1,C3,C6,WithID
Pearson WithID,C6,C2,C1

It should be noticed that when applying the Pearson method and Info Gain

method, different correlation values were chosen with which to compare the

results. Correlation values of 30% and 20% were chosen in both the Pearson

and the Info Gain methods for comparison. As it could be seen from Table
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6.10 and Table 6.11, the feature selection methods are effective in detecting

DoS attack.

Table 6.10: Accuracy and FP Rate of Feature Selection on KCAN-CAV DoS Attack
by Decision Tree

All Normal Data DoS Attack

Accuracy

CFS 99.9% 100% 100%
Pearson-20% 99.9% 97.2% 100%
Pearson-30% 100% 100% 100%
Gain Ratio 97.23% 96.4% 100%
Info Gain-20% 100% 100% 100%
Info Gain-30% 100% 100% 100%

FP Rate

CFS 0% 0% 0%
Pearson-20% 0% 0% 0%
Pearson-30% 0% 0% 0%
Gain Ratio 0.8% 0% 3.6%
Info Gain-20% 0% 0% 0%
Info Gain-30% 0% 0% 0%

Table 6.11: Accuracy and FP Rate of Feature Selection on KCAN-CAV DoS Attack
by Naive Bayes

All Normal Data DoS Attack

Accuracy

CFS 97.8% 97.2% 100%
Pearson-20% 97.8% 97.2% 100%
Pearson-30% 91.3% 88.8% 100%
Gain Ratio 96.7% 95.8% 100%
Info Gain-20% 96.8% 95.8% 100%
Info Gain-30% 100% 100% 100%

FP Rate

CFS 0.6% 0% 2.8%
Pearson-20% 0.6% 0% 2.8%
Pearson-30% 2.5% 0% 11.2%
Gain Ratio 0.9% 0% 4.2%
Info Gain-20% 0.9% 0% 4.2%
Info Gain-30% 0% 0% 0%

Table 6.12: Accuracy and FP Rate of Feature Selection on KCAN-CAV Fuzzy Attack
by Decision Tree

All Normal Data Fuzzy Attack

Accuracy
CFS 99.9% 100% 98.3%
Pearson 99.9% 99.9% 97.6%

FP Rate
CFS 1.7% 1.7% 0%
Pearson 2.4% 2.4% 0%

When applying feature selection methods on DoS attack by Decision Tree

models in Table 6.10, the models all achieved high accuracy except the Gain
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Table 6.13: Accuracy and FP Rate of Feature Selection on KCAN-CAV Fuzzy Attack
by Naive Bayes

All Normal Data Fuzzy Attack

Accuracy
CFS 99.6% 99.9% 31.6%
Pearson 99.6% 99.9% 37.1%

FP Rate
CFS 68.2% 68.4% 0.1%
Pearson 62.7% 62.9% 0.1%

Table 6.14: Runtime of Feature Selection on KCAN-CAV DoS Attack

Model FS Method Building Time (s) Testing Time (s)

Decision Tree

CFS 23.33 0.41
Pearson-20% 10.19 0.28
Pearson-30% 2.95 0.25
Gain Ratio 6.51 0.26
Info Gain-20% 23.39 0.27
Info Gain-30% 5.07 0.19

Naive Bayes

CFS 1.73 1
Pearson-20% 2.11 1.3
Pearson-30% 1.15 0.87
Gain Ratio 1.37 0.76
Info Gain-20% 2.02 1.1
Info Gain-30% 0.61 0.58

Table 6.15: Runtime of Feature Selection on KCAN-CAV Fuzzy Attack

Model FS Method Building Time (s) Testing Time (s)

Decision Tree
CFS 26.8 0.21
Pearson 42 0.49

Naive Bayes
CFS 0.88 0.66
Pearson 1.01 0.75

Ratio method, the accuracy of which was 97.23% with an FP rate of 0.8%. The

accuracy of the CFS method and the Pearson method with 20% correlation

was 99.9%, and the rest of the models achieved 100%. However, the accuracy

of 100% was not precise enough for analysing the results, as the amount of

data was huge. Some incorrectly classified data was ignored when calculating

the accuracy percentages. Based on this reason, the amounts of incorrectly

classified data were listed in Table 6.16. As it could be seen, though the

accuracy of each method was nearly the same, the numbers of incorrectly

classified data were not the same. Except for the Gain Ratio, the numbers are

all low.
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Table 6.16: Number of Incorrectly Classified Data on KCAN-CAV DoS Attack

FS Method Number of Incorrectly Classifications
CFS 68
Pearson-20% 1
Pearson-30% 0
Gain Ratio 9772
Info Gain-20% 1
Info Gain-30% 0

In addition, as it could be seen from the Table 6.10, the FP rates after

applying all the methods were fairly low, all the methods except for the Gain

Ratio method achieved an FP rate of 0%. Combining the FP rate and accuracy

results, though the performance was improved, the results were unrealistic in

the feature selection process. After analysing the selected features, it could

be found that if the feature selection method chose the attribute ‘ID’, the

accuracy and FP rate became extremely high. Only 1 or even 0 data were

classified incorrectly in the data set. As discussed in Chapter 4, all the DoS

attack data use the same CAN ID ‘0x000’ in the data set. The models were

built to be based solely on the CAN ID attribute.

In order to further analyse this, only the attribute ID was kept in the data

set, and the accuracy was still 100% with an FP rate of 0%, which indicates

that the feature selection methods are not suitable for this data set. Even if

the model could achieve fairly high accuracy with a low FP rate, it still could

not be used in real world attack detection. The same situation happened to

Naive Bayes model as well, which made the results useless in the experiments.

Regarding the feature selection results of the Fuzzy attack seen in Table 6.9,

the Gain Ratio and Info Gain methods were removed from the experiments

because after conducting the feature selection process, it was found that all

the correlation values between the attributes and the classifications were under

10%. This indicated that the feature selection results would not be good. Only

CFS and Pearson methods were used in the Fuzzy attack data set. It should

also be noticed that when applying the Pearson method, the correlation value
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was set to be 10% as only the correlation value of the attribute ‘WithID’ was

over 30%. If there was only one attribute left in the data set, though the

runtime would be shortened, the accuracy would not be acceptable.

As it could be seen from Table 6.12, compared with the previous experi-

ments, the overall accuracy of the Decision Tree models achieved 99.9%, though

both the overall FP rates increased as well. However, with regard to accuracy

and FP rate of normal and Fuzzy attack data, the accuracy of detecting Fuzzy

attack increased to 97.6% and 98.3%, respectively, and both saw a decrease in

FP rate to 0%.

The testing time dropped significantly after applying the feature selection

methods shown in Table 6.15. The testing time of the Pearson method by

Decision Tree was only half the original one and the testing time of CFS is

even lower, which was only 0.21.

When applying the feature selection methods on Fuzzy attacks by Naive

Bayes models, the accuracy of both models also increased, as shown in Table

6.13. However, FP rates of Naive Bayes models were too high, at 68.2% and

62.7%, respectively. It was found that the reason that FP rates were high was

because that the model classified a great deal of normal data into attack data,

which means that feature selection methods were not suitable for the Naive

Bayes model.

The testing time of the Naive Bayes models was not good enough compared

with that of the Decision Tree model. CFS achieves a testing time of 0.66

seconds, which is three times as much as that of Decision Tree models. The

Pearson method is even slower than that of CFS.

Several conclusions have been made after analysing the results of the feature

selection methods adapted to the KCAN-CAV data set.

First, the feature selection methods are not suitable for DoS attack detec-

tion in the KCAN-CAV data set. This is because all the attacks use the same

ID, which means that all the attacks could be easily classified using one single

ID value. However, in a real world situation, the DoS attack could be more
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deceitful with multiple IDs and other attributes. Thus, the accuracy of de-

tecting DoS attacks is too high, which is caused by over-fitting. It could be

deduced that this model could not be applied to other data set if the attack ID

changed. In order to solve this problem and better test the reliability of the

machine learning model, more complex and detailed DoS attack data needs to

be collected and analysed.

Second, in detecting Fuzzy attacks, the CFS achieved better results than

the Pearson method. CFS method achieved higher accuracy with a very short

testing time. However, the same problem with the DoS attack also needs to

be considered here. The format of Fuzzy attack data in the KCAN-CAV data

set is almost the same. Moreover, the amount of Fuzzy attack data is not

sufficient to build a well-performing model. More Fuzzy attacks need to be

added to the data set to build a more comprehensive and reliable model.

Third, it was also found in the experiments that not all the feature selection

methods could achieve better results in this data set. The number of the

attributes in KCAN-CAV is not as high as that of the CAV-KDD data set,

almost all the attributes were important. Meanwhile, the Naive Bayes method

achieved poor results in the majority of the methods. This is because the

attributes are not independent, which goes against the characteristics of the

Naive Bayes. Because of this, the Naive Bayes results were even worse than

the former results.

Based on these results and limitations, it was found that the current open

source CAV attack data set was not enough for anomaly detection. The limi-

tations need to be addressed.

6.3.4 CAV-RW Feature Selection Results

Since the number of attributes in the CAV-RW data set is more than ten, and

not all the attributes are correlated tightly with the normal and attack classi-

fications, the feature selection process was also conducted aiming to improve
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the performance of these two models.

Several feature selection methods were chosen to conduct the experiments,

including CFS, Pearson method, Info Gain, Gain Ratio and Decision Tree.

The reason of choosing these methods is because that they are all related

to the characteristics of the machine learning models. For example, the Info

Gain and Gain Ratio are important parameters in the Decision Tree model.

In addition, the Decision Tree algorithm is also a feature selection method.

During the model building period, the most important features were selected

by the Decision Tree model. The CFS and the Pearson methods are related to

the Naive Bayes models. It should also be noted that the CFS used the best

first search method. Decision Tree did not use search methods while the others

used Ranker search methods. The selected features of the methods were listed

in Table 6.17. These feature selection method cover the three mainstream

feature selection methods: filter, wrapper and embedding.

Table 6.17: Selected Feature Subesets on CAV-RW

FS Method Selected Attributes
CFS Time,c0,c1,c5
Decision Tree WithoutID,WithID,c5,c2
Pearson-20% c6,c5,c0,c2,c1,c4
Pearson-30% c6,c5,c0
Info Gain-30% c5,Time,c2,c1,c6,c0
Info Gain-40% c5,Time,c2,c1

All the results for accuracy, FP rate, and runtime after applying these feature

selection methods are shown in Table 6.18.

Two feature subsets were chosen by the Pearson feature selection method

and Info Gain method, while other feature selection methods chose only one

feature subset. In the Info Gain method, when the Info Gain value was set to

be over 40%, only attribute ‘c5’ and attribute ‘time’ were selected. In order

to get more reliable and comprehensive results, the Info Gain value was set

to 30% to gather another subset of features. Two feature subsets were chosen

by the Pearson method as well, the correlation values of which were over 30%
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and 20%, respectively.

Table 6.18: Accuracy and FP Rate of Feature Selection on CAV-RW by Decision
Tree

All Normal Data Fuzzy Attack DoS Attack

Accuracy

CFS 94.70% 95.2% 92.6% 99.9%
Decision Tree 94.60% 95.6% 94% 92.8%
Pearson-20% 86.66% 98.7% 98.4% 3.3%
Pearson-30% 85.55% 99.5% 95.8% 0.3%
Info Gain-30% 98.2% 97.5% 98.5% 99.9%
Info Gain-40% 92.1% 93.3% 88.5% 99.9%

FP Rate

CFS 3.3% 5.3% 1.5% 1.7%
Decison Tree 2.1% 5.5% 1.8% 1.6%
Pearson-20% 10.6% 23.2% 0.2% 0.5%
Pearson-30% 11.8% 25.9% 0.3% 0.1%
Info Gain-30% 0.7% 1.1% 0.01% 1.3%
Info Gain-40% 5.3% 8.4% 3.1% 1.7%

Table 6.19: Runtime of Feature Selection on CAV-RW by Decision Tree

Building Time (s) Testing Time (s)
CFS 40.1 0.49
Decision Tree 60.14 0.48
Pearson-20% 37.65 0.36
Pearson-30% 20.42 0.34
Info Gain-30% 31.65 0.37
Info Gain-40% 22 0.45

Table 6.20: Accuracy and FP Rate of Feature Selection on CAV-RW by Naive Bayes

All Normal Data Fuzzy Attack DoS Attack

Accuracy

CFS 58.3% 89.1% 42.9% 0.1%
Decision Tree 47.2% 51.5% 30.1% 90.4%
Pearson-20% 67.6% 84.0% 70.3% 0%
Pearson-30% 65.2% 81.4% 67.1% 0%
Info Gain-30% 69.5% 78.8% 70.4% 32.9%
Info Gain-40% 63.9% 78.2% 67.6% 0%

FP Rate

CFS 33.5% 64.8% 10.3% 0.1%
Decison Tree 23.8% 34.3% 10.4% 31.8%
Pearson-20% 25.7% 42.7% 15.4% 0%
Pearson-30% 27.7% 44.7% 17.8% 0%
Info Gain-30% 22.7% 34.8% 15.7% 2.6%
Info Gain-40% 28.1% 43.5% 19.9% 0%

The highest accuracy rate of Decision Tree was achieved by the Info Gain

with a 30% correlation value, which is 98.2%, with 31.65 seconds building
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Table 6.21: Runtime of Feature Selection on CAV-RW by Naive Bayes

Building Time (s) Testing Time (s)
CFS 1.23 1.13
Decision Tree 0.97 0.93
Pearson-20% 1.35 1.03
Pearson-30% 0.75 0.69
Info Gain-30% 1.26 0.94
Info Gain-40% 0.82 0.63

time and 0.37 second testing time. The lowest accuracy rate was achieved by

Pearson method with a 30% correlation value, which was 85.55%, with a 20.42

second model building time and a 0.34 second testing time. Though the testing

time is low, and it is almost half the testing time before feature selection, the

accuracy is too insufficient to conduct the detection. It should also be noted

that the Pearson methods with a 20% correlation value showed poor accuracy,

which was only 86.66%. The FP rate of the Pearson method also increased

from the original 0.4% to 10.6% and 11.8%, respectively. These all indicated

that the Pearson feature selection method is not appropriate for the Decision

Tree model.

In addition to each sub-attack, it could be seen from the table that the

Pearson method showed poor accuracy in the detection of DoS attacks. The

Pearson’s accuracy is only 3.3% on 20% correlation and 0.3% on 30% correla-

tion, respectively. After analysis and comparison with other feature selection

methods, it could be found that the Pearson method was the only method

that does not select attributes: timestamp, WithID and WithoutID. As the

DoS attack is highly related to the time frequency between messages, this fea-

ture selection led to a bad result, indicating that the Pearson feature selection

method is not suitable for anomaly detection.

All the feature selection methods chose attribute c5, and the majority of

the methods chose c0, c1, c2, c6, and timestamp. This indicates that in this

collected data set, most CAN message values were changed in these attributes.

However, only the Decision Tree chose WithID and WithoutID together. In
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addition, from the tree structure built by Decision Tree, these two attributes

were the most related attributes to the classifications.

Normally, the feature selection methods could help to decrease the runtime

without decreasing the accuracy significantly. However, as shown in Table 6.18,

all the feature selection methods show a decreasing trend in accuracy. Even

the highest accuracy achieved, by the Info Gain method, was only 98.2%.

The runtime of models after applying each method was quicker than in the

original model, as shown in Table 6.19. But the decreases in runtime were

more significant on the model building time than testing time. As said in

the performance evaluation, model building time is not as important as the

testing time, indicating that the feature selection methods are not good enough

to improve the performance.

As for the FP rate, it could be seen from Table 5.11 that before feature selec-

tion, the FP rates in general and for sub-attacks were low enough, which are all

below 1%. After applying feature selection methods, almost all the FP rates

increased greatly, some of which are even beyond 20%. This indicates that

massive data were classified falsely, which might cause severe consequences in

the CAV dynamic driving environment. Only the Info Gain with a 30% cor-

relation value achieved an FP rate of 0.7%. Regarding the accuracy, building

time and testing time, the performance of Info Gain with a 30% correlation

value is the most satisfactory.

Based on all these criteria, it was found that for real world CAV data, fea-

ture selection would not provide more efficiency or improvement to the original

model. This is because all the CAN fields from c0 to c7 are important in mak-

ing driving decisions. Hence, any missing attribute could cause the wrong

classification of the data. In addition, time is an indispensable attribute in

detecting DoS attacks. It could be seen from the Pearson method, without

any time attribute such as WithID or WithoutID, that the detection accuracy

of DoS is terrible. Even worse, no DoS attack were detected without time

attributes in Pearson with a 30% correlation value method. Based on this, it
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was found that for real world CAN data, the integrity of the data is important.

Only through contents attributes and time attributes could the attacks be de-

tected. It should also be noted that the Decision Tree achieved a high accuracy

rate, but its testing time is still not good enough to be applied to CAVs. More

efficient methods to improve the time consuming is of high importance, which

need to be further investigated.

6.3.5 Discussions

According to all the experiments on the four data sets, the performance of ac-

curacy, FP rates and runtime were compared. Thus based on different attacks

in the four data sets, the best performance model and important attributes

are listed in Table 6.22.

Table 6.22: Best Models and Important Attributes of Feature Selection Results

Data Set the Best Perfor-
mance Model

Important Attributes

CAV-KDD Proposed intersec-
tion method

flag, logged in,
same srv rate,dst host srv serror rate

Simu-CAN Decision Tree
model with Info
Gain

DoS Attacks: Time, WithID, With-
outID; Fuzzy Attacks: c7,c5

KCAN-CAV Decisio Tree model
with CFS

DoS Attack: ID,WithID, Time;
Fuzzy Attacks: c1,c6,WithID

CAV-RW Decision Tree with
Info Gain

DoS Attack: Time,c5,WithID;
Fuzzy Attacks:c5,c2,c6,c0

The best models were suggested based on four criteria: high overall accuracy,

high sub-attacks accuracy, low FP rate and fast runtime. Among all the results,

the accuracy needs to be above at least 95% to be regarded as a high accuracy

rate.

After analysing all the results, the performance of Decision Tree is superior

than that of Naive bayes. In all the four data sets, Decision Tree model

achieved better performance than Naive Bayes, especially Decision Tree model

with Info Gain.

It could also be seen from the results that the feature selection methods
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achieved good results on CAV-KDD data set. It is because that CAV-KDD

data set has 39 attributes in total, while other data set only has 10 attributes.

The feature selection method could achieve better results in data set with a

large amount of attributes.

For communication attacks, the important features are related to the con-

nection and login status, and the percentage of same service. It indicates that

in future communication data collection, these attributes need to be consid-

ered at high priority. For DoS attacks, the time critical attributes are crucial,

including Time, WithID and WithoutID. The newly added attributes were

found useful on the detection.

In addition, the detection of Fuzzy attacks depends on the CAN field con-

tents from c0 to c7. When detecting the attacks, it could be found that the

attributes including c0, c2, c5 and c6 are important in CAV-RW. While in

other data sets, different attributes are important. It is because that the sen-

sors used in the data collection is different, and the data contents changed as

well. However, this will also raise another issue, the data bias could affect the

results. For example, if all the data only change one value in the CAN field,

such as c0, the importance of c0 will become extremely high. The content

meaning in CAN needs to be further investigated in future research to resolve

the data bias problem.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, feature selection methods, including CFS, Info Gain, Gain

Ratio, the Pearson method, and others were adapted to machine learning

models built in Chapter 5. Several findings could be summarised as below.

First, feature selection methods have been identified to be effective in the

improvement of models performance. Especially on the CAV-KDD data set,

the runtime decreased with little impact on accuracy. However, the feature

selection methods do not perform well on the following three data sets: Simu-
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CAN, KCAN-CAV and CAV-RW, due to the limited number of features in

these three data sets. It is found that the feature selection method is more

efficient in data sets with large number of attributes.

Secondly, feature selection methods are more effective when applied to the

Decision Tree models. In the experiments, the accuracy of the Decision Tree

model remained stable while the accuracy of Naive Bayes varies. It is found

that the Decision Tree model with feature selection methods is more appro-

priate for CAVCS attack detection.

In addition, newly added attributes “WithID” and “WithoutID” have been

identified useful for the DoS attacks classifications. The majority of feature

selection methods selected the new attributes.

Meanwhile, the proposed intersection feature selection method can only be

used when there are sufficient number of attributes, such as in the CAV-KDD

data set. Otherwise, the number of selected attributes will be limited, which

will lead to an unsatisfactory model performance.

Besides, experiments of feature selection also provided the understanding of

the most relevant and important features when detecting different attacks in

simulated or real world data. For communication attacks in the CAV-KDD

data set, the attributes flag, logged in, same srv rate and dst host srv serror

rate, covering connection and login status, and same services percentage, are

the key features. Time-related features ‘Timestamp’, ‘WithID’ and ‘With-

outID’ were considered to be the most important features in detection of DoS

attacks. The CAN content attributes c0 to c7 are also vital parts when detect-

ing fuzzy attacks. The mentioned features need to be collected first in case the

computation power and storage for data are limited on CAVs, which will en-

sure that the performance of model are not affected significantly. In addition,

the selected key features will also serve as guidance for future research.

In conclusion, feature selection methods on CAVCS detection should be

further analysed. More feature selection methods need to be considered and

adapted to machine learning models. Each feature in CAN data also needs to
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be further investigated regarding different functions of CAVs. The experiments

in this chapter provide an initial attempt to acquire higher accuracy with a

short runtime. The newly added features could also serve as guidance for

further CAVCS data collection.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Main Contributions

CAVs are becoming the most interesting research topic around the world.

However, there still exists a large number of unsolved problems. Being a

prevalent part of CAVs safety, CAVCS needs to be addressed properly. Any

method or solution that helps to enhance the CAVCS could also become a

contribution to the development of CAVs.

In the thesis, a CAVCS framework was built based on existing standards

and principles, including UK CAV cyber security principles. The main aim

and contribution of the thesis is to provide a machine learning-based anomaly

detection cyber security framework for CAVs. Several other contributions have

also been made in the thesis during the building of the framework.

The existing literature, including CAV standards, commercial and technical

reports, relevant journals and conference papers, were reviewed and presented

in Chapter 2. The unique CAVCS characteristics have been discussed and

compared with traditional network and vehicles. Methods of building a cy-

ber security framework, including risk assessment, related data sets, anomaly

detection, and feature selection, were also reviewed.

Based on the literature, the CAV cyber security terminology and definitions

are defined to set the theoretical foundation of the thesis in Chapter 3, followed

155
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by a clearly defined list of vulnerabilities and potential attacks to CAVCS. This

potential attack list could be extended in the future easily as the technologies

of CAVs are still fast evolving. In addition, a new severity assessment method

for CAV attacks was proposed in Chapter 3 as well. The severity assessment

method evaluated different attack severity based on well-defined criteria, in-

cluding risks, assets and consequences. It was found that the DoS attack and

Fuzzy attack are the most dangerous threat to CAVs. The severity assessment

method could also be adapted to new attacks to assess the severity, which

could help to control the attacks better and make appropriate responses.

Four new data sets were introduced in Chapter 4, including CAV communi-

cation data set CAV-KDD data set, in-vehicle simulated communication data

set Simu-CAN data set, real world data set KCAN-CAV and CAV-RW data

sets. The four data sets cover both the in-vehicle and inter-vehicle data to help

build and evaluate machine learning models. The data sets were all retrieved

or collected by myself, also contributing to CAVCS research as currently there

is no open source processed CAVCS data sets.

Among all the mitigation methods suggested in Chapter 3, the detection of

attacks in CAVs is the most important, which is also the aim of the thesis. In

Chapter 5, machine learning-based anomaly detection in CAVs was proposed.

Two machine learning models, namely Decision Tree and Naive Bayes, were

evaluated on the newly-collected data sets.

The performance of two machine learning models was then compared. It

was found that the machine learning models could help to detect the attacks

in CAVs. Besides, the Decision Tree could achieve much better results than

Naive Bayes in all the data sets, especially the in-vehicle data sets. However,

the performance of which could still be improved through feature selection

methods.

In Chapter 6, main stream feature selection methods were used and com-

pared. With little impacts on the accuracy, the runtime of each model de-

creased significantly. The best model and important features were suggested
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in this chapter. However, it was found that the feature selection methods only

had limited effects on improving the performance on data sets with fewer at-

tributes, which indicated that the correlation between attributes and classifica-

tions are tighter as well. At the same time, after applying the feature selection

methods, Decision Tree could achieve quicker testing time, even quicker than

that of Naive Bayes. Thus, Decision Tree model is more appropriate for CAV

cyber security attack detection. The outputs of this research could be listed

as below:

1. The definitions of CAVCS and potential cyber attacks to CAVs. This

definition could be used in future CAVCS research. Meanwhile, the potential

attack list could be adapted to different vehicle models to find their potential

attack points. In addition, the attack list is also extendable to add new types

of attacks.

2. A new severity assessment method for potential cyber attacks. The

severity assessment method used a well-adapted engineering formula to assess

the cyber attack from risk, asset and consequence. The criteria could be used

for newly defined attacks, helping the researchers or engineers to rank the

priorities of different attacks and mitigate them.

3. New CAVCS data sets for CAVCS research. This thesis retrieved CAV

communication data set CAV-KDD from the benchmark KDD99 by delet-

ing irrelevant and redundant data. Meanwhile, the thesis also simulated the

Simu-CAN data set on computers. Real world data set KCAN-CAV was also

retrieved from the OTIDS data set from the Korean University. In addition,

a completely new data set CAV-RW was collected from real world CAVs. All

of these data sets could be reused to conduct other machine learning-based

CAVCS research.

4. The building and comparison between machine learning models, including

Decision Tree and Naive Bayes, provided solutions and suggestions for CAV

attack detection. Machine learning algorithms were used to build models and

the models were then compared based on accuracy, FP rate and runtime. It
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was found that the Decision Tree could achieve better results.

5. The performance improvement of machine learning models by feature se-

lection and newly added features. Several feature selection methods,including

filter, wrapper and embedding, were used to find the relevance of each at-

tribute. The best performance model towards different attacks in the four

data sets were suggested. Moreover, the selected important attributes could

provide guidance for future CAVCS data collection. In addition, the added

attributes WithID and WithoutID have been considered to be effective in

CAVCS anomaly detection, especially on DoS attack.

Based on the outputs above, a machine learning-based anomaly detection

CAV cyber security framework was then established, covering potential at-

tack assessment, CAVCS data sets, attack detection, and model improvement,

which could be used to conduct further CAVCS research.

7.2 Limitations and Suggestions for Further

Improvements

Gathering real world CAV anomalous data used in anomaly detection is one of

the biggest challenges faced during this research. Currently, there are very few

real CAVs that are open to the public, not to mention the CAV cyber attack

data. Although the data sets used in the thesis contained real world data

collected from real CAVs, only normal data could be collected, the attack data

in the data sets were still simulated. It is difficult to obtain real world attack

data due to safety and privacy problems. In order to overcome this limitation,

specific testing equipment and testing fields need to be used to gather real ‘real

world’ data. The different levels of automation and connections, and different

attack scenarios also need to be considered when collecting data in the future.

In addition, data bias still exists in the data sets. For example, in the CAV-

KDD data sets, several types of attacks only have few data while other types
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have thousands. In in-vehicle communication data sets, the CAN fields have

data bias, so that the performance of feature selection methods could not be

guaranteed. For example, in Fuzzy attack data of the KCAN-CAV data set,

the majority data only changed the data value on attribute ‘c6’. Thus, the

importance of c6 became high in the feature selection process. However, the

situation could be different in other real world data collections. The meaning

of data in CAN fields needs to be studied comprehensively to understand the

activities of the vehicles. Moreover, the evaluation methods of attacks need to

be developed. In the thesis, the attacks were leveled into different categories.

However, it is more useful if the risk of attacks could be quantified.

Another limitation is the performance of the computer used in the experi-

ments. All the computers used in this research are still personal computer with

limited computing power, which will have negative impacts on the performance

of the model. If high performance computers are used to process the data, the

results could be improved on runtime. Moreover, currently there is no con-

clusion on which kind of CPU will be installed on CAVs. If the data could

be processed in real CAV CPUs, the results could also be more representative

and reliable.

Besides, the thesis was also affected by the impacts of the COVID-19, which

limits the field tests in more scenarios.

7.3 Future Work

As initial attempts to raise the awareness of CAVCS and also attempts to apply

machine learning models to detect the attacks in CAVs, two peer-reviewed

journal papers and one conference paper have been published. Two more

publications are also prepared to be submitted to journals. In addition, all the

data sets retrieved and collected in the thesis were publicly online so that other

researchers could also use the data sets to conduct other researches related

to CAVCS, which could enhance the impact of this research. The following
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research topics are the potential research areas for future research.

1. Comprehensive Data Sets

Currently, there is no open source CAVCS data set available online. All the

data sets in this research were retrieved and collected independently. Though

the data sets mentioned in the thesis have been published online, it is still not

enough for CAVCS research. First of all, capable organizations or companies

could help to conduct real attacks to driving CAVs (in a controlled testing

field). Moreover, experts on cyber security, CAVs and other relevant fields

could help to define more potential attacks and collect them. Thus, the attack

data sets could be more comprehensive including more types of attacks and

real driving situation attack data rather than simulation data. Besides, data

from different levels of CAVs also needs to be considered to better understand

the CAVs.

2. Model Performance Improvement

In this research, only supervised machine learning algorithms are used to

conduct the detection. However, the supervised machine learning algorithms

showed poor performance on unseen attacks. On the one hand, more machine

learning algorithms could be used. The performance could then be analysed

and discussed, which could help to find the most appropriate model for different

attacks. On the other hand, more types of algorithms, such as unsupervised

machine learning algorithms, could be used to increase the detection rate of

unseen attacks.

3. Real-time Anomaly Detection

In the thesis, all the data sets were collected and pre-processed first, and

then classified. All the data in the data sets are well-formatted and could be

used to conduct the experiments directly. However, in a real driving situa-

tion, the data could be in a mess and cannot be used directly. Appropriate

methods need to be developed to parse the data once received. Based on these

methods, the detection could be conducted immediately on the vehicle, which

will significantly improve the efficiency of anomaly detection and enhance the
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security of the CAVs.

4. Other Mitigation Methods

As mentioned in Chapter 3, several mitigation methods could be used to

enhance the safety and security of CAVs. In this research, only the detection

methods were investigated. Other mitigation methods, such as authentication

and encryption of messages, could also be used to improve the difficulty of

attacking a CAV. Especially for passive attacks, authentication and encryption

are more useful than detection. Though on current CAVs, limitations such as

the consuming capabilities and limited bytes of transferred message might

hinder mitigation research. It still would be a promising research direction to

find universal mitigation methods for a defence-in-depth CAVCS framework.

7.4 Summary

This work provided a holistic framework for Connected and Autonomous Vehi-

cles cyber security research from definition, detection to mitigation. Relevant

terminology was proposed in Chapter 3. The definition of CAVCS was pro-

posed first to build the theoretical foundation of the whole research. Then,

potential attacks were listed and severity assessment criteria were built to rank

the priority of different attacks. The severity assessment criteria were based

on the risk, asset and consequence of different attacks, and each attack has

been marked as low, medium and high as the severity level. It was found that

DoS attacks and Fuzzy attacks are the most dangerous and of the highest vul-

nerabilities in CAVCS. Based on the attacks, several mitigation methods were

also suggested, the most efficient of which is machine learning-based anomaly

detection.

In the existing literature, machine learning algorithms were found powerful

to build models to detect the attacks in CAVs. Decision Tree and Naive Bayes

machine learning algorithms were chosen in this research to build models to

detect the attack. Meanwhile, new data sets, including communication data
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sets CAV-KDD, simulated in-vehicle data set Simu-CAN, real world vehicle

data set KCAN-CAV and self-collected real world CAV data set CAV-RW,

were collected and investigated in this research. All the data sets are now

open online for other researchers to use.

Machine learning models were applied and compared on these CAVCS data

sets. It was found that the Decision Tree model could achieve much better

results than Naive Bayes. In order to improve the performance of models,

feature selection methods including CFS, Gain Ratio, Info Gain and Pearson

method were applied to find the most relevant attribute in the data sets. For

data set with massive attributes, feature selection methods could play an im-

portant role in improving the performance. However, for in-vehicle data sets,

such as Simu-CAN, the effect of the feature selection method was not signif-

icant, which was attributed to the smaller number of attributes. New added

attributes WithID and WithoutID, indicating the time frequencies between

adjacent data with or without the same IDs in in-vehicle data sets, were found

to be useful for improving the accuracy of attack detection, especially on de-

tecting the DoS attack. For the usage of feature selection methods, the best

performance model and important attributes towards different attacks in dif-

ferent data set were suggested, which could be used in future real world CAV

attack detection.

Several limitations were found in this thesis. The first and most important

limitation is the available data sets to cover possible CAV attacks. Because of

the risk to conduct CAV cyber attacks in daily driving activities, all the data

sets were from simulation or CAVs in a controlled environment. Moreover,

the data sets only cover limited types of attacks in CAVs. As the technologies

of CAVs are still evolving, attackers would conduct different types of attacks.

More comprehensive data sets are needed to detect the attacks to CAVs more

efficiently and comprehensively by overcoming these limitations. In addition,

as in the thesis, only supervised machine learning models are used, more types

of machine learning algorithms such as unsupervised algorithms could be used
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on the detection. It could help to improve the detection rate of unseen attacks

and also help to realize real time detection.

In this chapter, several future research directions were proposed and sug-

gested in CAVCS. These research directions include: Collecting more compre-

hensive data sets so that more targeted attacks could be detected, and more

‘real world’ data could be used; Improving the performance of the models

to conduct the detection more efficiently and precisely, which could also help

to improve the detection rate of new attacks; Developing real time detection

methods to help the CAVs detect the attack on time and respond to it appro-

priately; Developing other mitigation methods to enhance the framework of

CAVCS, by which the CAVs could be safer and reliable.
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